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Uni~ersity may tighten .liberal grading policy.
By MICHELE QUINN

· sciou;· and encourages tpem to take
Stanford eliminated the D and F; ::• "If we're going to put out a tran- 'cf,
tough courses. The Faculty Senate, grades in 1970. The D was .rein: ' script at all, it should be an accurate a,
the university's governing board, is stated in 1975.
record," said Anthony Siegman, a ;:;.
PALO ALTO, California - With expected to decide today on the fate
A survey by Stanford in 1993 professor of electrical engineering. w
final examinations imminent, stu- of a proposal to change the policy. showed that 76 percent of.the facu1-·
Amos Tversky, a professor in psy- ~
dents at Stanford University are not
While Stanford University has ty members wanted a return to chology, said, "It's well known .
as nervous as one might expect.
one of the most liberal grading poli- more historical transcripts, a record . around the country that Stanford ~
The F does not exist here. The C cies in the country, other prestig- of what actually happened instead . doesn't give failing grades. This pe- lQ
is:::f!isLl:>!!.fOlllipg .~J:!!iilcl. If. _11" B_ j~~-~niJe~\\i~~ ~aJe _a!S<? !:_epoite,d':•of a. reco~d of_ what students did · nalizes gol)d students ,,l!t the ex- $.
lqoms, a student can. parachute out an m~rease m tlie numlier of A s well. m, srud ~ail Mah<?od, '! profes- · ,, pense _of po~r stu_de·nts.
.
■
of a course on the day of the final an.~ B s. .
.
.
. . sor of ~eological who 1s leadmg the
G~vin W:nght; a professo~ m ~o-_- ~
exam with no consequences. The .. Grade mflallon .IS pandemic m campaign to,reverse the.steady,de-, nom1cs, srud grades were high be- z , ~
median grade for undergraduates }'.Our finest universities," sai~ M_ar- cl!ne in the· number of B's, ,C"s;and cause when a student is,gett~?g a C· ~ I
last year was an A minus.
tm _Anderson, a Hoover Institution. D s.
grade, they drop the course.
., 1
liut some faculty members here semor fellow_ and the au_thor.. of _a
Under her proposal, a stud~nt
But Ronald Rebholz, an English
1
are campaigning against grade in- book about higher educat10n. This would have to. drop a course earlier professor and the most adamant op- · '" ,~
flation. They want- to revive the e, is not even grade inflaUon. !hese or would get a_ W on the transcript ponent of a cha1!ge in policy, disput- I'!
grade, limit the number of times a 3:re, phO!)Y grades. Stanford 1s. the to. mark the _withdrawal. Instead _of ed the_ content10n that-. St~nford's _ Ej
student can repeat courses and stop first umvers1ty to take a senous F, a euphenusm, NP, would be giv- transcnpts were so deceptive that g
permitting students to fill their tran- look at it." .
.
.
en for "not passed." A course could "p~ople use the old-boy network ~
scripts with A's by dropping classes
Harvard Umve~1ty has also. seen ~nly be ,retaken once, and RP, for and ,call up and as~ ~hat the .stu- :c
when their grades fall. ·
a trend t<?ward higher 3:nd h1gh~r repeat, would appear on the tran- de!.'t s record really is;
15
Their effort has struck at the grades, srud Thurston Smith, assoc1- .scnpt.
I have never received a phone !,
erve center of Stanford a univers"- ate registrar, but there has been no . The issue was fiercely debated at call q!'estioning a.student's record,"
~ of 6,500 undergraduates an~ effort to reverse the trend.
a Faculty Senate meetmg recently. he said.
::i
6,500 graduate students. Some defend the grading policy, saying it
makes students less grade cono New York Times News .Service
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:BOWUNG1GREEN, K}'., -. Time and te~tes have sealed the fate'
of.Western K~tucky, Uruversity's Diddle Dorm, whit:Ji will be·nized
thlS sununer...
·tr·
. l
. . -,~,
'I • I
Housing Director im" ifolbert ~id a structural engineer' looked at .
.the ne~o/ l~0-rear-old building "and he :said it was unfit for people
JQ be living .m· It." ' , _,. ·
·
:,
. ;:I"he dotm ~as ~Uilt
dwelling by Bowling Green art:hlt~
~obert ~~derwooil, ~o lived ,there until it was sold to Western.
Demolition an~ asbestos ab~tetnent will ,cost Western about,
$25,000; renovation could have cost as inilch as $600,000.
_1
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Morehead coach working
as scout, NFL team says
BY SCOTT LEARN
NORTHEASTERN KEN'ruCKY BuREAU

Proctor

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

1994

Exactly whom does Cole Proctor work for?
Morehead State University officials say their former
football coach is working for them until Aug, 1.
The NFL Arizona Cardinals say Proctor signed on
with them three weeks ago as a full-time, year-around
college scout.
Proctor, who earns $58,000 a year at Morehead,
declined to comment.
He stepped down as Morehead's coach March 11,
four days after the university board voted to phase out
football scholarships.
· ..
At that point, his contract ran through Dec. 31, and
the university said he would remain .until then as a
physical education and recreation instructor..
Proctor was teaching one class - an academic
football course - at the time. He did not appear in that
class again for the remainder of the spring semester,
said Michael Mincey, Morehead's vice president for
: student life.
· --- ·
But Mincey said the rest of the
course was already scheduled to qe
taught by guest speakers, such as·
assistant coaches, before Proctor
stepped down. That practice is not
uncoiilmon, he said.
- Oil ·May 10, Proctor was hired
by the Cardinals as a college scout
in charge of Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama, Florida and Big 10
schools.
Greg Gladysiewski, · a team
spokesman, said the job is a fulltime commitment
. Last week, Proctor told the
university he would be leaving
Aug. 1 instead of Dec. 31, Mincey
said. He said he was leaving early
because of the Cardinals job.
Proctor agreed to fill the rest of
his time supervising the athletic
·equipment room, outdoor facilities
and the university gym, Mincey
said: He.:started that job late last
week.
·
·
·

Gladysiewski, the Cardinals
spokesman, said he thinks Proctor
is working for them.
But Gladysiewski said Proctor
might have made an agreement
with Buddy Ryan, the head coach
of the Cardinals, that allows him
to finish the Morehead job. Ryan
could not be reached for comment.
Ryan's son, Rex Ryan, was
Morehead's defensive coordinator
under Proctor. He is now an assistant coach with the Cardinals and
was a factor in Proctor winning the
scouting job, Gladysiewski said.
Proctor, a coach at Morehead
for four years, was upset by university President Ronald Eaglin's
plan to cut scholarships and what
he said . was a ·general lack of
support for football among school
administrators.
Players said the coach felt particularly stung because Eaglin had
not consulted him before·announcing the plan in January.
When Proctor stepped down as
coach, he and the university said it
was ·by mutual agreement. Proctor
was an offensive tackle for Morehead in the mid-1960s and earned
bachelor's and master's degrees
from the school.
. Bruce Mattingly, the faculty
representative on the board of regents, said last week that university officials probably wanted to
accommodate . Proctor after · the
emotional scholarship. battle.
Mattingly said he has no problem with the arrangement between
Proctor and the university., . ·
"I think- they're just ·trying to
compromise a little bit ·and work
something out," he said. ''Under the
circumstances, it doesn't seem unreasonable."
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Colleges

·

_

The NCAA Special Committee to Review Initial Eligibility
Standards has decided to recommend changes in academic
requirements for athletes and delay the date they are supposed
to· take effect, the NCAA announced;
·The requirements have been criticized as unfair to minority
athletes. The committee's proposed changlll! will_ be announced
prior to a meeting June 28-29 of the NCAA· Presidents •
Commission. Legislation will go to the NCAA membership for
consideration at its convention ·next January,·
"·: ·, ·;:
·
: Proposition 48 _would !llinain in effect until August 1996
under the recommendations. But tougher standards for·
Proposition 48 passed at the 1992 NCAA convention, scheduled
to take effect in August·l995, will be delayed. ·
·
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Morehead plan to stay in OVC,
reduce football grants denied
BY RICK BAILEY
HERAU).lEADER STAFF WRITER

MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
Morehead State's intention to cut
football scholarships but still remain a member of the Ohio Valley
Conference was sidetracked yesterday - not by negative votes but
by abstentions.
Four institutions at the OVC's
summer meeting at Middle Tennessee joined Morehead President Ronald Eaglin iii supporting his proposal that a school not have to play
OVC football if it awards less than
60 percent of the NCAA maximum
number of scholarships.
There were no negative votes,
but four abstentions scuttled the
proposal. Seven of the league's nine
institutions must vote yes to adopt
a proposal.
If Eaglin's proposal had passed,
he could have petitioned the OVC
to not play league football when
the number of scholarships
dropped below 60 percent of ~-e
maximum number allowed. A DIVlsion I-AA school may award up to
63 grants under current NCAA
legislation.

Eaglin had hoped to buy time
as Morehead begins its reduction of
football scholarships. His intent is
to have non-scholarship football by

want our programs as strong as we
can make them. All of us are faced
with serious structural changes,
and gender equity is causing some
1998.
of these to happen."
"It's positive in a way because
Joining Funderburk with votes
they didn't say no," Eaglin said.
to abstain were Howard Gentry,
"Each had a different reason, and
interim athletic director at Tennes- ·
we'll have to work on it over time. I
see State; Kaye Hart, athletic direcneed to see what I can do to change
tor at Austin Peay; and James ~it around."
Walker, Middle Tennessee's presiEastern Kentucky Univen,ity
dent
President Hanly Funderburk's vote
Supporting Eaglin's proposal
to abstain was a surprise.
were representatives from Murray
· "Philosophically, he agrees,"
State, Tennessee Tech, Southeast
Eaglin said. "On the practical
Missouri and· Tennessee-Martin.
level he wants to move slower.
Eaglin next will report to the
Haniy is a man of high principles..
He has his reasons, and we just Morehead Board of Regents at its
June 22 meeting.
disagree on this one."
Eaglin has .authorized ne'Y
Funderburk in the past has
coach Matt Ballard 50 scholarships
indicated his concern about the
for this season.
costs of intercollegiate athletics and
"We're basically at. the same
the · undecided issue of gender
strength we were last year," Eaglin
equity and other Title IX issues.
said.
·
"We've not had time to analyze
the ramifications of that. (Eaglin's
Mo;ehead also· intends to play
proposal)," Funderburk sai~. "W,e
10 instead of 11 games after this
want Morehead to stay m this
season. The Eagles are obligated to
conference. ·
play eight OVC games as long as
"But by the same token we
they are in the league.
·
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Abstentions
stall
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·
Murray State, Southeast Missouri State,
Tennessee-Martin and Tennessee Tech supported Eaglin's proposal Abstaining were
Middle
Tennessee, Austin Peay, Tennessee
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. - Morehead
State and Eastern Kentucky. Four schools
State University failed yesterday in its atwere not represented.
..• · . .
tempt to find a way to p_lay lo"".• or non•
"l thought I might get a yes vote from
scholarship football and still remain a memAustin Peayt Eaglin said. "I had hoped
ber of the Ohio Valley Conference.
that Tennessee State might have supported
But that doesn't. mean school President
Dr. Ronald Eaglin will stop hying to get the
it."
·
·
.
An abstention from EKU President Hanly
amendment in place or leave the league.
Funderburk also was somewhat of a sur-.
Five schools voted for Eaglin's proposal
prise. Funderburk has mentioned the possithat the OVC constitution be changed to al·
bility of no-scholarship football in the past
low an institution to petition the conference
and has been cutting costs in the Colonels'
to not play football games against league
high-profile program since the U.S. Office
members should its number of scholarships
of •Civil Rights investigated Eastern and orfall below 60 pen:ent ·of NCAA Division Idered some changes two years ago.
Ms maximum of 63.
. · ··
.. ''We really_!!ay~'!'..t~~d tim~_!<!._~e
But representatives of four member uni·· ~ · l\,,mlfications (of such a proposversities abstained at the OVC presidents'
'ftmderburk said. ''We want
final business session at Middle Tennessee
/<i.'!\:nead to stay in the conference,
State University. Support from· threeout by the same token we want to
fourths of the school representatives (seven
make the . (OVC athletic) programs
of nine) was needed.
·
"Abstentions are not no's," Eaglin said. .,
as strong as we can make them.
We've got to get a little further
"We'll see what we can do to move the abstentions to yes. I still think it's something
along'with decisions about gender
that has to be resolved."
equity."
· "Dr. Funderburk is highly reEaglin was given approval by his board of
regents in March to pursue a gradual reducspected with high principles and. a
tion of scholarships until the football progood man," Eaglin said. "We just
happen to disagree."
.
gram possibly reached -~ro, by;1998._ .
. The · failed proposal would not
: -:..obviously I have to.speak-to the· board
have given Morehead outright. Jiagain (June 22)t Ea~•said;:'."Ibey'll_ want
cense ti> play all its .football g~es
to· discuss. any alternative· or:unpresS10Jl!I I
outside the league while remaining
have But we will:continue on the reduction
an OVC member. It would.have alof:scholarships path."
,,; · ·: •. "-" · '' ,
lowed the Eagles to. only, ask· the ·
Morehead ,offered 51 grants· in 1993 and
. conf~rence for•that option. League
will offer 50 in 1994, Eaglin said. "But it is.
presidents would have had to vote
not·our intention to offer any new scholar,
on the request at the time Morehead
ships for 1995," he,said. "My, guess is we
dropped below the 60-percent-ofwill be .at about.40 .(next year)t. . ., ::.r.w i
maximum !eve! in; say,Jhree.years.
By JIM TERHUNE
Staff Writer

·

t

taking steps to cut back. Beginning
in 1995, it will play oi:uy 10 game~.
''We'll be able to bnng players m
a week later (thus reducing costs
for housing and ~eals),'.' ~!hletic di·
rector Steve Hamilton said;
It will\end contracts ,with Marshall, a 1-M playo!!_finalist the p~_
three-years, and East Tenness~~
State after the '94 season.
, . ~.
It opens with Marshall, which JS
at the 63-scholarship
an~
plans to move to NCAA DMS10~ I;
A "I don't feel good a~,out plarin_g
them the first game,. HamiJl_!ln
said. "At the risk of a lawsuit, .I
thought about not playing them~
time."
.,
'.::;:;;
Hamilton said he!s. talked ~
Dayton and Davidson, opponents
with no athletic grants, about future
games and will start a two-yem: se;
ries in 1995 with ~eston,(S.~)
Southern, which is Just hi!ginmng
football. ·
·
· ·•
• He said "22 or 23" players have
transferred since Eaglin announ~
the school's direction for foot!>all:
Those include all-OVC linebackeis
Don Mathews and Jamie Philli~s;
"But some others have come back,'~
Hamilton said.
Cole Proctor, who resigned ·as
coach in March and was replaced
by , Matt ,Ballard, . has. since been
hired as a scout by the,~na €erdinilJs and has since left Morehead)
Hamilton said.
,,;; 'c.::;·;-' . · ~"But Matt is af 50> full ·'schqlar,
ships,'! . Hamilton said.. ''Wf:"W!
signed two new players since sprmg
practice ended and given three -or

llll1Xll!1~

four without scholarships full-rid~
We're still looking for more players
with money out of the travel-budget
"Nobody expects ·,us· toe.win: ·a.
: game. ·But I like what'Millt's dome:
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Jones gets
good news on
state surplus
$39 million available for parks,
but Senate balks at bond plan
BY JACK BRAMMER
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - Gov. Brereton Jones got the good news yesterday that money probably will be
available to finance his plan to
renovate state parks and build
scores of buildings.
But the governor also got disheartening news from Senate President John "Eck" Rose: The Senate
will not pass the plan.
"I told him I didn't think his
plan as presented can be passed by
the Senate," Rose said after meeting with Jones.
Legislators will report to
Frankfort on Monday for a special
session to draw up a two-year state
.budget, but it was clear yesterday
there was no consensus on how the .
state should spend taxpayers' money.
House and Senate Democratic
leaders met behind closed doors for
about an hour yesterday but
reached no agreement on how to
rewrite the state budget that Jones
vetoed in April.
Jones wants to use· most of an
expected $39 million surplus this
year to repair parks. He wants to
use future surpluses as installments on $279 million in loans for
a host of construction projects.
The Senate does not favor
Jones' plan because it adds a
mound of debt that some lawmakers don't think the state can afford
and uses long-term loans to pay for
some short-term repairs.
Rose said Jones' best strategy
would be to push the part of his
plan that would use surplus money
to pay for repairs in cash and back

off his proposal to borrow money
for more repairs, new park facilities
and other. construction projects
around the state.
The governor's chief legislative
ally, House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo, had promised a
showdown if the Senate did not
approve the building plan, but
appeared to soften his stance yesterday.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said
he did not think that Jones' plan
would pass the House or Senate
intact, but that a scaled-down version of the plan could pass in the
House.
"We'd like to, as quickly as
possible, get this matter resolved,"
Stumbo said.' "And I think the
Senate's of the same notion and I
think that the governor's of the
same notion.
"And that's.really signfficant
amount of movement if you think
about all the adversity or whatever,
lack of cooperation.... That seems
to have all changed," Stumbo said.
House Democratic leaders said
they will hold a party caucus
Tuesday to gauge the sentiment of
members. They spoke cautiously
. when they emerged from the meeting with Senate counterparts.
House Speaker Joe Clarke, DDanville, said earlier in the week
that most House members preferred to pay for the projects on a
cash basis. Yesterday Clarke said
that he is going to wait and see
what House Democrats say at the
caucus.
House Speaker Pro Tern Larry
Clark, D-Louisville, said he still
supports Jones' plan, but wouldn't

a

guess what the Democratic caucus
wants to do. Earlier in the week, he
said he thought the House would
go along with the governor's plan.
A consensus report from a
group of economists gave support
to Jones' contention that money•
will be available to pay for his
plan.
Economists for the executive
and legislative branches predicted
that the state will end this fiscal
year June 30 with a surplus of
$39.7 million.
The economists also forecast a
surplus of $30.6 million for fiscal
year 1995 and an extra $32.2 million for fiscal year 1996.
-Two weeks ago, Larry Lynch, a
Transylvania University professor
and the legislature's chief economist, predicted a. $13.9 million surplus for the state at the end of this
fiscal year.
Economists for the executive
branch had forecast a surplus of
$41.2 million.
Asked why his prediction
jumped so dramatically, Lynch
said, "May was a really good
month for collections in the sales
tax and.individual income tax."
Lynch acknowledged that he
also had not considered some other
revenue sources such as interest
income from state investments.
"The bottom line is the money
would be there to do what the
governor wants," Lynch said.
"That doesn't mean I recommend
that, but it appears the money will
be there."
Jones. was buoyed by the figures.
"This confirms what we anticipated, that the economy is improving, the revenues are recurring and
there are sufficient funds to save
the state parks and make additional needed investments in Kentucky's future," Jones said in a
statement.
·
But Rose was suspicious of the
revised figures. He continued to
question whether it is wise to
spend the money for the governor's
plan.
.
"The state has many pressing
needs," he said.
.-
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New Bellarmine-~oll~ge de~n_ thinks

business- schools ¢an· do· afi~.tter iob ·.
Harvard University, will also serve as pro- er than specializing·
fessor of marketing and business admin- in one area, such
istration at l;lellarmine.
.
as marketing. And
The new dean of Bellarmine College's
He-said many of the nation's top busi- Popper said manSchool of Business says he thinks Ameri- ness schools, including Harvard, have ei- agers need more of
ca's business schools have a lot of catch- ther ·redesigned their programs or have a global perspec- Popper
ing up to do.
started the process. Popper said he · tiye, including for: .
._
"By and large, business education in doesn't-have.a master . plan for•revising. e1i:n-I~e. training.and· an.,underthe. United States ·has fallen behind the Bellarmine's business curriculum, but he- standing .of. other cultures... -At Aurora,
curve," said Edward T; Popper. "Most are · does .know "how ·business-school gradu- ·_·MBA candid;8tes mu_st spend a.t,' I~suwo
delivering the same products that they ates can. better meet the. ~lions of•·· weeks studying outside theUmted States•.
were 30 years ago." · ,. ,;:.;;~~
.'.' ;-- ,their-employeril. ·
-~·;:;:: ,:: ;,.--, ,_,!; .:_ Its·.business scho!)l off~rs11I1·IMBAproPopper was named this week as dean at
"When I talk to managers, they te!I me - gram for company executives, and Popper
the .Bellarmine scbool, which has. about thelr graduates
not terribly articulate, would like to investigate starting a similar
800 students._ The post has been vacant in person or on paper," Popper said.
program at Bellarmine. · , ·., · ' ,_ . ·.
for about .two years.
.
.. .,·.,.. . , Stu,;lents also need to develop ,leader- . Before becoming dean at ·Aurora,. PopHe has been dean of the School of Busi- ship'skills.
' - · -° .
·•
.. per was an associate professor,at Bryant
ness and:Ptofessional Studies at Aurora
"Too much of, business education is -College in Smithfield, R.L.He.'.has ,also
(Ill,) University.
· _::·
a, .• ;
::.::._ ., about'analysis;n•he said: _
·.;;> ', ·· -,·'. -held faculty posts at North~U$,er·, Popper;who earned.a master's ofhusi- • - "Biisiiless·.manairers ·also· need ·broader· sitv. the·Univl!l'!ritv-nf Fltiri,IA Anrl Rnstnn

By RIC MANNING
Business Writer
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Jones said the state will have
his priority - it also funded a
about $40 million more when the
current fiscal year ends than an earscore of other projects.
In Jefferson County alone Jones
lier forecast had anticipated. That
proposed bonds for the expansion
was corroborated last week by a
of the Commonwealth Convention
new forecast from administration
Center, for a new court building
and legislative economists,
downtown, and for a new football
The governor wants to spend
stadium and medical-research·
about $23 million of that to begin
the park renovations in the first
at the University of Louisyear of the budget. He would issue
But there were problems on the
bonds that first year for only one
revenue side. Jones' budget reproject - the $46 million University
quired a small amount of revenue
of Kentucky library,
from a proposed tax on manufacturA year from now, if that· exira
ers. The tax was suggested as a remoney
proves to be recurring revplacement for a similar tax struck
enue,
Jones
wants to issue bonds
down by the courts. Legislators
for
the
rest
of
the projects, He also
were leery.
proposes some modest increases for
A major problem also arose when
human services.
officials realized that a tax on docJones makes a strong pitch for
tors and other health-care providthe plan: It requires no new taxes,
ers, passed last year, was not bringing in as much money as expected.
retains a record-high $100 million
These problems came into full foreserve fund to guard against possicus in the Senate, which refused to
ble revenue shortfalls, and yet it
pass the tax on manufacturers. Senmakes the needed "investments" in
ators had to make cuts to balance
projects for economic development
the budget, and for the most part,
and education.
they cut projects.
Bond-rating agencies appreciate
A House-Senate conference comthat
pitch, but it hasn't won over a
mittee dragged on through the sesmajority
in the, Senate.
sion's last days as the pro-project
Rose said the plan won't fly there
House conferees offered modest tax
because it calls for too much borincreases and revenue gimmicks to
rowing in the second year,
restore projects to the budget. But
He said the legislature will surely
the senators on the committee held
firm. Eventually the no-construction
approve needed repairs at parks budget passed..
o~ a pay-as-you-go basis. But most
Jones vetoed the budget, and the
senators oppose selling. bonds that
House sustained it.
require 20 years of debt because
Three weeks after the session·
that restricts future spending opended, Jones finally offered a -new
tions and adds pressure to· raise taxapproach - to amend the ·lean
es, he said.
budget that lawmakers had passed
The first key development of the
with a "surplus-expenditure plan."
special
session - which legislative
Under this plan, the state would
.
leaders
want to wrap up quickly spend about $35 million in extra ancould come tomorrow when House
nual revenue that is now coming in
Democrats plan to · meet · to see
because the economy has improyed.
which way they are leanirig,

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSllY
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tior a 'bu'dget
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. -The General Assembly· convenes for a special budget session
today under circumstances that its leaders
and Gov. Brereton Jones hoped they could
avoid in April, when the· regular session
ended without a budget.
As with any special session, everyone
wanted to reach at least a general agreement in advance on what would be approved. But, like other special sessions during Jones' tenn, this one will start with the
course of action unclear.
Last month the governor offered what he
hoped was a sure-fire budget plan to resolve the conflict between the free-spending
House and the tax-fearing Senate.
· That plan relies on money from a recent
spurt in state revenue - money the state
didn't anticipate during the regular session.
Jones argues that it will be enough to pay
for park repairs and other construction
projects he says are desperately needed.
But skeptical lawmakers, led by Senate
President John "Eck" Rose, have not been
won over.
So Jones has come to the same conclusion that his predecessor, Wallace Wilkinson, reached years before: Dealing with the
General Assembly is a headache.
And, like Wilkinson, Jones went around
the legislature and directly to the people bashing the political process and Frankfort
politics. Jones found himself on the stump
explaining the difference between excessive
spending and prudent, timely investments.
Late last week, as Jones appeared to
move toward compromise, House Speaker
Joe Clarke said many members of the
House ·seemed likely to oppose borrowing_
for construction projects.
Yet it was clear, after legislative leaders
met privately Thursday, that deep division
remains. House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo and Speaker Pro Tern Larry Clark
say Jones' plan makes great sense. Rose
said there is no chance-the Senate will pass
the plan.
The budget bill to be considered is the
state's plan for spending $25.4 billion ·between July 1, 1994, and June 30, 1996. The
key part of that is the $10.2 billion General
Fund, which finances- schools, universities,
human services ·and most major-state programs other than roads.. ·
The .current problem is rooted in the
budget as originally proposed by Jones in
late January. That budget. surprised many
lawmakers -because - in a fiscal -year when
the budget already had been cut - Jones·
proposed funding a significant ·81Ilount of
new construction.
·
.
i'lot only did his budget call for $100 million in bonds to "revitalize" the state parks
··.... . :~_-•'t ' '•.
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Higher education: The
state Council on Higher, Education
has scheduled five meetings fo hear
comments. from .colleges. and universities, students and the public
on ·how the schools administer and
operate federal student .financial
aid programs, The meetings ·this
week:
,
·
:·■ Today: Madisonville Health
and Technology Center,. 750 North
Laffoon Street, 3 p.m. CDT.
!I Tuesday: Kentucky Career
~titute,. .8095 Connector Drive,.
Florence, 1:30 p.m. .
.
--. ■ ,Wednesday: Sullivan. Col-,
lege, ··:!!m'dstown Road, Louisville,
3:30 p.m. -- .
--:---,F•::~_i ' ■ '.Thursday: · .Prestonsburg,
Community College, Johnson Ad-·
ministration Building, 1:30 -_p,In.
■ .Friday:

Ramada -rn;;.:

at

NeY:towri Pike, 1938 Stanton. Way;
Lexington; 10 am_
".,
·. , s

,
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:BUDGET GHOWDOWN
Jones takes oh lawmakers over $279 million plan for construction project
BY CHAD CARLTON
HERAl..D--LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - With round
two of the fight over the state
budget set to begin Monday, the
governor and legislators don't appear to be a lot closer to shaking
hands and walking away than two
months ago when their brawl ended in a draw.
What are they fighting about?
On one level, it's a difference of
fiscal
philosophies, a question
of whether borrowing $279 million for construction projects is a
""
shrewd invest- '=::::!:!0:===
men! in the
state's economic
future or a foolish anchor of
debt that will
burden Kentuckians for years to come.
On another level, it's a clash of
political powers, a matter of legacies and egos, strategy and control.
Gov. Brereton Jones wants lawmakers to go along with his plan to
borrow an extra $279 million over
the next two years to repair and
expand state parks and build a
host of other projects ranging from
a football stadium to a university
library.
His chief opponent is Senate
President John "Eck" Rose, D-Winchester who doesn't think the state
can afford to add heavily to its
debt load and bank on good economic times ahead to pay for it
Rose has the power, ·the votes
and the experience to win the fight
He has solid support in the
Senate, where a firm majority of
members share his fiscal conservatism and respect his leadership
skills. ·
Jones has some powerful legislative allies, but only_ in· a House
divided. House Majority Leader
Greg Stumbo, D-1',estonsburg, and
House Speaker Pro. Tern Larry
Clark, D-Louisville, helped him
forge a regional partnership that
split the House on h~lth-care refonn and the budget
But their power grip appears to
be slipping as more lawmakers
side with House Speaker Joe
Clarke, D-Danville, a fiscal conservative who spent more than two
decades as House budget chief
before being propelled into the
leadership role.

Investment In the future?
The fight is about investing in
Kentucky's future, Jones says.
The state park system, once a
national envy, has been neglected
and badly needs rep!ll1'5 and~sion to keep tounsts and their
money coming to Kentucky.
· The dozens of other buildings•
are also smart investments, Jones

says Convention centers in Louisville· and Northern Kentucky will
bring the state more in taxes annually than they cost in de~t p~yments. A library at _the Umvers1ty
of Kentucky and a history center m
Frankfort add immeasurably to the
state's educational and cultural resources.
Jones thinks the time is right to
borrow. Interest rates are low but
on the rise, and postponing the
projects could cost the state tens of
millions of dollars.
The economy is good and the
future is bright, Jones says. _Unemployment is down, pe~onal mco'!'e
is up, and economists predict
steady economic growth ahead.
And if the economy slumps, the
state will be prepared, Jones says.
He and lawmakers have agreed to
build the state's rainy-day fund to
$100 million - the largest reserve
in history.
"This administration has taken
a fiscally conservative view toward
taxpayers' money," Jones said.
"This is not an unreasonable request for government to make."
· Jones had not counted on much
trouble getting legislators to approve his plan, especially the state
parks projects. Th~y approved _a
$100 million bond issue to repair
parks just two years ago.
"You have to ask, 'Why were
legislators willing to do it then but
reluctant now?"' Jones said. "ls it a
question of the economy or a question of politics? To me, they flipflopped."

Anchor of debt?
It's not a flip-flop, Rose said.
The governor's proposal .and the
state's financial situation have
'changed since legislators approved
the bonds.
"Two years ago, this was sold
to us as a park repair and renovation plan," Rose said. ''Now the
administration has added (new)
projects."
About $30 million of the money
would go to add lodges, golf
-courses, swimming pools and other
new facilities at state parks.
· Rose, Clarke and other opponents of the governor's plan say
they don't disagree with the need
to repair state parks or construct
buildings that will improve the
state's economy,
However, they say Kentucky
cannot afford to take on the
massive debt to finance them debt that will be locked in for 20
years.
Opponents of Jones' plan recall
12 rounds of cuts in the last ·14
years to balance budgets. The governor and lawmakers have been
forced to make $558 million in cuts
in the last three budgets alone,
including $325 million in the current fiscal year.. --- ___ __ ___
They also .remember the fiSClll
sleight-of-hand, such -as delaying
tax refund checks, the state has .

used to balance the year-end books.
They know that overspending, offbase revenue predictions and economic downturns contributed to
the problems.
The budget cuts of recent years
took money away from some of
lawmakers' top priorities, such as
local schools, universities and economic development Clarke asks:
Why aren't we adding money· back
to those programs instead of
spending it on buildings?
Rose recently wrote: "I have no
quarrel with state construction projects, But I do have a quarrel with
the philosophy that bricks and
mortar are more important than
hUillan beings and investing in the
needs of the future."

A changing mood
Lawmakers didn't shy away
from the table in 1990 when leaders
used pork-barrel projects to win
votes for the largest tax increase in
state history, which was needed to
help finance a landmark reform of
the state's schools.
Those swimming pools, community centers and other projects
were a hit with voters back home.
· Four years- later, the public's
mood has changed, Rose said.
"The Senate has for some time
sensed the mood of the voters to
use our, resources more ·wisely,"
Rose said. "I think that was reinforced in the recent election.''.
When a Republican political
newcomer beat Joe Prather, Gov.
Jones' hand-picked nominee, in a
May 24 election to replace the late
U.S. Rep. William Natcher, some
saw the campaign as a referendum
on President Clinton, .taxes and
Jones,
Republicans now hold half of
the state's congressional seats and
have a shot at picking up more.
And for Rose, they've become a
force to deal with in the Senate.
They hold 14 of the chamber's 38
seats; the·most since thelate i960s.
If the Democratic goveriicir and
the Democratic-controlled _legislature vote for hupdreds of millions
of dollars in added debt, Republicans could tum that into a powerful tool against them in·-fall "elections.
·
The llkely outcome
The debate in the special
session is over how to spend a_ $39
million surplus that economists
predict the state will collect this
year and an extra $30 million next
year.
Jones wants to use most of the
first-year money to pay for state
park repairs on a cash basis. He
wants to use most of the secondyear increase as a down payment
on bonds to finance his building
plan - a move 'that would· cost about $27 million a year for~ the
next 20 years,
~-- :, . -,
The Senate can go· al6ii!Lwith

-'·~·"':.;~:·6_.;,.,.

Mt,flt:-

the bulk of Jones' proposal for the ·
first year. But they're not ready to
commit to the extra debt in the
second part of his plan.
Jones would like to leave a
concrete legacy like one of his
political idols, fonner Gov. Bert
Combs, the father of the state parks
system.
But Jones doesn't have the political clout to force Rose, a superior political strategist, and the Senate to go along. Stumbo and Clark
will probably have a tough enough
time getting the House to back the
governor's plan.
The . best that Jones and his
supporters are likely to get is the
first-year cash for parks, perhaps
bonds for two or three construction
projects and a pledge to reconsider
borrowing more next year.
The question is how long the
scuffle will go on before Jones and
his supporters decide to give in and
fight another day.

By the numbers

Gov. Brereton Jones' surplus spending plan for the next two
years will be the subject of debate when legi'slators con- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , vene Monday for a special session on the budget. Here's a
REVENUE EXPECTATIONS AND REALITY
snapshot of his proposal: Fiscal year 1995 (begins July 1)
State economists have come close in their predictions of how much revenue
the state will collect a year or two in the future. But missing the mark by just
1 percent in a $5 billion budget means a $50 million shortfall.

~ast\1sP!Wiic11ni:lm'~
Human services*
State park repairs
Paducah Comm. College engineering program
Soil and water conservation
Seats and lights for Ky. Center for the Arts

$4.4 million
$22.8 million
$400,000
$400,000
$1 million

l8P~w@D,tl18Witl'JIS\1i~~l/llll,1
University- of Kentucky library

$46 million

Fiscal year 1996
Human services
Paducah Comm. College engineering program
Soil and water conservation
Farm land preservation, regulation center
Jefferson County courthouse

$5.3 million
$500,000
$400,000
$300,000
$500,000

!Bof(qwlnitS*t$11~¥!1Mii/WiMi
State park repairs and expansions

BUDGET CUTS

Commonwealth Convention Center, Louisville

Revenue shortfalls are sometimes covered by delaying
payments, such as income tax refunds, or tapping into reserve
accounts. However, unexpected shortfalls in revenue have
forced six budget cuts in the last 11 fiscal years.
. Tl)e line shows the amount of the state's two-year ~udget.

Northern Kentucky Convention Center

·'

Kentucky History Center, Frankfort
University of Louisville medical building

·-

$5,------------------..,._

Hazard Community College building.
\Hopkinsville regional technical center
University of Kentucky engineering building
Danville technical center
University of Louisville football stadium

IEconomic development bonds
Ashland Community College building
;Muhlenberg prison expansion
,Hazelwood group homes, Louisville

INorthern Kentucky detention center

o.....,,.,;==

FY1984 '85

'SIL_,, '87.
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$84.4 million
$25 million
$25 million
$17.5 million
$14 million
$10 million,
t.•i'"
$8 millioef:;
$7 .3 million'
$7.1 million
$7 million
$5.5 million
$4.5 millio~:
$8 million
$3. 75 million
$3 million

*Includes money for a variety of programs including help for sexually

88 89 90 91
92 930 94
==-=,-=-.,..,.,.,...---..,.,,--,--,---,---------'
abused children, alternatives to Jailing mentally Ill ·people and tuberculo-

:>URCE: Office of Financial Management and Economic Analysis, Governor's
fflce for Policy and Management
_ .
,..

HERALO,lEADER sis screenings and mammograms for the poor.

./. · ➔

HOW DEEP IS OUR DEBT ?
What the
governor's
plan would
cost

Gov. Brereton Jones wants the state to borrow $279 million over two years to
repair and expand state parks and construct other buildings, including a library at the
University of Kentucky and a football stadium at the University of Louisville.
To understand the cost to taxpayers over the life of a 20-year loan, think of how it
compares with buying a house.

~

■

You borrow from a
bank
■ You pay 8 percent
interest
·
■ Your monthly
payment: $501.87

■ State sells bonds
■ State pays 6.75 percent interest
■ State's annual payment: $27 million

Over 20 years with interest, the projects
actually cost:
.

Over 20
years with interest,
your house
actually
costs:

Our growing debt: Kentucky owes $3. 7
billion, nearly twice as much as a decade ago.

$4
In billions of dollars

3'5,
3
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Where it goes: What borrowed money buys
Water, sewer,
solid-waste
systems
'Fiscal

1993
figures

2:2%
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Refusal to compronuse
led to special session
BY CHAD CARLTON
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

Instead of trying to make

cuts In the projects lists,
FRANKFORT - The road
to the special session ,began in
the House took an all-or•
January, when Gov. Brereton nothing stance. The Senate
Jones proposed $573 million in
refused to budge. The
new debt for the state - $100
House's all-or-nothing
million in bonds for park projects
stance got It nothing.
and $473 million for a variety of
other construction projects.
The proposed new debt was
comparable to what legislators tax increase. Instead of going
had approved in recent sessions. along, they cut scores of conBut it came after three years of struction projects from the budgfiscal troubles had forced $558 et to balance it without the tax.
million in budget cuts.
Many House members emInstead of trying to make
braced the plan because putting cuts in the projects lists, the
up new buildings back home is House took an all-or-nothing
good politics. But in the Senate, stance. With division among
lawmakers remained skeptical of House leaders and members, no
the plan, especially a tax propos- one was powerful enough to
al that was key to paying for it make the politically tough cuts
The state stood. to lose $70 that would kill some projects but
million because of court rulings save others.
that found vague wording in
The Senate refused to budge.
industrial tax laws. Jones proThe
House's
all-or-nothing
posed rewriting the laws to keep
stance got it nothing.
the money flowing.
But his approach raised
An incensed Jones lashed out
much more than $70 million, at lawmakers and vetoed the nolawmakers and industry lobby- bricks compromise that had
ists said, so the House instead
both chambers. It was
raised another industry tax to cleared
the
first
time in nearly four
replace the money.
decades that a regular session
The Senate viewed that as a ended without a budget.

Praise ·th~ Lord and _pass. the pork
Don't bet the ranch on flimsy predictions .of budg~t--surp_lus~s
.
.

'

,·

entucky's economic gurus now agree. After
so. Now, that might be just' a bad-hair year for· the
consulting the spirits and practicing their mys- gurus; but it meant the.state .had to cut S!)!lilding by
tic arts one more time, the fiscal holy men of
more than 5 perceri!,t6 malce ends. meeftliis year. '
the legislative and executive branches have reached a ·
Maybe the state could get along just fine with 5
joint conclusion:
·
percent less money, if it cut waste-instead of services:
The surplus in the state treasury at the end of this But the po_int is this:. No one on the face of the .Earth
budget year will be $39. 7 million, followed by surplus'. can guarantee that Kentucky in, say, 1995 wiH have
es of $30.6 million in '95 and $32.2 million in '96.
$1 surplus, much less $30.6 million. The economic
That's real money, folks. Cash in the-bank. It's
·· gurus can't do•it Gov. BreretonJones can't do it The
·there any time Gov. Brereton Jones and the General
budget brats in the House of Representatives can't do
Assembly want to start making installment payments it. If these peerless prognosticators could provide such
on this football stadium, that golf course and yonder guarantees, the state would not have been forced by
convention center. Praise the Lord and pass the pork. revenue shortfalls to cut the budget in 12·of the last
Presumably, of course, these are tlie same gurus, . 14:years. _ . , .,-:_-;\0 _: , ,,._;i4{{1j!:i,r ..
who,·just two years ago; irispeci:ed'the ecoriiifnic" .· .·· ·'·,: .. ·Think about- that These folks have'miss&r'on the
woolly worm and predicted that stafe govert)tilent
high side almost 86 ·percent of.1:he time; but.hey, we're.
would have $4'873 billion to' spend this year; Oiily
·.' iillsilpposecl fo believe iliey',re right on target now.
later did these sharp-pencilboy~ disi;over'the worm . We're supposed to.leverage $300 mUlfon in_new
had turned and revised that figure downwara to
. ·. bonded indebtedness on their word that .there will be
$1,.599 billion.
_
:,,:,,\;:.<, · '{..,: < ,t;; a.few riiUljon in surpluses during ilie;iieit
years.
The $39.7 million being waved around by the
. If we buy into such. a flimsy ~cam, ,W.1!'11.be as·
Frankfort big spenders is "surplus" only-because the. foolhardy and irrespo~sible ai:;_ the electf!foffiqals ·. _
gurus' original estimates were off by $233 million or who are orooosim!' it.
·
· ·1 . ..,•.,.,~,· ·,, •.,, ·•
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More students borrowing more money· for college
BY RICHARD STRADLING

r

NEWPORT NEWS DAILY PRESS

imothy Counts will not graduate
from college until the fall of
1995, but he is already worried
1bout getting a job that pays well.
That's because Counts figures he
will owe $26,000 to $30,000 in student
loans by the time he graduates. He
will be 29, embarking on a career in
accounting with the equivalent of a
small mortgage.
"It worries the heck out of me,"
said Counts, a student at Cliristopher
Newport University near Newport
News, Va. "That's why I want to do so
well. I really need to land a good job.
All this money I have to pay back on
loans - that's retirement money."
Sin.ce there h~ve been student
loans, there have been students like
Counts, for whom a job after college is
more than the logical next step.
Counts' debt is far greater than

...

"'"'....

<D

age debt rose 69 percent in that time.
that of the average student, but financial aid officials say more and more
That same study concluded that
students are borrowing money for · despite popular opinion, "tlie vast
college. They say the economy is majority of college graduates who
partly to blame. Parents who lost jobs borrow are not experiencing excessive
a few years ago have less money for
debt burden." The average student
college today.
had loan payments equalling 4.7 percent of the student's first-year gross
But the two biggest re,isons beincome.
hind the surge in borrowing are
changes in federal student loan proBut that study is now outdated,
grams and rising tuition, said Bob
thanks to changes Congress made in
Schultze, director of the Virginia Stufederal student loan programs last
dent Assistance Authority, which
year.
runs the federal student loan program
Federal programs, particularly the
in Virginia.
Stafford program, account for the vast
"College costs more than it did 10
majority of student loans in the counyears ago, and grants have not kept
try. The government does not ll)llke
pace," Schultze said.
the loans but guarantees the· bank or
other lending institution that it will
A study done last year for the U.S.
eventually be repaid. In the .case of
Department of Education found that
low-income students, the government
1990 four-year college graduates who
pays the interest while the students
borrowed money owed an average of
are in college. Last July 1, the amount
$7,000 - 3 ½ times as much as in
students are allowed to borrow over
1977. Adjusting for inflation, the aver-

four years increased from $13,250 to
$17,125.
.
"Tiiat in itself has caused increased lending, because it's obvious
there has been pent-up demand,"
Schultze said.
Congress also opened up the student loan program to middle-class
families. The government does not
pay interest while iniddle-class students are in school, but it does provide
the same relatively low interest rates
given poor students, now about 6.5
percent, Schultze said.
The new wave of borrowing is not
necessarily a cause for panic, Ang-'
stadt said. Before the new federal loari
rules, families dipped into savings or
took out home equity or other loans to
help pay for college.
"People were getting by," she said.
"Now that they're eligible for these
loans, it's giving them some breathing
room."

nietwo. ·
biggest
reasons
behind the
surge In
borrowing are
changes.In
. federal
student loan
programs
and.rising
tuition.
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Lawmakers hope
to break logjam
on budget quickly
By TOM LOFfUS
Staff Writer
. FRANKFORT, Ky. - The special
session to pass a state budget began
in deadlock, but legislative leaders
approved procedures aimed at moving past that quickly.
·
. If the budget stances they took
when the regular session ended
h_ave since weakened, the key players:weren't prepared to let. on yesierday.
: "The Senate is just as firm as always, maybe even more so, for not
bonding these additional projects,"
Senate President John "Eck" Rose
saici-after a closed .caucus of Senate
Democrats.
: Said House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo, who favors issuing
bonds for proposed construction
projects: "I will not support the
Sen;ite's infringing on the powers of
this· body, If the Senate says, 'You
have it my way or no way,' then I'm
for having it no way."
However, legislative leaders on
both sides agreed to j!Xpedite the
process in .the· hope of avoiding the
political damage that a long and bitter session would bring.
"Time is money, and the more
time we spend down here, the more
taxpayers' money we spend,'~
House Speaker Joe Clarke told
members,
.
/'J.think one thing is critically imi>!>r!ant - that we do our business
·here as· expeditiously ·as-possible."
To that end, versions of the budget bill were referred to each chamber's budget committee yesterday,
where they were quickly approved
and sent back to the chambers so
they could get their first official
readings.
Clarke, D-Danville, stressed that
the bill that goes through the House
this week "is simply a vehicle - a
way to get us to the point at which
we can make some final decisions/'
At .issue is the state's spending
plan for July I, 1994, through June
30, 1996. The special session became necessary when Jones vetoed
the budget that was passed in April
because it didn't include money for
his $100 million state-park improvement plan and for additional construction projects 'totaling about
$300 million.
Jones has offered a planito get
those projects back. He says· that
because revenue has been higher in

recent months than officials had expected during the regular session,
the state can now afford the projects without any tax increase.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, is the
legislature's most outspoken advocate of funding the projects.
But Rose, D-Wmchester, said the
Senate - which started the process
of· gutting the proposed budget in
March - said most senators still
oppose paying for all of the projects
with bonds, although they do favor
making repairs at state parks.
Under · the proposed scenario,
each chamber will pass a version of
the budget by Friday. Then a conference committee made up of
members from each chamber will
meet in closed session through the
. weekend to produce a compromise.
That would get final approval early
next week.
A key development will take place
this morning, when House Democrats meet privately. The House is
believed to be more evenly divided
on the budget'than the Senate is.
Clarke, who said last week that
he ·thought most House members
opposed so much new debt, made
no predictions yesterday about what
the caucus might decide.
Stumbo said, "I think if you
asked 50 people, you'd get 51 different answers, because some of them
won't agree with themselves."
But he was as strident as ever in
arguing the need for the ·projects,
saying "it would be penny-wise and
pound-foolish" to refuse to build
them now.
Stumbo said that compromise will
require some bending by the
ate. At the enJ!/of the regular ses, sion, he said{House conferees "offered compromise after compromise
after compromise to the Senate con- ·
ferees. And it was all rejected.'!
Rose said later; ''We're not trying
to impose our will upon anybody.''\
Of the mood in the Senate, Rose
said: "A lot of them would like to do
the one (project) in their area, but
they don't want to do all of them.
But if it comes to doing all of them ·
to do the one in their area, they're
not for doing them."·.
Rose said it will be hard to compromise because Jones has raised
expectations that all projects will be
built

Sen:-

Jones, meanwhile, continued to
try to ease concerns that the addi-

tional bonds would restrict future
budgets.
The governor said that even with
the · additional bonds, the state
would be spending less than 6 percent of its annual revenue to pay off
its debt He compared that to a
household with an annual income of
$30,000 that was spending only
$150 a month on all debt.
Jones also said that about
$452 million in old bonds will be retired in the coming budget period,
making room for payments on new
bonds.

.. , .;_TODAY,.
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All meetings are in Capttol
Annex unless noted.

HOUSE
Noon-House
convenes in chambers.

SENATE
10 a.m. - Senate
convenes in chambers.
11 a.m. - Appropriations·
and Revenue, Room 149.

OTHER
1O a.m. - Administrative
Regulations Review
Subcommittee, Room 131.

G""~;~·.;gii·budget tug-of-war
in special session
BY CHAD CARLTON

AND JACK BRAMMER:
HERAW-LEADER FRANKFORT BuREAU

FRANKFORT _:_ A huddle of
House Democrats today will help
determine whether the state's
budget impasse will be resolved
after cool-headed compromise or a
long, hot summer of standoffs.
As the special legislative session began yesterday, the key players in the budget debate showed
little sign of conciliation or compromise.
The only point of general
agreement was the need for a swift
end to a session that costs taxpayers $40,000 a day in legislators'
salaries and other expenses.
"We've heard oftentimes that
time is moneyt said House Speaker Joe Clarke, D-Danville. "And the
more time we spend down here, the
more taxpayers' money we ~pend."
Because of procedural rules, it
will take lawmakers at least five
days to get the budget bill back to
where it was April 1, when legislators agreed to disagree and passed
a budget devoid of new construction projects.
That prompted Gov. Brereton·
Jones to veto the bill and _call a
special session.
Legislative leaders and budget
negotiators plan closed meetings
throughout the weekend in hopes
of reaching a compromise by early
next week.
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo, the chief legislative supporter of the governor's proposal to
borrow $279 million for scores of
construction projects, yesterday accused the Semite of being unwilling
to compromise.
"I will not support the Senate's
infringing upon the powers of this
body," said Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg. · "If the Senate says, 'You
have it my way or no way,' I'm for
having it no way."
"I think the spirit of the House
is compromise."
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, the leading opponent of additional borrowing, said the House's
all-or-nothing stance on construction projects forced the budget
standoff in the first place.
"We're not trying to impose our
will on anybody," said Rose, DWinchester. "We're just trying to
use the resources we have in a wise
way and we hope that's the way
it's going to be done in the final
analysis/'
The Senate is willing to reach
some compromise on how to spend
extra tax revenue over the next two
years, Rose said. But a caucus of
Senate
Democrats
yesterday
showed there's still very little sentiment to use the money as the first
installment payment on a heavy
debt to fimmce construction projects.
"We're as firm as we've always
been, maybe even more so," Rose
said.
,
.
- . ___ , ., .- ,_-··•-··---·~

A key caucus
Stumbo acknowledges the
House is divided on the borrowing
issue. "If you ask 50 people you get
51 different answers because some
of them won't agree with themselves," he said.
That's why today's closedcaucus of House Democrats is crucial·
to deciding how the issue will be
resolved or how long it will take.
If House Democrats cling stead- ,
fast to their long list of construe·
tion projects - ranging from repairs and expansions at state parks
to convention centers and a football
stadium - it could take weeks to
resolve the budget impasse.
However, if House Democrats
offer a considerably scaled-down
list of projects - one that uses
cash to pay for park repairs and
borrowing for only a handful of
construction projects - the pressure will be on the Senate to give
some ground.
Rep. Mike Bowling, D-Middlesboro, expects the House to propose
some sort of compromise.
"I have a feeling that it will not
be an all-or-nothing position," he
said.
Rep. Leonard Gray, chairman
of the Jefferson County caucus,
doesn't expect Louisville lawmakers to back down from their list of
projects.
"We're committed to fight for
our projects," he said.

Sen. Larry Saunders, D-Louisville, said it will be harder for
Louisville to get its projects including a football stadium at the
University of Louisville and. a convention center expansion ~ if
House Democrats back down today.
Senate Minority Caucus Chairman Tom Buford, R-Nicholasville,
said he expects the Senate to give
in a little on the borrowing issue.
"Realistically, this entire body
will have to look at one or two
bonded projects,'' he said.
However, he said, most Senate
Republicans and Democrats agree
that it's unwise to borrow a lot
more money to add buildings.

Jones' new pitch
Jones, who faces an uphill battle in getting legislative·support for
his plan, yesterday offered new
reasons to back his approach.
He said his plan would create
about 7,000 construction jobs to
build the projects and 5,000 permanent jobs after· the buildings are
finished.
His proposal to borrow more
money for construction projects
won't cost the state a bigger-thanaverage portion of its budget, Jones
said.
Furthermore, Jones said the
state will pay off more debt in the
next two years than it will be
adding. The state will pay off $452
million worth of bonds.
The governor's proposal is on
top of more than $255 million in
new debt that lawmakers previously agreed to put in the budget.
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Singletarys set up
'$50,000 endowment·
for UK arts center
AssoclATED PRESS

.Former University of Kentucky President Otis A.
Singletary has established an endowment for the
school's center for the arts that bears·his and his wife's
name, it was announced yesterday.
. Singletary, president of UI( from
1969 to 1987, and his ·wife donated
$50,000 to establish the Otis and
Gloria Singletary Enrichment Fund
on their 50th wedding anniversary
yesterday.
'
-~
UK President Charles Wethington ·said the university. will match
the $50,000 contribution with private
donations.
The fund will be used to accom- Singletary
modate special needs of the Singletary Center for the Arts, Singletary said.
"Gloria and I can think of no greater celebration of
our 50 years together than this contribution to the
.university," Singletary said.
The Singletary Center for the Arts opened in 1979
and was named for .Singletary on April 16, 1987, in
honor of his retirement as president The.center has a
1,500-seat concert hall, a 388-seat recital hall and the
UK Art Museum. About 350 events take place in the
center each year.
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OVCi)Olicy: Lower dukes, button -lips-,Public-address announcers
will be required to cover the.
game fairly, expressing equal
excitement for both teams.
Fans will be encouraged to
applaud the efforts of both
teams whlle supporting their

own.

STAFF, WIRE REPORTS

BRENTWOOD,
Tenn.
Fighting; baiting and taunting will
no longer be tolerated by the Ohio
Valley Conference - not by fans.
coaches or players.
· OVC officials. announced yesterday a sportsmanship policy that
will set a standard for everyone
involved· with league athletic
events.

THE

COURIER✓OURNAL,

''We believe this sportsmanship
statement is the first of its kind in
intercollegiate athletics and shows
the OVC's commitment to proper
conduct and fair play," Commissioner Dan Beebe said.
The statement, which was
unanimously passed last week by
the league's nine presidents, calls
for referees to issue warning to
team captains and coaches before

a

teani

each game in re~ id urisports- welcome visiting ~cties,
and
manlike conduct..
fans and instruct security officers
After the game begins, warn- to protect visitors from home
ings will not be given. Penalties crowd abuse. ,
will be assessed to those who do
Public-address announcers will
not follow the guidelines. Coaches be required to cover the game
who protest a conduct call will be fairly, expressing equal excitement
ejected. Officials who do not issue for both teams.
,
the warning before the ganie ~l
Coaches must stress the imporbe subject to suspension.
1
tance of sportsmanship, over winSchool administrators are to · ning and remove-players from the

TUESDAY, JUNE 7, 1994

OVC's new sportsmanship policy stresseS· 'fair pla}.';':
1

Associated Press
BRENlWOOD, Tenn. - Fighting, baiting and taunting no longer will be tolerated by the Ohio Valley Conference under a
sportsmanship policy announced yesterday. In addition, radio and TV announcers
will be required to cover the game fairly,
expressing equal excitement for both
teams.
According to the policy, coaches must
stress the importance of sportsmanship

over winning and remove players from the
game who violate conduct codes. Cheer~
leaders, pep groups and band members
will be prohibited from disrupting or confronting groups of the visiting team.
Fans will be encouraged to applaud the
efforts of both teams while supporting
their own. Adults will be reminded to treat
the young players as if they were their
own children. Fans who taunt players,
coaches or officials will be removed from
the arena.

''We believe this • . . shows the OVC's · Coaches who protest a conduct call will be·
commitment to proper conduct and fair ejected from the game. Officials who do
.play," OVC commissi9ner Dan Beebe said. not read the warning prior to die game
The policy, which was un~o11;5ly will. ~e' subject to su5P.ensi<1p- , , . , , ·.
passed last week by the league s rune · Also school administrators are to welpresi~ents, calls for ~eferees to Issue,~ . come, ~ting coaches, t~,!\n~.flitj-\ll;llg
warmng to team captl\IOS and ?>aches pn . instruct security officers to protect VJSltors
·or to the start of each game m regard to ·
·
·
unsportsmanlike conduct..
from ho!11e-c~wd abuse.
After the game· begins, warnings will· . Athletic directors, faculty·. representa-,
not be given. Pe!)lllties will be assessed to lives.and coaches helpe,d deVJSe,the.plan:
those who do not follow the guidelines. that took more than a year to formulate.

,, game who violate coµduct• codes.
: Cheerleaders, pep groups. ·and .
.•band members wiJ). be pr,-ohjbj~ ·
, from d(srupting;: ,i>r,., ,co!)fronting
groups of the visiting tean:i, ..· ,
Fans will be .. encouraged to
applaud the efforts of both teams
. while supporting thejr·own., Adults
will be reminded .to .treat the young
players as if they w!)re their own
· children. Faris who. taunt. Jllayers,
coaches or officials will be removed
· from the arena.
.
"This conference·wai1ts tci lead·
. the way ·in abolishing the· riotiori
. that it is desirable
create a
hostile enviro11111ent. for, intercolle, giate athletic contests," according
' 'to the statement. ' ' '
The OVC began · formulating
the statement more ilian a year ago·
· at the direction of the presidents.
Athletic directors, faculty representatives 'and coaches helped oevise
'the plan..
.
..
.
· No incidents prompted · the
statement, a league spokesman
said. "It's more preventative," said
Rob Washburn, the OVC's information director.
Washburn indicated Beebe
would be the main "enforcer'' of the
new policy, especiil)ly with the,
officials. "But the onus will be on a·
lot of different ,groups" to police
participants and fans, Washburn
added.
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Morehead State coach Fick
returns to do sports on WKYf
D

on't look for Morehead
State basketball coach
Dick Fick to lie down on
the job Wednesday when he returns as a guest sportscaster
on WKYT-TV (Channel 27)
during the 5:30 and 6 p.m.
newscasts.
"The problem with lying
down right
~ there is I just
don't get up
too quickly.
You don't just
spring up at
my size," said
NANCY
Fick, who beCRANE
came a
- - - - - national celebHERALD-lEADER
•
aft h
lV-RADIO
nty on er
_ _ _WRITER
_ _ lay
the e
floor of Rupp
• LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, lEXINGTON,

Arena during a 1992 game
against the University of Kentucky.
"But we'll have some fun.
rm just glad the French Open
is over." He admits to butchering the name of French open
winner Sergi Bruguera when
he made his first appearance
as a guest sportscaster on
WKYT last year.
Fick, who majored in jour,
nalism in college, said his goal
as a broadcaster is to inform
his listeners and have fun do-

KY. ■ TUESDAY.JUNE 7,

■ RICHMOND

ing it.
"I can be wrong. I can be
lousy. But please don't ever
say I was boring. Life is too
short to be boring."
WKYT plans to have a celebrity sportscaster every
Wednesday through the summer.
The station kicked off the
feature last week with WVLK92.9 FM morning personality
Andrea Sayre.
Next week's celebrity
sportscaster is scheduled to be
University of Kentucky football
coach Bill Curry.
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No indictment In alleged assault A grand
jury has declined to indict a former Eastern
Kentucky University student who was charged in
January with an attack on a high-ranking school
administrator. The grand jury recommended
Thursday that charges of assault, wanton endangerment and criminal mischief be dismissed
against Edward Peebles, 53, of Richmond, according to the Madison County commonwealth's attorney's office. Peebles had been accused of attacking Thomas D. Myers, a vice president of student
affairs, at an administration building on the EKU
campus.

Former UK head starts endowment
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Former University of Kentucky President Otis Singletary
has .established an endowment for the
school's center for the arts that bears bis
name, it was announced yesterday.
Singletary, president of UK from 1969
to 1987, and bis wife donated $50,000 to
establish the Otis and Gloria Singletary
. Enrichment Fund on their 50th wedding
anniversary yesterday.
UK president Charles Wethington Jr.
said the university will match the contribution from private funds;
...
· The fund will be used to accommodate
Singletary .
special needs of the Singletary Center for
.. .
' · · the Arts, Singletary said.
·_ - · ·
• '-;,_.~;.:_,___ ·, -' · ·, '· .."Gloria:and I can think of.no greater
celebration of our 50 years together than this contribution·to the
university," Singletary said.
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Centre College graduates 180
DANVILLE; Ky. - Degrees were awarded. to 180 students dur-

ing Centre College's 171st commencement ceremony Sunday.
The baccalaureate speaker was Dr. Martin E. Marty Fairfax M.

Cone Distinguished Service Professor at the Universiiy of Chicago.
. -
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Senate unites behind
lean budget; divided
llouse achieves little
By TOM LOFTIJS
Staff Writer
~KFORT, Ky. - The process of approVIng a 1994-96 state budget inched forward yesterday as the Senate solidified behind a "no bonds" position, while the
House remained divided.
In a rare speech from the floor Senate
President John "Eck" Rose chari:cterized
the budget debate as "about responsible fiscal pra~ce !5· wishful thinking, facing
hard reahty with hard dollars vs. pie-in-thesky fantasies."
The Senate budget committee later approved a lean budget - one that would pay
for about $70 million in repairs to state
parks but would not include bonds for any
new construction projects championed by
Gov. Brereton Jones,
But the various budget opinions within
the House became apparent yesterday, the
second day of the special budget session.
House Democrats caucused privately for
nearly 90 minutes but did not reach any
recommendation on what the budget should
look like.
In what some Democratic.leaders had expected to be the pivotal moment of the ses•
sion, the caucus apparently had trouble
merely deciding which version of the budget bill to try to move through the House as a
starting point for negotiations.
The eventual decision was to move forward with the same bill the House passed
during the regular session - one that
wo~d fund many construction projects, including most of Jones' priorities.
That decision means it's possible for the
final budget to include all of the bonds for
parks and other projects proposed by Jones
. But House Democrati~ leaders, apparent:
ly concerned about their ability to muster
the 51 votes needed today to move the old
project-packed bill through the {iouse emphasized that the vote would be only procedural.
,
.
· "This is not to be interpreted as a cartblanche endorsement of that bill," Majority
Floor Leader Greg Stumbo later told all
members· on the House floor. "It's a procedural way of moving the process forward." .
Stumbo urged members· to vote for the
bill today if they want to expedite action
"and save the taxpayers the expense of a

1994

GENERAL

ASSEIVIBLY
SPECIAL SESSION
·special session,"
. · House Speaker Joe Clarke told
reporters "this bill is simply a vehi•
cle" to be sent to the Senate, where
it will be rejected, forcing the budget debate to be resolved in closed
conference-committee meetings,
·probably over the weekend.
· It would be impossible to get ahylhing close to a majority of the 71•
member caucus to agree to a particular budget plan, Clarke said.
. · "If you could find even three
agreeing, ..I would be amazed," he
said.'
A majority of the caucus did
agree to use the budget the. House
passed in the regular session as a
starting point, then trust House
· leaders to negotiate a fair compromise with Senate conferees, Clarke
said.
'
·
·: Despite the still uncertain outlook, prospects for a compromise
· ·are becoming more likely, said Rep.
·Harry Moberly, D-Richmond.
"I think there's no more of the 'all
projects or no projects' sentiment
-·anymore," he said.
· · The 29 House Republicans met in
. open caucus yesterday and en'dorsed a lean spending plan very
similar to the one approved by the
· Senate budget committee•.
· · The House Republicans endorsed
··a: budget that would call for unspecified spending for repairs of
_state parks, but no new construction,
· - And after a lecture from Rep.
Steve Nunn of Glasgow, the group
also endorsed part of Jones' proposal to add about $10 million over the
two-year budget for human-service
programs such as immunizations,
tuberculosis testing and cancer
screenings.

- 8

60'783-2030
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HOUSE
Noon-House
convenes in chambers.

SENATE
10 a.m. - Senate
convenes in chambers.

OTHER
1 p.m. - Legislative
Research Commission,
Room 327, Capitol.

But Republicans were not unani•
mous.
Rep. K~n Harper, · R-Crestview
Hills, said that putting off bonds for
needed work would only cost the
state more in the long run because
interest rates will rise and facilities
will continue to deteriorate.
He also objected to Lancaster
Rep. Lonnie Napier's call to omit
"anything that has to do with golf
courses - only the rich play it."
Harper said that golf courses generate tourism.
The Senate, meanwhile, pushed
ahead with little dissension on a
lean budget.
Its budget committee essentially
adopted the lean budget it had
passed during the regular session,
except that about $70 million iri repairs to parks would be funded on a
pay-as-you-go basis with anticipated
surplus funds. That bill also in•
eludes money for the $10 million in
extra funding for human-service
programs sought by Jones.
But it does not include any money
for bonds to build about $30 million
in projects at parks, or bonds for
$270 million in other projects Jones
wants. These include expansion of
Commonwealth Convention Center
in Louisville, a new football stadium
for the University of Louisville and
a new library for the University of
Kentucky.
To pay for these projects, Jones
has proposed using surplus revenues not anticipated back in
March, when the budget was initially debated.
.
. But in explaining the Senate posi•
tion yesterday, Rose cited a report.
of Jones' own commission to study
ef?~i~ncy in government, which
cntiCJZed past budgeting practices
that have led to revenue shortfalls
and spending cuts in the past.
"It's time to call a halt " Rose
said. "To quit passing hoper.'.tl budgets that are wounded from day one
and bleeding within months. w~
can stop this hemorrhage with a responsible budget this year." , ·

J·
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Budget's in the spotlight now,
but it'll go behind closed doors
·G 1994
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer

•. FRANKFORT, Ky. - One publicrelations problem that the special
session on the budget poses for the
legislature is that it puts a spotlight
on the real budget process,
: . That process is a bit different
from the one described in civics
books. The real process involves
many of the same steps: the bill filjng, hearings by committees, three
''readings" in each chamber, and so
on to passage,
But there's a lot more - and in
some ways, a lot less - to it than
tb.e textbooks relate.
. - Ordinarily, the budget process is
somewhat obscured during a regular session by debate on other imJ<Ortant matters, such as the legislation earlier this year on health care
and workers' compensation.
But now the budget is being considered all by itself. And because
legislative leaders baclly want to
wrap this session up quickly, they
have boiled the process down and
acknowledged its most important
steps, They go something like this:
Step 1: The governor introduces a
budget.
Gov, Brereton Jones essentially
did this last month by outlining his

and yesterday,
Step 3: The closed conference
committee meets,
.
Late in the session, the House and
Senate produce different versions of
the budget, Those differences always involve a few controversial
items that can't be resolved in public. So House and Senate DemocratSPECIAL SESSION
ic leaders appoint members of a
conference committee - which they
plan to use a budget surplus to pay themselves dominate_ to meet prifor state-park improvements and vately. The committees start off in
other construction projects totaling conflict, and several sessions are reabout $300 million. Officially, it quired to resolve differences,
took place Monday, when the Jones
But deadlines in the law force
budget was filed as House Bill 2.
"frank" conference discussions to
Step 2: The House and Senate become "cordial." Legislative leadDemocratic caucuses meet.
ers say they-hope they can zip bills
Committees do business in public, through the public process this
but the toughest budget decisions week so the conference committees
and all tax decisions - are hashed can get down to the real work this
out by the Democrats, who hold the weekend.
majority, behind closed doors,
Step 4: Final passage.
where they_ can wail and say politiA final conference rep9rt, which,
cally incorrect things,
must be signed by a majority of
Sometimes it takes several closed conferees from both chambers, goes
meetings. After each one, leaders back to the House and Senate
come out and tell reporters one of floors, where it is approved.
two things: The tone of the caucus
The epilogue is always this:. The
was "cordial," which means the budget will meet the state's greatest
group decided on a clear course, or needs for the next two years. True,
discussion was "frank," which it doesn't satisfy everyone, liut
means that deadlock continues,
that's part of what compromise is
These meetings began Monday _ all about.

ENERAL
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Honse,. Senate brace for budget compromise
BY JACK BRAMMER
AND CHAD CARLTON
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - Gov. Brereton Jones will not get all
the construction projects he wants in the state's next
two-year budget, key House Democrats said yesterday,
Cracks in the House support for borrowing and
building appeared yesterday after House Democrats met
for about 90 minutes behind closed doors on the second
day of a special session to craft a budget.
House Democrats acknowledged
they will have to compromise with the
Senate, which opposes Jones' plan to
borrow $279 million for scores of
construction projects.
1
.•.
"I think everybody understands we
·
-,
are not going to get the whole truckload of projects," said House· budget
1-!i!~~-~-!!!!1!!111- chief Marshall Long, . D-Shelbyville.
·-· ·-·- "There )las to be some compromise,
but you go in with all your cards,"
The state's debt load has been a
key part· of the debate over Jones'
budget proposal, and the Senate budget committee yesterday heard differing
views on how much more Kentucky can afford to
borrow.
The legislature's chief economist told the panel that
Kentucky has the 10th-highest debt per person in the
nation. A top administration official did not dispute that
figure but said it .does not mean the state should not
invest in projects to improve the economy.
It was· still uncertain yesterday just how much the
House and Senate are willing to give.
In the caucus, House Democrat s talked a bout wheth·
er to back the governor's whole list of projects or a
pared-down list But they decided to leave the ba,rgain-
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How OUR DEBT STACKS

UP

Kentucky ranks 1oth among the 50 states for the highest level
of state debt based on population. Here's a look at the 1O
highest and lowest states:
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Debt per
Debt per
'. Rank
State
. person
Rank
Stale
person
1
Hawaii
:·:S2,602
};,,-:41 . .. Indiana
$186
2 · Connecticut·
$2,483
;:,:- ,'.:,42: _ Oklahoma . ·$171
3
Massachusetts ' $1,947 ·
·
43' . Tennessee
$135
4
Rhode Island
$1;779 '
,\! ,. ··44,. ' Arkansas
$105
5
Delaware -'·'.<i$1",748 '' -.~.,- :45:: North Carolina $100
6
New:'(prk . •,$1;509,, .. ,;c:(,c,46~'. • Wyo_ming
$92
7
Washington· ,., $1·,034-a; :0 ~i --47,:_- Iowa,,.
.$80
8·. Louisiana .. ;l-;•Jl933-'c.- . 'fcc:,°48,t;i- Idaho,
·$55
9 Vennont
-·~:,$846_,, .i:i~,.49;;,, Colorado
$49
10
Kentu;~.
. $83~"°"''' 11,1 "-"·~q,:. Nebr_aika
$37
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· $399
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NOTE: Rankings are co'mpiled by Moody's lnvestment-Seivices, a Wall Street

·credit rating agency. Moody's does not include debt for state universities in its
rankings. Including universities, Kentucky's per person debt is $1,003.
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ing up to their party leaders, who will negotiate with "It I I f t
Senate leaders in a conference committee.
S n ac a
House Majority Leader Greg Stumbo, the chief debate about
legislative supporter of the governor's plan, said the the future of
House and Senate will both have to give.
Kentucky."
"If the two chambers don't compromise, the process JOHN "ECK" ROSE
will break down," he said, "If the governor refuses to Senate president
compromise, the process will b_reak down. I'm not in - - - - - favor of the process breaking down." ·
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, and some 0U1er lawmakers
sported bright green buttons that said, "I'm A Budget
Brat." That was a reference to a Herald-Leader editorial,
which gave projects supporters that label.
SEE BUDGET

BUDGET: House,
Senate brace
for compromise
~n-knud)

The closed-door negotiations
could begin Friday afternoon and
run Saturday and Sunday if necessary, said House Speaker Joe
Clarke, D-Danv1lle.
"It's not going to be easy but I
think we will be able to reach an
agreement," Clarke said. "Right
now, if you had three p_eople ~greeing on the same thmg, I d be
amazed. No, make that two."
·
The debate over the budget is
more than "a simplistic projectsvs.-no-projects proposition," Sen~te
President John "Eck" Rose, D-Wmchester, said in a floor speech.
"It is in fact a debate about the
future of Kentucky, what kind of
state we want to be and how we go
about getting there," he said.
Rose quote<l from a document,
prepared by Jones' o"'.'1. Commission on Quality and Effioency, ~hat
said government cannot contmue
to spend as it has in the past.
Today, the House and :3enate
are expected to approve their versions of the state's spending plan.
Yesterday, budget commit!~ of
the two chambers approved different budget bills.
-The Senate budget committee
took the session's first concrete
step toward a compromise yesterday, passing '.'- . bu~get bill that
includes $68 milhon m cash spending for state park repairs and $9.7
million for a variety of human
services.
The action was in line with the
Senate's hard-line stance ·against
additional borrowing, but picks up
part of Jones' proposal for spending
unanticipated revenues.
_
The governor wants to: spend
nearly $23 million in cash on sta1e
park repairs and ~arrow $84 million more for repairs, renovations
and expansions at state parks. He
also proposes borrowing nearly
$200 million more for othei: co'!struction projects, such as umversity buildings and convention cen-

ters.
The Senate . committee approved a priority list of 54 parks
repairs and renovations that would
be done if the extra money actually
shows up. . ·
,;
_
Earlier in the day,the comrmttee heard two vastly· different
views of the state's debt situation.
Kentucky has the 10!1:-high~t
debt per person in ~e natJ.on, s'.'id
the legislature's chief economist,
Ginny Wilson.
Further borrowing could risk
the · state's credit rating, which
could make it more costly for the
state to borrow money, she said.
Putting aside money for debt payment projects also takes away_ future money from federally reqmred
programs that are growing, such as
Medicaid and welfare.
But Finance Secretary_ P~t Mulloy said the _debt sta?stics are
misleading and the womes about a

..

drop in credit ratings are unfounded.
Mulloy said Kentucky needs to
invest heavily in economic development and education, even if it
means borrowing. If Kentucky is
not' near the top of the borrowing
list, it will continue to be at the
bottom of other national lists, such
as educational levels, he said.
Mulloy said he's talked to Wall
Street credit rating agencies recently and they have no problem with
the governor's borrowing plan.
"No rating agency has ever told
us they are going to downgrade
our bonds." he said.

. PARK PROJECTS
State park projects approved by the

Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee, in order of priority.
1. Rough . River, renovate lodge,
$3,055,000
2. General Butler, renovate lodge,
$2,985,000
3. Kentucky Dam Village,.. renovate
lodge, $5,240,000
4. Buckhorn, renovate lodge, $2,055,000
5. Greenbo, renovate lcxlge, $1,190,000
6. Lake Bark1ey, renovate lodge,
$3,825,000
7. Lake Cumberland, renovate lodge,
$3,190,000
8. Cumberland Falls, renovate lodge,
$1,625,000
9. Jenny Wiley, renovate lodge,
$4,230,000
10. Pennyrile, renovate lodge, $2,045,000
11. Carter Caves, renovate lodge,
$1,750,000
12. Kenlake, renovate lodge, $1,190,000
13. Pine Mountain, renovate lodge,
$2,280,000
14. Barren River, renovate lodge,
$2,335,000
15. Natural Bridge, renovate lodge,
$800,000
16. Breaks Interstate, renovate lodge,
$215,000
,
17. Natural Bridge, sewer plans
$1,080,000
18. Buckhorn, water plan, $540,000
19. Blue Licks, replace pool, $1,730,000
20. Cumberland Fal1s, replace cottages,
$2,055,000
2L Lake Barkley, upgrade sewer,
$1,190,000
22. Natural Bridge, replace pool,
$2,660,000
23. Jenny Wiley, replace boat dock,
$1,300,000
24. Carter .:aves, replace cottages,
$1,580,000
25. My Old Kentucky Home, repair
amphitheater, $1,625,000
26. Levi Jackson, improve campground,
$810,000

Legislative
schedule
HOUSE: Convenes in
chambers at noon.
SENATE: Convenes in
chambers at 10 am.
OTHER: Legislative Re,
search Commission, Room
327, Capitol, 1 p.m.
INFORMATION:
To find out the schedule
(800) 633-9650
To leave a message for
someone visiting the session

-

- (800) 592-4399
Zl. Kenrucky Dam Village, renovate
cottages, $1,730,000
28. Kenlake, water and sewer lines.
$650,000
29. Lake Cumberland, renovate lodge,
$245,000
30. Buckhorn, improve marina, $760,000
31. Rough River, improve dock,
$810,000
32. Levi Jackson. replace JX)Ol,
$1,330,000
33. Kentucky Dam Village, replace cottages. $1.950,000
34. Jenny Wiley, upgrade pool, $675,000
35. Kentucky Dam Village, replace head
dock, $485,000
36. Kingdom Come, water plant,
$270,000
'SI. Lake Cumberland, renovate pool,
$245,000
38. Cumberland Falls, renovate pool,
$605,000
39. Natural Bridge, improve campground, $325,000
40. My Old Kentucky Home, renovate
mansion, $460,000
41. Lake Cumberland, replace store,
stables. $380,000
42. Ben Hawes, improve golf course,
$460,000
.
43. Old Mulkey, renovate meetmg
house, $160,000
44. Pennyrile, improve cottage area,
$325,000
45. Yatesville, sewer and restrooms,
$300,000
46. Lincoln Homestead, develop park,
$240,000
47. Perryville, renovate battlefield,
$325,000
4S. White Hall, museum INAC system,
$325,000
49. Blue Licks, renovate musewn,
$215,000
50. Natural Bridge, renovate Hoe-Down
Island, $540,000
.
51. Columbus-Belmon, renovate park,
$370,000
52. Audubon, renovate teahouse,
$865000
' ..
Constitution Square, upgrade facilities, $240,000
54. Buckhorn City, city water connection, $400,000

53.
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Trained by Washington
Frankfort· learns how to stick it to the locals
hen in doubt, pass the
buck.
That has been an operating principle in American government since the early 1980s.
First, the Reagan administration
decided to pass along to state and
local governments responsibilities
but not money. Congress quickly
joined in, setting up scores of requirements for states, cities and
counties without money to help
meet those requirements.
Now the Kentucky legislature is
on the verge of joining this trend.
The budget that the legislature
passed (and that Gov. Brereton
Jones vetoed) would have required
every school district to give teachers a percentage raise equal to the
district's percentage increase in
state funds.
In some ways, this is the same
as Washington telling local governments to do more without sending
the money to do the job. There's
considerable evidence that the required raises will cost more than

W

the entire increase in state funds.
And in some ways, the requirement is worse than your garderivariety federal mandate. After all,
Kentucky is now at a critical stage
in implementing the 1990 school
reform act. The. cornerstone of that
act is a belief that local folks know
best how to spend money fo.r education. Requiring these raises flies
in the face of the reform act's spirit
and substance.
If this order were coming from
Washington, the governor and legislators would be howling about
unwarranted federal intervention
in state affairs. And they would be
right.
In this case, of course, the governor and lawmakers have the opportunity to right this wrong. They
can do so by making sure the
budget they enact doesn't pass
along the burden of raises without
the resources to match. To do anything else is to act like those Washington politicians·that everyone is
so fond of vilifying.

Higher mathematics·';;,::. . :'·
$40. nilllion divided by. $40,900· a day equals· i .
11

,

,. •

•

;

A special legislative s~ioil is
t a cost of $40,000 a day, a .
one
of the more frequent ways. For
10-day special legislative ses- ,
instance, this is the fifth special
sion state spending will eat
-session called by Jones in 2½
up 1 percent of that $40 million
years. The previous four. sessions
budget "surplus" Gov. Brereton
ran a total of 42 days. At $40,000 a
Jones has been waving around all
day, that's $1.68 million. And when
over the state.
this
one is over, there could be
Assume for the moment that
more
to come, including an oft- .
Jones and J;i.is supporters in the
mentioned
session on tax refoini.
House of Representatives win the ' .
that
could·
be
a real marathon.
Great Pork Battle. That's pure
·
Of course, special sessions alone
speculation at the moment, but
will never wipe out a $30 million or
what the heck? If Jones and the
$40 million surplus. But maybe
House Brat Pack can mortgage the
Kentucky gets hit with another.: ·
state's future treasury solely oh the
winter blizzard or other naturai
basis of speculation about the
disaster,
producing unexpected
state's future economic perform-·
state
spending
at the same time it
ance, we can play wild guessing
reduces
revenues
due to curtailed
games, too.
business
activity.
Maybe Congress
So, our wild guess - just for
decides to impose -some new spendargument's sake - involves .a 10ing mandate on the states. Or may-.
day session with Jones and the
be
the economy just doesn't live up
Brat Pack emerging triumphant,
to
the
rosy expectations now prevbut with $400,000 less in this
alent
in
Frankfort.
year's much-ballyhooed surplus.
Suddenly,
those millions in surDoes that mean, some poor, lowplus
are
reduced
to nickels and
ranking, powerless lawmaker could
dimes.
And
if
those
millions are
lose his pet project just because the
irrevocably committed to debt serGeneral Assembly had to come .
vice for 20 years, the state is left
back on overtime to approve a
budget? And how would legislators with just two options: Ci:it budgeted spending for basic services,
pick this unlucky colleague?
.
which has happened in 12 of the
OK, it's a silly question, we
last
14 years; or raise somebody's
, know; but there is a serious point.
taxes,
which also seems to be hap- •
In the realm of state government,
pen
frequently.
Sometime in this .
there are many ways to eat up a
$40,000-a-day
exercis~,
maybe that
surplus of $30 million to $40 milwill
sink
in
on
the
governor
and
lion quickly - even if that surplus
his
pals
in
the
House.
·
is real instead of imaginary.

A
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Percentage of
college women
who drink
heavily triples
BY BRENDA RIOS
KNlGHT•RlDDER WASHINGTON BUREAU

WASHINGTON - The percentage of college women who
drink to get drunk has more than
tripled in the last 15 years, putting
them more at risk of rape, sexually
transmitted diseases and poor
grades, addiction researchers reported yesterday.
"Women are
accepting
the
worst aspects of
the
macho
world," said Joseph Califano,
president of the
Center on Addiction and Substance
Abuse at Columbia University.
The report, issued by the center's Commission on Substance
Abuse at Colleges and Universities,
found that alcohol abuse is a growing problem on campus. It said that
white college men drink more than
any other group --,- averaging nine
drinks a week. That is about twice
as much as white women and
nearly three times as much as
black men.
While college men drink more,
the consequences of alcohol abuse
are more serious for women, said
Califano, a former federal health
secretary,
The report found that
■ 90 percent of all rapes occurred wher. the victim or the
attacker were under the influence
of alcohol.
■ 60 percent of college women
who acquired sexually transmitted
diseases, including AIDS, had been
drinking at the time of infection-:-■ If trends continue, the incidence of AIDS among college worn""· now one in 700, will surpass the
cte for men, now one in 200.
Califano said the physical effects of alcohol can be more detrimental for women because they
cannot metabolize alcohol as rapidly as men, but can become addicted
more quickly.
The report said the rates of
women drinking to get drunk in'.
creased from 10 percent in 1977 to
35 percent in 1993, while that of
men rose from 20 percent to 40 .
percent during the same time.
Califano attributed the closing
o{ the gap in alcohol consumption

to increasing professional pressures on women and more competition with mere He said that alcohol
needs to be de-emphasized on campuses.
"Drinking is not a rite of passage, it's a stumbling block to
success," Califano ·said.
Zuki Karpinska's experiences
at Georgetown University echo
some of the findings that say
women drink as frequently as men
on campus.
"They don't drink as much, but
they drink as often," the 18-yearold sophomore said. "It's become
very acceptable for women to
drink. It used to be that people
thought only bad women drank."
Penn State University football
coach Joe Paterno said most of his
team's personal problems involve
alcohol. Two players in five years
have had to quit the team because
they became "outright alcoholics,"
he said.
Paterno, a commission member,
said most of his players who have
problems with alcohol are white.
"Black student athlete,<; are more
conscientious. I'm not sure (why),"
Paterno said.
The report found that alcohol is
a factor in about 41 percent of all
academic problems and 28 percent
of all cases where students drop
out
Average alcohol consumption
has a direct correlation to grades,
according to the report. Students
with "A" averages have 3.6 drinks
a week, while those with "D" or
"F" averages consume 10.6 drinks
a week.
The report also found:
■ Students living at fraternities and sororities average 15
drinks a week. That is three times
the average of other students.
■ Cpllege students spend $5.5
billion on alcohol each year.
■ 42 percent of students reported that they had more than five
drinks at one time in the last two
weeks, compared to 33 percent of
their non-college counterparts.
■ 8 percent of students drink
an average of 16 drinks or more a
week.
The findings came from the
final commission report, which was
compiled largely from two separate
surveys conducted by the Department .of Education and Harvard
University.
The Rev. Edward A. Malloy,
chairman of the substance abuse
commission and president of the
University of Notre Dame, said the
commission wants colleges to offer
prevention and treatment programs, eliroinate alcohol promotions on campus, sponsor alcoholfree events and involve faculty,
parents and alumni in fighting
alcohol abuse.
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Theft of blind U of L student's
possessions prompts donations
By NIKITA STEWART
Staff Writer

and personal items, including a
compact disc player, that she had
. saved to buy.
Many people offered yesterday
The 26-year-old Hernandez,
to replace the things stolen from who ·was born blind, moved to
Darsi Hernandez, but the blind Louisville after winning a scholarUruversity of Louisville
=,........,, ship. She is studying
student still feeis unsafe
English in preparation
in her donnitory room,
for entering a U of L dewhich was burglarized
gree program to become
Saturday.
a teacher of the blind in
Hernandez, who beher country, and also atgan learning English
tends classes at the Kenwhen she moved to Loutucky School for the
· isville from El Salvador
Blind.
in January, said she
John Fmley, acting asfeels "indifferent" about
sistant director for the
the donations that crune
Center for Latin Ameripouring in when readers Hernandez .
can Education at U of L,
saw a Courier-Journal
said the university rearticle about the burglary.
ceived many calls from people ofShe said she is still upset that fering Hernandez talking clocks
someone would steal her things and other items. Someone even
some of which are of no use to brought a talking clock to his ofsomeone who isn't blind. The bur- flee, he said.
glar took a talking alarm clock
The article inspired the Rev.
that announced the time, a tape Greg Hatfield, a campus minister,
recorder_ that slowed down sound, to work even harder on a project,

the Fund for Assistance to Victim-•
ized Students, sponsored by the
United Methodist Church and.
campus organizations. The new
assistance fund will provide mon-:
ey to replace stolen items, Hatfield said, and Hernandez will be
its first recipient.
·
"A Jot of this goes on," he said.:
"Something needs to be done." :
Officials at the Center for Latin:
American Education will deter-:
mine what Hernandez needs most·
and will call those who have of.:
fered to donate, Finley said.
•
Her host famlly, Oscar and:
Leanne Hernandez, who are no:
relation to Daysi, have replaced:
many of the things, but the center:
would like to reimburse them,·
Finley said.
·
Daysi Hernandez said she ap-:
preciates organizations and indi-:
viduals who are trying to help, but:
"it doesn't make any difference. I;
am still feeling hurt."
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OVC'snew
policy should
get cheers,
not giggles
The first inclination, when perusing the
new "Sportsmanship Statement'' released
Monday by the Ohio Valley Conference, is
to laugh.
·
Item: "Public address announcers must
be required to announce the contest in an
even-handed manner with-equal
excitement for both teruns."
ltei::: Coaches must educate players
""about the importance of sportsmanship
over winning."
Item: "Fans will be
encouraged to applaud
the efforts of both
teams while supporting
their own. They
should be reminded
that the participants
are young people who
should be treated as if
they were their own
sons and" daughters."
What is this,
guidelines for how to
SPORTS
host a debutante ball?
COLUMNIST
Will the league hire
nuns to work enforcement? Did Mr.
Rogers write this up?
That's the first inclination.
The second inclination is to stop
laughing and realize that we, the sporting
public, have become so jaded that the
very use of the word "sportsmanship"
sounds corny.
We've killed the concept.
/

+

•

Killed it and replaced it with stadiums
like Florida Field. Its denizens have been
known to pour drinks and epithets on the
heads of visiting fans who had the
temerity to wear their school colors and
cheer for their terun.
Replaced it with pep groups like the
infrunous Antlers at University of Missouri
basketball grunes. This student section's
primary purpose is not to cheer. the Tigers
but to berate - in the most personal way
possible - the opponent.
Replaced it .with administrators like Bill
Marolt. The Colorado athletic director
stormed down to the field during a brawlruined grune between the Buffaloes and
Miami last fall to scream at officials, then
blasted the refs again after the grune to
the media.
Replaced it with coaches like John
Chaney. The Temple coach undercut years
of important work by screaming death
threats at Massachusetts' John Calipari
after. a grune last season.
And, hitting close to home, replaced it
with players ·like the teen-age pugilists
from the New Albany and Floyd Central
High School baseball teruns. Kids from the
Southern Indiana schools showed how
well they can imitate the collegians by
staging a bat-swinging, dial:911 melee
after their sectional chrunpionship grune
Saturday.
Those are just five examples. We coul!i
produce five dozen without even,
mentioning mound charges or Dennis
Rodman.
.
That's the prllblem. Boorish behavior .
now is so commonplace in every segmen~
of sport that we seem to have forgotten ·
that iLdoesn't have to be that way.
:
"There's been a general acceptance all :.
over that it's just part of the grune to
·
create a hostile environment," OVC
commissioner Dan Beebe said yesterday.
"We want to challenge that. We want to
suggest that it's about creating a
hospitable environment to play in."
· · That's why we should stifle the laughter
and instead applaud the league. Call it
corny, suggest that OVC might stand for
Overly Virtuous Conference, give Beaver
Cleaver a scholarship, whatever.

Sportsmanship is a concept well worth
unearthing.
"We're not trying to make wusses out
of everybody," Morehead State athletic
director Steve Hamllton said. "You're
going to knock people down and play hard
and that sort of thing, but do it with a
little bit of class,
"The trash talking was getting to the
point that we thought there was a Jot of
unsportsmanlike conduct going on, and
officials were reluctant to call it. It had
gotten to the point that it was unpleasant
to watch."
In response, the league got tough. It has
backed up its admittedly flowery rhetoric
with some teeth.
A conduct card will be handed out to
players and coaches before an event.
.Violate it, and you're gone. No warnings
necessary, no time wasted by refs trying to
separate combatants a dozen times.
Perhaps best of all, the OVC isn't
reacting, it's actiJ:ig. This move isn't in
response to some black eye sustained this
year. Since a sp_ate of problems in 1990,
the league has been more placid than
most.
So skip your first inclination and move
on to your second .. Don't laugh at the
OVC. Applaud it instead
Anybody willing to resuscitate
sportsmanship deserves a hand
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House budget bill
loaded, with extras
for Senate to strip
Yesterday's action showed the
House
is sympathetic toward the
Staff Writer
projects, but the mood is far from
unanimous.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - House
Rep. Robert Damron, D-Nichomembers could not resist a last
lasville,
said that since the session
chance to strap extra baggage to
his constituents have told him
ihe roof of a loaded-down budget
"overwhelmingly they are not for
bill yesterday.
this
kind of spending." He also re, The House approved four
jected the suggestion that yesteramendments, three of which added
day's vote was merely procedural.
spending, to a budget it had ap"We don't vote for vehicles. We
proved during the regular legislavote for legislation," he said.
tive session. Yesterday it approved
Rep. Tom Riner, D-Louisville,
the amended budget 57-40.
made two suggestions sure to be
. The budget is loaded with .fundrejected by legislative leaders ing for park improvements and
that the conference committee's
other construction projects - insessions be opened to the public
cluding most of those in Gov.
and that all members be given two
Brereton Jones' current budget
days to read the conference budget
plan.
.
before voting on it.
House Democratic leaders say
Likewise, House Republican
the bill is only a vehicle to zip
Floor
Leader Tom Jensen of Lonthrough the process and give the
don told members that yesterday
House a strong bargaining position
was the only real chance to amend
against the Senate, which opposes
the budget because next week's
bonds for construction.
anticipated final vote would be
: Although they discouraged any
only a yes-or-no vote on the conamendments to the bill, House
ference committee's report.
leaders were not surprised that
Jensen offered a 269-page
many were offered and some
amendment that was an entire new
passed.
budget. Llke the version preferred
"It's an indication that everyone
. by the Senate, it would pay cash for
has their own ideas," said Demopark repairs but include no new
cratic Whip Kenny Rapier of
Bardstown. "That's not too bad.
.bonds. It lost on a 32°32 procedural
· vote.·
thought_ it was a cakewalk."
· The bill went to the Senate; . Rep. Joe Barrows, D-Versailles,
which is expected to strip it of all
had more luck with an amendment
bonds for new construction today · Jhat -would slash $12 million in ·
and produce a lean bill that would . . _bonds from the proposed $46 mil. fund park repairs in cash but allow : lion bond issue for the University of
-.no new bonds.
.
. Kentucky library and use it for de: Tomorrow, each chamber is ex\<"eloping the UK experimental farm
. pected to reject each other's verin Woodford County.
sion-. of the budget and appoint
Barrows said the prowsed library
. conferees to . essentially write the . would be a "monument," and a
.¥Rte's 1994-96 budget in private
:good one could be built with just
· this weekend. Tlien, ·uie intention
:$34 mjlJion from the state.
is, it . would be ratified by: the
.Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, D-LexingHouse and Senate early next week.
ton, called Barrows' amendment "a
During the recent regular sescheap political trick."
·
sion, the Senate prevailed in conBut rural lawmakers rallied beference committee, stripping fundhh!d _the ~endment and it passed
82-12.
-··-- --- ··~-ing for construction projects
,sought by Jones and most House
That opened the gates. Rep.
members. But Jones vetoed that
Charles ·Geveden, D-Wickliffe, won
budget,. prompting the current sesapprovalof an aniendment to. add
sion.
r;-•: •• ,.,.--- ., ... r.-v .. ·"' -~ '•l
, $3 million per year to the budget for
Jones has .. p~posecf'a
to
an· engineering program at Paducah
spend surplus revenue, which was
Community College. Rep. Ramsey
not anticipated during .the regular
Morris, _D-Hopkinsville,· won a· onesession, to pay ::- partly in cash
half percent increase in annual penand partly with bonds - for the
sion payments to reifred•state workpark plan plus other construction
ers. And Rep. Paul · Mason, Dtotaling about $200 million.
·
Whitesburg, got an amendment to
By TOM LOFTUS

r

pi~

All meetings are in the·
•
Capitol Annex unless noted.

HOUSE
House
convenes in chambers.
10 a.m. -

· Upon adjournment -

Labor and Industry, Room
131.

.

SENATE
Senate
convenes in chambers.
. 11 a.m. - Appropriations
and Revenue, Room 149.
. 10 a.m. -

OTHER
Interim joint ·
Transportation Committee,
Room 129.
11 a.m. - Interim joint
Health and Welfare
Committee, Room 129.
9 a.m. -

spend $5 million for workers' rompensation claims of former workers
at bankrupt South East Coal Co.
And at the end of the debate,
House Majority Floor Leader Greg
Stumbo tried to rally support.for the
construction projects.
Stumbo, a Prestonsburg Democrat who is the chief advocate for
Jones' budget in the legislature, said
the entire state park system is now
a massive "pork" project because it
requires $11 million in state funding
per year. He said the only way to
stop the park system's drain on the
budget "is to build attractions, like
golf courses." A focus of ihe budget
debate has. been the proposed $6. 7
million golf course at Jemiy Wiley
State Resort Park - which is in
Stumbo's district.
Investing in new park attractions
- as well as other proposed projects - is "good business" that will
help the state economy and tax revenues in the long run, Stumbo said.
Also yesterday, the Senate's plans
to move its own· budget bill crashed
when Republicans noticed they
were about to vote on a bill that did
include some new bonds for projects.
.
·The projects. - a ·vocational
school in Hopkinsville, prison expansion in Muhlenberg County and
a few others - were funded in the
budget that the Senate passed in
March. And that budget was used as
a starting point. in this session.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, D-Wmchester, said some senators - who had given up any hope
for their own local projects - objected to voting on a bill thatinclud•
ed. any new bonds for projects. .
But.the problem will cause-!i,o ilelay, Rose said, because today the
Senate will simply replace the
House bill passed yesterday with
the Senate bill.
·

'
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Budget-trimming agenda goes awry
as House members add pet .projects
BY CHAD CARLTON

·Today's'
schedule

AND JACK BRAMMER
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT Instead of making
budget cuts and compromises, House members yesterday added even more spending to
their much fatter version of a budget bill.
The bill is destined to be rewritten this
weekend in a closed conference committee,
meaning the additions may be short-lived.
Many House members expect a much slimmer budget will emerge to satisfy the Senate
which opposes Gov. Brereton Jones' plan t~
borrow $279 million for construction projects.
But that didn't stop some House members
from using what amounted to a procedural
vote on the budget to add millions of dollars
worth of pet projects, trying to rack up
political points back home.
It. began when Rep. Joe Barrows, DVersadles, persuaded fellow lawmakers to
take $12 million away from a planned $46
million University of Kentucky library and
pledge it to develop a new UK agricultural
research center at Pin Oak Farm in his
Woodford County district.
Barrows attacked the library as
a "monument'' and rallied rural
lawmakers to stand up for farmers.
Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexington, accused Barrows -of playing
politics at the expense of education.
"This is· a cheap political trick,
a demagoguery," he said. Other
Lexington lawmakers joined in the
library's defense, but the House
passed the amendment 82-12.

Aid to miners
Rep. Paul · Mason, D-Whitesburg, managed to take $5 million in
coal severance tax money away
from the state General Fund and
local governments to give to injured miners who lost their disability checks when Southeast Coal Co.
declared bankruptcy.
The miners and their families
· would be allowed to get workers'
compensation · benefits under the
amendment, which passed without
a dissenting vote.
Rep; Ramsey Morris, D-Hopkinsville, got his colleagues to add
more money to the retirement system for state employees. But even
Morris didn't know how much his
amendment would cost or where
the money would come from.
Rep. Charlie Geveden, D-Wick. liffe, got . lawmakers to add $6
million for an engineering program
at Paducah Community College,
one of Jones' proposals that was
stripped from the budget earlier.

Rejected amendments
Lawmakers shot down a second amendment by Geveden,
which "!Ould have added a juvenile

jail for Western Kentucky.
The Democratic majority also
torpedoed two amendments by Republican lawmakers that would
have cut. the budget. Lawmakers
used a parliamentary move to keep
the amendments from coming to a
vote.
Rep. Tom Riner, D-Louisville,
lashed out at fellow Democrats for
shutting out Republicans and the
public by making important decisions about the budget in a private
conference of Senate and House
Democratic leaders.
"I'm sorry were still practicing
the dark politics of some prehistoric age where the people's business
is done in secret and the real
decisions are made by a handful of
politicians," Riner said.
He urged Democratic leaders to
open the traditionally closed meetings. "The people have a right to
know what we're doing with their
money and why we're doing it," he
said.

No Senate blll
Senate President John "Eck" ·
Rose would not say whether he
thought yesterday's action by the
House was a responsible way to
reach a budget compromise.
The Senate backed off a plan to
pass its own version of a budget
yesterday after some members saw
problems.
The Senate bill included several
construction projects that would
require additional borrowing. It
also contained some drafting errors, Rose said.
The Senate instead plans to
make changes in the House bill.
The House is likely to reject those

Here is the schedule of
General Assembly meetings.
Rooms are in the Capitol
Annex unless indicated.
HOUSE: 10- a.m.. House convenes in chambers.
Upon adjournment, Labor
and Industry, Room 131.

SENATE: . .10 ·am.. -

Senate convenes iii cliambers.
11 . am.· - Appropriations and ·· Revenue, Room
149.
. ; '' · "
OTHER: 9·am. ....:.C: Interim joint Transportation Committee, Room ,129. . . •.
11 am. -'- Interim ·joint·
Health and Welfare Committee, Room:129:,
INFORMATION: The•
legislature hil!i"thi-ee toll:free.
!"lephone· lines to keep you
informed. . . · ·
·
To leave·a message for a
legislator - (800) ·372-7181
To find out the schedule·
- (800) ~9650 ,\ : .v , ...
. To leave~a'.nui;;sage:'fur
someone visiting the session

- (800) 592-4399-, ;-•-·,,
ON TV: KentiickY: Educational Tele'.vision: has,' updates on the General Assezn,
bly at 10 p.m._EDT...

changes, forcing the issue to
conference committee.
Negotiations in the conferenc
committee are expected to begi·
Friday or Saturday and possibly g
through the weekend.
Legislative leaders have sai•
they hope to end the special se,
sion, which coststaJ<payers $40,00
a day, sometime early next week
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Open and- closed
GOP, Democratic caucuses: a study in contrasts
n Tuesday, if you were of a . together. Because Democrats control both houses, that means key
mind to do so, you could
legislative decisions affecting evhave hopped in the old car,
driven to the state Capitol and sat
eryone in the co~~nwealth are
in on the House Republican caucus. made in secret. It 1s m caucus that
Democrats adopt a party line on
· There, you could have heard
Reps. Ken Harper and Lonnie Napi- any ,given issue; and that party
line, by virtue of the D~mocrats'
er debate the merits of spending
majority status and _th~tr _methods
state money on new golf courses.
of enforcing party d1sc1plme, u~ualYou also could have heard Rep.
ly determines the fate of any piece
Steve Nunn's pitch for adding $10
of legislation.
million to the budget for such programs as cancer screenings, immuNow, don't get the idea that
nizations and tuberculosis testing.
GOP lawmakers are unfailing paraWhert all the talking was done,
gons of legislative openness. When
the House Republicans decided to
delegates from the House and Sensupport a lean budget - similar to ate get together later this week to
the Senate spending plan - that
iron out their budgetary differences
adds the $10 million in human
in a conference committee, Republiservices programs and provides for can lawmakers will join in the
repair work on state parks, but
secret proceedings. Of course, they
does not include any new construc- don't have a lot of choice. They
tion.
don't have enough votes to change
This was a small exercise in
the rules of the game.
representative democracy: a group
If anything, the secrecy is more
of elected officials discussing budobjectionable in conference comgetary issues and reaching a decimittees than in caucus meetings.
sion about how best to address
Particularly when the. budget is
those issues. And it was done in
involved, a conference committee
public. Anyone could walk in, sit
tends to produce an- entirely new
down and watch the action.
piece of legislation, one that most
If; while you were in Frankfort,
lawmakers. haven't even seen beyou wandered over to where House fore they are asked to vote on it.
Democrats were having their own
And particularly when the budget
caucus, you would have found a
is involved, a conference commitdifferent story. There, you would
tee's work tends to include a lot of
have encountered closed doors "you-scratch-my-back,-I'll-scratchwith perhaps a few reporters hangyours" deals - all consummated
ing around outside, waiting for the
behind closed doors.
meeting _to end.
This is no way for a democratic
What did the Democrats talk
(or Democratic) government to
about? Presumably· the same issues
work. The legislative process may
discussed by Republicans. But the
be as visually unappealing as the
Democrats' discussions were consausage-making process; but it
ducted in secret,. so the voters of
· must be conducted in the open, for
Kentucky don't know what went
all the world to see. Lawmakers
on during _the meeting. The pubwho opt for secrecy in their prolic's only knowledge of the debate
ceedings do so only because they
comes from the Democrats' own
don't want to be held accountable
sanitized version of the debate.
for their actions by the voters of
·' The same scenario plays itself
their districts. That's something for
out in the Senate. The public is
Democrats to ponder - and for
welcome at Republican caucuses,
Republicans to exploit - as the
but the doors are closed to all
fall election campaigns di:aw
~omers when the Democrats get
nearer.

0
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Se~ion is about Kentucky's future
BY JOHN "ECK" ROSE

have a few thoughts I want
to share today with the mem•
bers of this body, by way of
putting into some context what
this special session is all abcut At
the same time, I want to speak
directly to the people of Kentucky,
who are, I think, rightly concerned
abcut the events of the last couple
of months in Frankfort.
Some of that concern, and some
of that perception. is justified;
much of it isn't. There's been a lot
of noise, but precious little clarity,
in the public dialogue on this ques•
tion of the budget Some of the
press thrive on simplicity, and
some have bciled this down to a
simplistic projects-versus-no-pro•
jects proposition. Some of the folks
directly involved have perpetuated
that myth.
But that's not what it is at all,
really. It's much, much more than
that
What it is really is a debate
abcut the future of Kentucky, what
kind of state we want to be, and
how we go abcut getting there.
It's abcut how we pay for the
government we want - not just
this year and next year, but for the
next 20 years and beyond.
It's abcut responsible fiscal
practice versus wishful thinking facing hard reality with hard dol•
lars versus pie-in-the-sky fantasies
and a credit card mentality.
It's about doing the job we are
elected to do, making the hard
decisions and living with the consequences, not pandering to quick
fixes and political expedience.
Obviously, this special session
is necessary in a constitutional and
a governmental sense. We don't
now have a budget for the next
two years, and we need one in
place by June 30.
The Senate passed two budgets
during the regular session that
made a lot of sense given our
resources. There were two weaknesses as I pointed out at the time:
hwnan services and park repairs.
I'm not here to assess blame; it
serves no useful purpose. We have
work to do, not blame to pass
around. This is not a fight between
the legislature and the governor.
Nor is it a dispute between the
Senate and the House. Everyone
involved is a person of good will
who wants what's best for Ken-

I

tucky.
The real argument is bigger
than that, bigger than personalities
and bigger than personal agendas.
The argument is: What is best for
Kentucky? Not just what's best for
June of 1994, but for June of 2004
and June of 2014. Because make no
mistake: What we do here in these
warm summer days of 1994 will
have implications far down the
road.
Those implications - those
consequences - will outlive many
of us. Our children, though, and
theirs, will be here to judge if we
acted responsibly. And they'll foot
the bill if we didn't
It's way past time we started
thinking abcut the future. We need
new thinking. The old ways of
thinking abcut state government ,
spending are failed and discredited.
How tired are you of the terms
"revenue shortfall" and ''budget
cuts"?
Here's my definition of a perfect political world: One where no
one ever utters those words again.
Twelve times in the, past 14 years
the newspapers and the Appropriations and Revenue committees
have been full of those words.
Today, let us begin the process of
striking them from our working
vocabulary. Even if you're willing
to concede that more money is now
available than previously thought,
why should that launch us into a
bended-money spending spree - a
spending spree· we'll pay interest .
on for 20 years?.
And even if you accept the socalled experts contention that
something like $40 million additional dollars have made themselves available, keep this in mind:
Our usual, customary and predictable revenue shortfall that pops up
each biennium like spring crocus is
usually in the hundreds of millions
of dollars.
It's time to call a halt Pay as
we go, as much as possible. Maintain a reserve. Spend our taxpayers' hard-earned dollars in ways
that invest in, and acknowledge, a
future. Demand public return for
public dollars spent. Quit passing
hopeful budgets that are wounded
from Day l, and bleeding within
months.
We can stop the hemorrhage
with a responsible budget this

year. But that's too temporary a
fix. The seemingly endless cycle of
budget, budget shortfalls and
budget cuts has to end. And it
won't end unless we take a long,
hard; rational look at the way we
raise and spend money in this
state. That means tax reform. But
that's a discussion for another
time, a discussion I hope to begin
soon.
For know, we have work to do,
and we need to do it quickly. The
issues are on the table, and have
been fully discussed. Kentuckians,
who are paying for this session,
expect action,
This budget we are going to
pass, I'm confident, will meet Kentucky's immediate needs while giving us time to get our house in
order. Right now, we're·looking at
maybe $300 million in new revenue
next biennium. If that money's not
eaten up in debt service to hundreds of millions of dollars in construction projects, we can use it in
ways that look toward the future.
From higher education to hwnan
services, from finding a way to
help farmers survive into the 21st
century to attacking and eliminating the root causes of poverty in
Kentucky, there are plenty of public policy initiatives that need to be
funded.
There are also, clearly, capital
construction projects that need to
be undertaken. I have never opposed projects on principle. And
when .we can afford them, I'll be
happy to support them. We must
do necessary parks repairs and
restoration now.
There's a lot of work to do,
necessary work, long-term work.
Unfortunately, we're here in this
chamber again, forced to revisit
some issues that should have been
- and in my mind were - re- .·
solved two months ago. So I call on
every member of this General Assembly to get this budget done as
expediently as possible; and I call
on every Kentuckian to join me in
my plea that we then move forward with vision and resolve to
find the permanent solution we
need, defining in that work what
Kentucky will be in the coming
next century.
■John "Eck" Rose, D-Winchester,is president of the Kentucky Senate. He gave this speech Tuesd,iy
on the Senate floor.
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Governor
addre~es
Boys State
delegates
AssOCIATED PRESS

MOREHEAD - While state
legislators yesterday were trying to
decide how to spend the next twoyear budget, Gov. Brereton Jones
was telling Kentucky, Boys State
delegates to just invest in the
future.
"Whether you aspire to be governor or hold a public office, it is
important that you de~e J?Ublic
service as a way of contrtbuting to
all of Kentucky," Jones told the
nearly 250 high school juniors dll!ing the annual weeklong leadership
event at Morehead State University.
Boyd County High School student Charles Pope was elected governor by his fellow delegates. Involvement is nothing new to the
Ashland youth, who is a member
of the Model United Nations Club
and was Eastern Kentucky's delegate to the World Leadership Congress.
Chris Bailey of Lexington's
Paul Laurence Dunbar High was
elected lieutenant governor.
The officers are scheduled to
visit their real-life counterparts in
Frankfort today and return to
Morehead on Friday for graduation
ceremonies.
Other officers were:
■ Secretary of State: Maurice
Richard of Radcliff, North Hardin
High.
■ Auditor: Jerry Walker of
Mayfield, Graves County High.
■ Treasurer: -Jesse Watts of
Fort Campbell, Fort Campbell
High.
■ Attorney General: David Deborde of Flatwoods, Russell High.
■ Commissioner of Agriculture; David Black of Paducah, Paducah Tilghman.
Appointed to state offices by
Pope were:
■ Superintendent of Public Instruction: Bradley Fuqua of Paducah, Reidland High.
■ Adjutant General: Kurt Michael Page of Fort Campbell, Fort
Campbell High.
' -
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Governor addresses Boys State
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Gov. Brereton Jones urged Kentucky
Boys State delegates yesterday to "invest" in the futu~.
_
"Whether you aspire to be governor or hold a public officei 1t
is important that you define public service as a way of
contributing to all of Kentucky," Jones told the nearly 250 high
school juniors during the weeklong leadership event at
,
Morehead State University.
~
Boyd County. High School student Charles Pope was elected
governor, and Chris Bailey of Lexington's Paul Laurence
Dunbar High was elected lieutenant governor. Other officers .
are: secretary of state: Maurice Richard, Radcliff, North _Hardiµ
High; auditor: Jerry Walker, Mayfield, Graves County ~gh; ,
treasurer: Jesse Watts, Fort Campbell, Fort Campbell High;
attorney general: David Deborde, Flatwoods, Russell High; and
commissioner of agriculture: David Black, Paducah, Paducah ,
Tilghman.
•
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MSU Clip Sheet
A sampling of recent artides of interest to Morehead State Univenity
INSTIMIONAL RELATIONS

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSllY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351-1689
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Flexibility in Frankfort?
O FAR, what has been most including a block of Republicans
notable about the special - were there. They saved taxpaysession of the Kentucky ers from having to foot the bill for
General Assembly that be- a lot of ·projects of questionable
gan this week is that it's moving value to the commonwealth, including golf courses that will never
along peacefully and according to pay for themselves and buildings
schedule.
to house higher education proMuch to everyone's surprise, the grams that are duplicative. They
two legislative budget chiefs prevented_ the state from going
Mike Moloney, chairman of the $300 million deeper in debt at a
Appropriations and Revenue Com- time when it needs to retrench
mittee in the Senate, and Marshall (Wall Street has warned Kentucky
Long, chairman in the House that its bond rating may be downarrived in Fraiµdort full of reas- graded) and stabilize its finances
surances. "We'll come to an agree- ("revenue shortfalls" have necessiment," they said
tated budget cuts
confidently.
in 12 of the last
"We'll pass a
14 years).
budget by the
As the House
middle of next
continued to add
· week."
even more proj- •
Their words
ects to its list this
were hard to beweek, there were
lieve. Philosophijokes about callcal splits between
ing Purnell Sauthe Governor and
sage Co. to come.
Senate President
pick up the porkJohn "Eck" Rose,
laden budget.
between the
The House will
House and the
deserve that ridiSenate - even
cule if it refuses
between factions
to scale way back
in the House itand postpone
self - have been
even some wordeep. To almost
thy projects til
. everyone else, it
better days.
appeared that a
·sen. Rose
But it's also the
budget agreeSenate's turn to
ment was· no closer now than it listen to reason, and to the House.
was in April, when the regular leg- While certainly it would be irreislative session ended with no fis. sponsible to issue bonds for every
cal plan for the next biennium.
project on the House's list, it could
But Sen. Moloney and ·Rep. also be irresponsible to issue none.
Long may be right: The legislature
While it's progressive to save
may come to a reasonable agree- money to spend on education, for
ment in a reasonable amount of example, instead of on bricks and
time. For that to happen, there mortar, some kinds of progress do
must be compromise - in the Sen- require bricks and mortar, too.
ate as well as the House, among ' This weekend, if all goes as exRepublicans as well as Democrats; pected, Sen11,te and House conferAnd that's as it should be - it's ees will meet to try to find some
the democratic way.
so far the fight has centered on middle ground. No one expects the
whether to put bonded projects House to get half of what it wants,
into the budget, although the· proj- but the conferees should give seri.
.
ous consideration to funding a
ects, Sen. Rose pointed out m a very limited number:of hi_"gh-return
speech this week, aren't the real
issue: "It's a debate about the fu. economic development projects
ture of Kentucky. What kind of and needed university buildings.
state we want to be and how we
Sen. Rose and .the 37 members
are getting there."
..
of the Senate so far have been
So far Sen. Rose and the Senate masterful in steering this budget
are winning that debate. We are a battle toward: an enlightened con,
state, they say, that. is.-.going. to clusion. They have declared an
"pay -as we• go" for. a while, that end to "hopeful· budgets"; they
will. not automatically use extra .. have forced everyone to ··take ·a
revenue for bricks and mortar more rigorous look at how fax
projects but will take a more money is spent.
thoughtful approach to deciding
But now. they and the House
what is best for Kentucky's future. must proceed with caution. The
. __Taxpayers should_ be · grateful state would. 'be ~est served by a
that Sen.-- Rose and the...
Senate frugal comp~omise,

S
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Lawmakers likely to shut
doors during negotiations
BY CHAD CARLTON

ANO JACK BRAMMER
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BuREAU

FRANKFORT _ The stage is
set for a closed-door showdown
over the state budget this weekend.
·The Senate budget committee
yesterday gutted the House's
spending plan and replaced it with
its own, a slightly modified version
of the lean budget it passed in
March. Gov. Brereton Jones vetoed
:!~~~~~b;~t~~-tcontained no
The Senate committee did
make two significant changes to its

~:i:t:$10

vers~o~d~~~e
million
that Jones wants for a range of
human service prograins, including

:fn!!i;i~~~:~~~lr/!ii:~f ~t1~

• Authohrizing d~bou~ $68 ~llion in cas spen mg ,or repairs
and renovations at Kentucky's deteriorating state parks _ if a
redicted windfall of extra revenue
P
comes in.
The Senate committee's ainended budget doesn't authorize any
debt for new construction projects.
Jones has proposed $Z7g million in
borrowing · for
projects ranging "
from state park '
golf courses to ',
university buildings.
l:::::i::!:::::::::::=!!.:::!
The bill also
doesn't mandate
raises for teachers,
something
Jones and teachers want but
school administrators oppose.
The Senate is expected to pass
the bill today. The House will
almost certainly reject it, prompting the appointment of House and
Senate negotiating teains to work
toward a compromise this weekd
en ·
That discussion and crucial decisions about the two-year, $24
billion budget probably will · be
made behind closed doors.
· Rep. Tom Riner, D-Louisville,
has caJJed for open meetings of the
conference committee. But most
prospective conferees said yesterday that opening negotiations to
the public would make it harder to
reach a quick compromise.
·
_"I think to make any real progress when we get into negotiations,
you have to be where you can say
what's exactly on your mind," said
Senate President Pro Tern Charlie
Berger, D-Harlan.
House Speaker Pro Tern Larry
Clark, D-Louisville, said he's adamantly opposed to opening the
- d" nail I ed d
tra itio Y t os · oor process.
"We done that in ethics (session) · and there was more peer

proJeC

pressure on the decision making
done by the press," he said. "i
think we came up with a bill that
went extremely too far."
·
The negotiations might take a
lot longer in public, Clark said,
because '-we would have everybody making speeches for the TV
cameras" and "there would be a lot
of acting going on."
Sen. Dan Kelly, R-Springfield,
doesn't understand why the public
shouldn't get to see what goes on
in the meetings.
"There's no reason I can see
that it shouldn't be in the open," he

said. "We need more openness in
the General Assembly."
One reason is that tempers
often flare in the tense negotiations,
said House Republican Caucus
Chairman Clarence Noland of Irvin~:lt's good for state business to
be done _in the open, but sometim~
there might be language used m
ther~. that W?Uldn't be good for the
ears, he said.
House Speaker Joe Clarke, DDanville, and Senate President John
"Eck" Rose sa!d th~y're willing to
open the meetmgs if other conferees want. But they agree_ closeddoor meetings would lead to a
quicker resolution.

"'n,

"

C.

0

What about pay?
Some lawmakers are concerned
about what to do once they reach a
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. FRIDAY. JUNE 10, 1994

Budget. p~oposals
don't o~der distn·cts
to pay teacher,s mor~
.I. '

·

.I. '

.__

By FRAN ELLERS
Writer

Staff

FRANKFORT, Ky. - A mandate
for teacher pay raises that was ineluded in the budget lawmakers
passed this spring has disappeared
· from the budget bill being considered in the special Session,

Since Gov. Brereton Jones vetoed
the earlier budget in April, school
boards, superintendents and administrators have argued that some districts would have to cut programs to
pay for raises.
They also contend that the mandate conflicts with the spirit of
school reform, which is to let
schools make their own decisions.
Meanwhile, the teachers' union is
pushing strongly for the mandate,
It's still possible that it could be
included when House and Senate
negotiators meet behind closed
doors this weekend to hash out
their differences on the budget.
But Senate budget committee
Chairman Mike Moloney said yesterday, "I think you've got to let the
local school boards make the decision on hQw to run their school system."
As expected, Moloney's committee
voted yesterday-for a version of the

longer be housed in jails.
-'. :
It also includes bonds for some
projects that Moloney, D-Lexington,
said were justified for ."life :and
safety" reasons, such as flood control and asbestos removal. · _.
However, it does not reauthorize
. bonds for some projects that. the
legislature had approved in· pre-

vious years - including the first
phase of the controversial' ;golf
course at Jenny Wiley State Resort
Park.
' Only two amendments·were:filed
in the Senate to be discussed today
during the budget debate. One; proposed by Republican' Sen. .Gex
"Jay" Williams of Verona, would
eliminate funding for .. the:·state's
current education testing program
and require school districts to· use
the tests that preceded the schoolreform law, The other -would require legal-service agencies to- return any fees they are paid ta. the
state treasury.
Beyond the funding for construclion pi:ojects, salary increases for
teachers will be one of the issues
debated in private this weekend_• .(It
doesn't appear that some lawmakers' suggestion that the negoliati~ns
be open is getting anywhere.) . ·: :
Marne! Moorman, presideot·!of
budget that contains no bonds for the the Kentucky Education Asso..--i•

construction projects sought by Jones alion, said it's critical -for the--state
- a dramatic contrast to the House to support teachers, who bear. the

version, which includes the projects
Jones wants and then some,
The Senate committee version allows for nearly $70 million to renovate state parks, but no money for
other proposed park projects.
It also specifies that the renovalions must be paid.for in cash from
sUiplus funds the state is expected
to- have at the end of each fiscal
year.
The full Senate is expected to apProve the committee's version of the

burden of implementing school reform.
'·
As for districts controlling ·their
own destinies; he said· that won't
happen· overnight; Some dimicts
must still be forced to .pay tea&ers
what they're worth, he said. "Uilless
(those) higher salaries are maitdated, they just won't occurt h~d.
Moorman said his group has;-iJ].et
with legislative leaders.. Wliil~/~no
one has said, 'Well, rn take this:and

lions.
The Senate committee's version
includes about ·su million for assorted human-services projects that
Jones said were needed, such as
spouse-abuse and child-sex-abuse
programs and alternative programs

mandate was added in,the pi:wa,te
negotiations in the spring _as W:e!l:,
Wayne Young, executive director
of the Kentucky Associatioii:d>f
School Administrators, said/ his
group supports higher teacher;:~aries - but. opposed the :~-.in-

~'!Ii-,._

run with it,'" he.sai;,..,· ~3 •~ exbudget today, setting the stage for pressed some strong· conceinlin
the conference committee negolia• hearing our viewpoint.'.'. He•sa!4~e
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A.CC project chances lessen
Funding
at issue

Spee4·.
hangs

By SUSAN WARREN
INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU

•

session·
By MARK ·R; .CHELLGREN
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS .,

FRANKFORT· - Lawmakers opened the special. session to put togetherFa· state.
spending plan for the. next
two years with a self-imposed
mandate. for speed., 'hanging
over, them.
.. ; ·: · . ·, · :· ·
Gov. Brereton Jones;-:whci.-:··
forced the sessio'n:'when he ·.
vetoed. the budgetpassed during· the regula,r;, session,
seemed to soften· his , insistence that the legislature embrace his entire list of construction projects.i But he
also refused- to ·say what
would happen if' lawmakers
did not do so,.and the real debate. nioved Monday 'to . ·the
House and Senate. . ·
-Senate Democrats met behind closed ~oors . and said
. '
. •
. .
..
. ' . THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
they were . stiJ! ag~inst _ru_,y .. . , ,. • ..../ "'·'
.
.. , , ,; .
. , ..
;·
idea that would mean large .Senate Pre_sldent John, E4:~ . Rose presides ·over thet open- .
new
debt. Senate RepubliIng:of t~e 9&neral Assembl(~ _si,eclal sesslo!I Mondl!Y•
,
. .
.
\
. .
.
~. . .. '
'
cans held their. owp. ll!eeting more time we, spend dowiif_pluse; · ~f $.39 ~ilffon 'l~:-1
and.agreed. . ·· • ·•·· .. ,·•, -~ ··here, :the:r·more,taxpayers'•1· d'18t Jy $30 million in fis--House·· Democrats · who· · ··· •··· ·· ••· · •, · • · • · • ·•,. _me
e ·•
•
. I
,. · Ji Id th . k , . ·'· · · r0.... money,,1s .•berng .. spent,; i :cal •94.•95 and $32 million m
JnX·tho .. : ..e · r~\dV:_ere_ ~• • House :speaker. Joe,_Clarkei 'fiscal '95-'96. Jones wants to
o _ e1r own c ose :aucus. said, . • . ~- .
·
. J spend about $26 million cash
t~d~y.·, .,
..
! .... :.. , .:,;sena,te,p~in,ocrats are ''just,, to repair state parks and
If t!\e· legislature sticks to· as·, firm as· always, maybe! then sell bonds to rmance an-,
its initial, the session could,- even•llJ.Qre;so ~1.1 not b~n~in~l. other $280 million of conwork through the coming•·., those· construction•:proJects, , struction.
:
weekend,iJ,lld ~n,d.)Yithi)i' ~~\ ~aid\§e'.1:1a,.te';}'t;§id~nt;:SqJu,tj "I can't see weakening our'.
or'; seven_, days: T~e 'session.. Eck.,•Rose. :,. :_0 ,·c._: -cl· ..'·1 Iposition because Eck said'
costs the state about $40;ooo
Senate _Republ~c8;I's,• :,vho\ something," Clark said.
t
per day. · . · .- ,;,•:. ,,.. , . arii·gra,bbmg,more:4!jluen~e/ But the House Democrats·
, · ''.We've, heard ;'oftentimes a~ their 11,lHilbers :§~1:-eas~,! were not likely to reach any
-th~t tlll:le ls money,' and.the· ...~;§_t1!!;!:1Jng:;:'Vith,-th~b.;:D.~.1!1,:.l,consensus among themselves
_;_ __._~ . :~'...-~:".:..'.__ I 09ratlc1 colleagues, said .GOP . until their own closed meeting
caucus ·chairman, ,Tom:,Bu-- , scheduled for today.
ford,,RJ:!ichplasville,--'.''
Clark said the issue boils
i ,.ftt.··~1'.'.:1~f{,;;6\<"\t~/l:t down to the projects.
.
Pay ,_c'.'sli;,1s our strat~.~
"I think it's now to decide if
3:t,th_i~•POlllt,,.Bufo,rd sajl!:,,' we want to do it or not, It's
:.,::r!i~itHc1;1s~" Des?,c,r3:ti.Sd°I that simple," Clark said.
gro.up,,J.ed : by floor .1,eaijm:,; But senators raised issues
qx-eg. St'!Jmbo of Pres~ppsjltµ;gJ beyond bricks and mortar.
,~d 3A}8te:;;!'rjl/~m•I,!11JK} Rose said there was some
rh~ar
d .. ..'/, ,., at ~ .Y,J.e .'Y~;,~.. stl"''~!sentiment to re,turn moner._to
o1 mg .ou ,or .opes en re •-dTori to restore cuts made
, Pl,an,-tc;,·spend_proJ~~(!lc!
sur;·l ~ uca ~ous budgets . including
,.;J.J.:.,,,_.,~.J;;."" ,.i ... •- ...·--~.t::...~L.a~'-".::L;,,, m pre
·
·
this year.
Buford ·said Republicans are
concerned about a sinlmering
controversy about state aid to
local schools .. The budget ve-·
toed by Jones directed local
schools to increase teacher salaries by the same percentage
their raise in state aid.
Local school officials complain
that would actually cost more
than the increase in state aid.
"That may be an area where
we're willing to spend· more
money," Buford said.
,,·
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FRANKFORT - Hopes for a
new building at Ashland Community College appeared dimmer Monday as lawmakers
gathered to begin the special
session to create a new state
budget.
House and Senate members
made little, if any, conciliatory
moves to close the philosophical gap that provoked rancor
at the end of the regular session in April and resulted in a
budget vetoed by the governor.
Sen. John David Preston, RPaintsville, said he was worried that none of the five
projects proposed for his 25th
District would be funded.
Included was $.455,000 in debt
service during the second year
of the biennium for a new $4.5
million classroom building at
ACC. That project, which
school officials said is essential if they are to accommodate record growth over the
past decade, was the top priority capital item of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education.
.
'Tm disappointed," Preston
said after taking an informal
vote count in both the Republican and Democratic caucuses.
Preston said there appeared
to be even less support among
Democrats in the Senate for
extending Kentucky's longterm debt than there had been
at the end of the regular session - possibly as few as six
votes.
The situation posed something of a philosophical dilemma for Preston, a Paintslville attorney,
I "Philosophically, I'm not
sure additional debt is good
for the state," he said. "But
pragmatically, three of my
counties are in the top 10 in
unemployment in the state."
Funding for the projects
would translate into shortterm construction jobs and
long-term positions at state
parks, convention centers and
elsewhere, Gov. Brereton
Jones said Monday.
State park projects t.'l:!at appeared in jeopardy because.of
their dependence on a bond
issue included a new swimming pool at Greenbo Lake
State Resort Park, renovation
of the lodges at- Jenny Wiley
and Carter Caves state resort
parks and marina and campground development at Yatesville Lake.
·
Preston also said he had
only faint hopes for a $600,000
allocation that would open up
a $1 million federal grant for a
campground at Paintsville
Lake.
.
.
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Colleges suffer from too much moneJ
"Send money" has long been
the traditional theme of college
students' letters to their parents. For more than a quarter
of a century, that has also
been the central theme of the
colleges' own messages to the
public, to the state legislatures
and to the federal government.
Now a college president is
saying that vast amounts of
government money have been
the main cause of the distortion and degeneration of undergraduate education in
America. He is Dr. George
Roche, president of Hillsdale
College, which accepts no government money. Hillsdale also
does not go along with many of
the trendy and often disastrous experiments taking place
at other colleges.
Hillsdale does not allow male
and female students to spend
the night in each other's
rooms, and does not even have
condom-dispensing machines.
That's how out of step it is.
In his new book, "The Fall of
the Ivory Tower," Dr. Roche
says that it is the other colleges which have gotten out of
step with the traditional values of this country and which
have allowed educational
standards to fall. His indictment is very specific.and very
extensive - and very true.
The biggest casualty of government largesse to colleges
and universities has been undergraduate teaching. Billions ·
of dollars of federal research
grants . have taken professors
out of the classroom on campuses across the country and
replaced them with graduate
students only a few years older
than the undergraduates they
are teaching.
These graduate students,
usually called "teaching assistants," do not just assist
oratory sessions. They teach
courses themselves - half of
all freshmen courses at the
University of North Carolina,
half of all undergraduate
courses at Princeton, and nearly half of all undergraduate
mathematics courses nationwide.
George Roche calls it "baitand-switch" advertising when
coll~ges send out pretty brochures boasting of the wonderful professors they have and
then present the entering
freshmen with unknown graduate students as their teach-·
. ers.
Why are the colleges doing
this? Because huge. government research grants make
star professors too valuable to
waste on anything as-inconsequential as teaching, students.
A number of'uriiversities 'have
government grants adding, up
to hundreds of millions of dollars for each university· and
Johns Hopkins has research
grants topping half a billion.

Students' tuition cannot
compete with that kind of
money for the time and attention of top professors. Moreover, it is not just research
money for studies in medicine,
science or engineering. The
federal treasury is thrown
wide open to finance research
and writing on everything
from the sublime to the ridiculous.
Grants from the National
Endowment for the Humanities have financed studies on
the harp tradition in Uganda,
raccoon hunting and hand
fishing, the World War II fictitious character, "Rosie the riveter." The "scholarly" papers
presented at the annual meetings of the Modern Language
Association have much less to
do with language than with
far-out sex and off-the-wall theories of literature. Much of
this shows your tax dollars at
work.
As an insider in academia,
Dr. Roche knows all the tricks
by which government money
is gotten, even though his college refuses to take any. He
also knows the accounting
tricks by which colleges can
present "deficits" or "surpluses" according to whichever is politically expedient at
the moment - and regardless
of the actual financial condition of the institution.
He details the corruption of
even legitimate scientific and
medical research and the
frauds which have been uncovered in recent years. These
frauds are promoted liy the
pressures to come up with
something "exciting" to keep
the big bucks rolling in. Medical fraud is particularly dangerous because the misinformation it produces can prove
to be damaging or even fatal to
patients.
·
Given the enormous importance of large government
grants, university officials
have often been far less concerned about fraudulent research than about those who
expose it. The Harvard medical school, the University of
Pittsburgh and Rockefeller
University are just some of the
places· where the administration took a protective approach toward those who perpetuated fraud and a hostile

approach to those who reported it.
"The Fall of the Ivory
Tower" details many ways in
which colleges and universities have sold their souls and
betrayed their trust in pursuit
of big money. To George
Roche, the present financial
hard times hitting many academic institutions are among
the few hopeful signs for the
future, though he says colleges
and universities "still have an
awful lot of money to squander."

Dr. Roche also foresees "a
popular backlash against colleges and universities for
years to come" - and sees
that as another factor forcing
them to clean up their act. In
this context, the biggest danger is that the alumni, the
state legislatures and the federal government will turn soft
and bail out academia once
again.
.
Shameless deception has become increasingly pervasive in
pursuit of government money
- only one sign of the moral
bankruptcy of much of American higher education. The corruption surrounding college
athletics is so pervasive that
the new scandals which are
constantly being uncovered
are barely considered news
and no one is really shocked
any more. Double standards
for minority students are officially denied on most campuses, but it is an open secret
on these same campuses that
such double standards apply
not only in admissions but
even in grading and in standards of behavior.
THOMAS SOWELL is a senior

fellow at the Hoover Institute,
Stanford, Calif.
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OVC r ejec,ts MSU pr vposal
ships drop below 60 percent.
"We were at 51 last year, and
I've
authorized 50 scholarships
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
Football at Morehead State for this year."
Murray State, Southeast
won't be a drain on the rest of
Missouri,
Tennessee-Martin
the university if President Roand Tennessee Tech joined Eanald Eaglin has his way.
glin in supporting the pro"We'll continue on our posal, but. four schools abplanned schedule of reduc- stained at the league's summer
tions," he said Thursday after meeting at Middle Tennessee
Ohio Valley Conference mem- State University.
bers rejected his proposal to
Eaglin needed seven votes
let members petition to drop from the OVC's nine members
or continue football if scholar- for his plan, which Morehead
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State's board of regents approved in March.
"I am encouraged there wei-e
no 'no' votes, but the abstentions had the effect of no," Eaglin said. He hopes for a compromise by talking with the
presidents at Eastern Kentucky, Middle Tennessee, Austin Peay and Tennessee State.
OVC Commissioner Dan
Beebe said the possibility that
a league member is considering further cuts in a sport are
disturbing but that many Divi-

sion I-AA schools are in similar financial straits.
"I don't think we're alone in
having an in'stitution wanting
to slim down ... We're going to
see it even more over the next
few years," he said.
A tentative schedule would
reduce Morehead State's football team to a non-scholarship
sport by 1998. No players were
signed in February, and several players are either transferring to other schools or
working on degrees.

Eaglin said he is forced to
cut football because of the university's overall budget crunch
and gender equity. Moreheii.d
State has 85 men on scholarship compared to 36.5 women:
Football, a sport that carries
its weight at OVC schools like
Division I-AA national powers
Middle Tennessee State arid
Eastern Kentucky, brought in
$13,895 in ticket sales last year,
compared with expenses of
$792,187.in 1993-1994.
"When you look at what's to
be gained, the numbers jump
off the page that football is an
expensive sport," Eaglin said.
Otherwise, university officials would have to increase·
tuition rates at a· time where
students already support athletics. Eaglin said many stu."
dents are people who support
families anti a career.
"Football has absolutely no
interest to that student. We already take a significant

amount from her tuition ror
sports," he said.
µi other ~ction, .the OV_C approved
new "spbrtsmarisliip
code aesigned to elimhiate a
hostile home fielci advantage at
league arenas and stiidiuni.s.
"We recognize we're putting
ourselves out there at risk because it's different from what's
going on in the world of sports
... but we're doing it because
we think that (hostility) is inappropriate, for intercollegiate
athletics," Beebe said.,
The OVC also decided to re'
turn ·1ts men's and women's
baske_tba!l tournaaj~!l~ _,to
Nashville m 1995 -for..<a:second
j,,,, ,,~
year.
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-Lawmakers
make little
headway fu
bUdget talks .
.

BY CHAD CARLTON

HERALO-LEAorn FRANKFORT BUREAU-

1
~~~Tof~~g :
hind closed doors yesterday, House
and Senate budg:
et
negotiators
emerged saying
they had made
no progress in resolving their differences.
The General
Assembly. will
begin its second
week in special
session today, a 1.1:r;1sl.ATLRJsession that has
.
cost taxpayers about $320,000 to
date and will continue to cost
$40,000 a day until a budget is
passed.

______

~!1~:J~ :. T6d~yf~:"~clled~ie'.:': :t '. '. ·. \ ·:; ~

.saidsr~t::niicl:1:~~Ec::;1 ~ :
target date for passing a budget and adjourning the
session.
House Majority. Leader Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said negotiations yesterday took a "step backward instead of a step forward" because some
lawmakers tried to put issues previously agreed upon
back on the bargaining table.
The key issue separating the chambers is Gov.
i Brereton Jo~es• pllll: to borro~ $279 million for a host
of construction Pfl!Jects !'aI:ging from state park golf
courses to university _buildmgs.
) .
The Senate firmly" opposes additional borrowing
·above.the $2.55 million authorized in the budget that

s~:

11

y:'. :

·Toe scliedule tif-~~:A~bl;;tii~
'. ~.·for ·today,· Times are '-EDT.' •Rooms •:antii1·tb.
.. Capitol Annex;unless otheiwiseJnclli:ated.. •..-J
...' ··HOUSE:.Ho\Jse convenes;;,2''jim:•-.~ :~"/{ ._;
· -' ''SENATE••.5ena·fu ·con····"enes·
·, ····,, p',;; '.1 ,es,•c'
''·.'"(10THER1'Subcommi~
;:ing, Room 129;:I p.m.·.. -:-·~..:.....'-""'7"":c' ......,,
.- . · INFORMATION: Tlie legislature bas. thre
.• toll.:fl:e teJep,!\c_in~•jiries .to%_~,).'ou_;!nfopred:
.::;--:-Jo·Jeave l! 11_1essage for'a;·1egi_!l@.Q.f'.::·(80C
;.:. 372-7181 ..•, ;'. ,,_. •. _· .'·i0;;,l,,[: --.; ,:;. 't,;. ,::: ;
..,,,.. /:'.fo finq out the.•~edule -'--,.(800) ~965C
:·· ;-;Tci·le:ive,~messagef91',sori10011evisitjrigth,

mi"Chll:riifiliiri'tillii

i~~bN~J~J;;ftr.ig~~J~~~~J

1=~=-H~~
t~\~~ia~\bn~ .
Louisville, have continued to lead the fight · fqr . :._has;u!)(lates·onthe General~ly'at~l0:p.m
. and bW'Id'mg.
·· ' ·1 ...
' ..,_ •-~
··,,, • .~~" ·· , --,v--,1
.,,:c;,- .~;c,"~"'·'
iborrowmg
• _'..
,. ·,,~ .
""\>,-::·...,.,:
.:; .4..••...
-1:~,_')v-Y:i.\1_;;,',f,";
'."4tttlto4+tkYf'.:1-Sh-..,;;,..;_,
rp:
t . ·Jones called leaislators
into special. session to
.,.
.rewrite a budget bill that he vetoed in April.
· The governor wants lawmakers to use .unexpected
revenue - predicted to be $40 million this year and
, $30 million in each of the next two years - to make
· the first installment on $279 million in borrowing for
, construction projects.
". ,. - , . • ·
Negotiators will resume their secret discussions at
,10 am. today.
J
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Rose offers way·
for Jones to keep
construction plans

united Senate does not want to
issue any bonds for new projects
and incur debt for the next 20
years.
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo asked Senate negotiators
yesterday if there were a bonding
figure they could accept.
The House was ready. to com•
promise on_ a figure, but the Senate
BY JACK BRAMMER
balked, said Stumbo, D-PrestonsHERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU
burg.
FRANKFORT - Senate President John ''Eck'' Rose
Rose said the Senate could go
suggested a way yesterday to keep alive Gov. Brereton
along
with a proposal that would
Jones' desire for a host of construction projects around
·
sell
no
bonds for construction prothe state.
. . . ·,. . •...
jects
immediately
.. :; .. •c;•.,; - .'!c,f' - •
Rose's plan involves waiting until a special legislaBut
that
possibility
· would ·be
tive session next January to consider
·
left
open
fiircconsideration
by ·an-,
selling bonds to finance building
other special session'of the General
projects such as some construction at
Assembly in January;;·.:when the
state parks, a library ~t the Universistate
would have better information
ty of Kentucky and convention cenabout how much money it has, Rose
ters in Louisville and Northern Kensaid.·
.·
tucky.
.,
'
.. State ooinomists say the state is
Rose, D-Winchester, talked about
his plan after emerging from a closed
' expected to take in $40 million more
this budget year than earlier expectmeeting in the Capitol with Senate
and House negotiators to craft a state.
ed and $30 million more for each of
budget for the next two .years.
the. next two years.
LEGISLATUl!E
- - . . - :
The 13. negotiators are·to· return
Renovation at 'some Kentucky
at.2 p.llL today to cmi.tinuetheird~iberations in hopes1 parks still could proceed immediateof presenting a plan ·to both chambers for approvaJl ly ~tli any extra money after the
early this week. Jones called lawmakers to Frankfort! end of the current budget year June
last Monday to begin the $40,000-a'<lay special session, 30 Rose said.
...
· .
. .
on the budget· ·
i: ·u::\.: -·~u ·--~:~. ·,:, .. ;J:~;i__i
--> 11 '
.
. •. . ••
•···
· Remaining p~ks projects might·
- A divided House is clinging to Jones' desire to:
be financed with bonds if money
borrow
about
$279
million
for
construction
p!'Qjects.
~..
.
•. ~.. - ..
. .
. .
t
were on hand in January and. some
other projects could be added, the:·
1
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Senate ieader sa1{;
'That lets everyone here: have .
some hope that possibly ·their project could be bonded," Rose said.
"To me, this is the best compromise
for everybody to get out of thi~
situation."
· ..-. · ·
After a slow start' yesterday
when no agreement could be
reached . on the. building projects,
the negotiators began reviewing the
entire state budget. ,... , . , ...
Some work·got done after that
process began, said -House Majority
Caucus Chairman Kenny_ Rapier, D~~stown. ~ .:,_::_{;~•.,i}~. ··./
'. House 15tidget chief' Marshall
Long, : n:Shelbyville; . · ~d .·. some
changes were made: iri '.the· otldget
but nothing major sui:li tinkering
with the 5 percent· rumual pay
increase for state workeys. ·
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SAT changes to· inflate test score averages•;
NEW YORK·TtMES NEWS SERVICE

The Scholastic Assessment
Test score of the average· American
high, school student will soon be
going up 100 points. However, that
doesn't mean that anyone is getting
smarter.
Beginning in April 1995, the
College Board, based in Manhattan,
will recalibrate its scoring of the
SAT. The bottom score will still be
200 and the top 800, but it will be
easier for everyone to get higher

80 extra points on the verbal and
20 on the math sections.
The inflated SAT scores will
not be a secret, of course.. RQger
Maris has an asterisk the size of
Yankee Stadium beside his name in
the record books because when he
hit 61 home runs in a season, the
season was 8 games longer than it

was when Babe Ruth was playing. , quality as in the pas~" said Janice
Instead of issuing an asterisk, the Garns, the associate director of
College Board will be sending ad-' public affairs.
missions offices material about ihe
SAT scoring change.
College Board official~ emphasized that they were not changing
the test in any way. "The SAT will
maintain the same high standard of

scores.
· A 430 score on the verbal
section of the SAT will suddenly
become a 510 under the new scoring method. A 730 verbal score will
become an 800.
College Board officials know
they are inviting potshots on this .
one.

·.

"The question people will ask,"
said Bradley J. Quin, a senior
project director of the College
Board, "is, 'Aren't you just making
kids feel better by giving them
higher scores?'
,
"The answer is absolutely, positively not. The performance that
generates a 424 today will now
generate a 500. The kid is no
brighter, doesn't have any more
bright answers; it's just the label is
higher. Everyone will know."
Quin said they were making
the change so students would have
a better sense of what their scores
mean. When the current scoring
system was established in 1941,
500 was the average score for each
test, the math and verbal. The
average verbal score today is 424;
the average math score, 478.
So the College Board officials
have decided to "recenter'' the
scale, changing it, so the average
student will orice again get scores
of 500 in verbal and math.
That means by answering the
same number of questions correctly, typical students will get about
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~ you're sick of
seeing basketball.
games turned into
street fights (and
who isn't?), give a
hand to the Ohio
Valley Conference.
The conference, whose members
include Eastern Kentucky, Morehead State and Murray State universities, recently adopted some
tough new rules on taunting, fighting and (revolutionary idea!)
sportsmanship in basketball games.
The degeneration of men's athletics into name-calling, chestbumping, stare-down contests has
gone more than far enough. The
people in charge of college athletics
at all levels can put an end to this
nonsense. If they want to know
how, they should call OVC Commissioner Dan Beebe and ask for a
copy of the league's new rules.
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Murray, gets new board
member
'
'

MURRAY; Ky. - Marie Jones, a former Murray State

University Staff Congress president, was elected yesterday to fill
the newest position on the
board of regents.
Jones, an administrative cler)t in the office of publications
and printing services, was among five candidates who sought
the seat. Jones has been a member of the MSU staff for 23
years.
.
Of the 781 eligible staff members, 484 - or 62 percent cast ballots in the election. In Mar:ch, Gov. Brereton Jones
signed into a law a bill appointing a noµ.-teaching personnel
member to the board of regents at Kentucky's regional
universities.
Marie Jones Is expected to join the regents in August a
voting member. She will serve a three-year term.
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House Democrats. seek .to. cut
most projects Jones sought
By TOM LOFrUS

Staff Writer ·

FRANKFORT, Ky. - In the turning point
of the special session, House Democrats issued a surprising recommendation yesterday
to fund almost none of the construction projects in Gov. Brereton Jones' budget plan.
Toe House Democrats, considered the legislature's strongest advocates for Jones' proposal to spend surplus revenue on state-park
renovations and other. projects, endorsed a
plan that would pay for only a few park repairs and design ·work for the bulk of the
other park projects sought by Jones.
None of the non-park projects - such as a
football stadium and medical research building at the University of Louisville, the University of Kentucky library, or a new court
complex for Louisville - are funded in the
House Democrats' plan.
Because the Senate has already taken a
stand against issuing b_onds for projects,
those projects now appear dead in this legislative session. Some House Democrats. did
hold out hope that some of them could be
funded at a special session next year.
Though the Democrats' action was a ma-.
jor step toward breaking the budget deadlock, Senate budget conferees balked at:one
small part of it.
Toe House plan would pay to complete six
of the 71 projects in Jones' $100 million plan
for state parks and to do the design work on
the other 65.
-Toe Senate favors no funding whatsoever
for the 17 lowest priorities on the list because they
not renovations but new facilities, like golf courses.
·
Senate President John "Eck'' Rose said
mQst senators think that even approving design funding for those 17 projects would give
them future funding priority over the projects that were scrapped.
He proposed spending that $3.2 million instead on projects sought by the Kentucky
Center for the Arts and Kentucky Educational TeJevision.

are

But House conferees held firm.
And the closed budget negotiations
recessed.
They will resume today, with con•
ferees disagreeing on just $3.2 mil•
lion in spending. within a 1994-96
budget of about $10 billion.
That represents great progress
since the committee began final negotiations on the budget Saturday,
with the House advocating Jones•
proposed projects against firm opposition from the Senate.
As late as noon yesterday, the
sides still seemed deadlocked. But
then House Democratic leaders
took their compromise plan to their
71-member caucus, where it won
near-unanlinous approval.
.
A big loser in yesterday's devel•
opments appeared to be Jones.
Franklin Jelsma; a top aide to
Jones, said late yesterday that the
caucus' decisions had not been given to the governor's office and he
could make no comment "oli preliminaiy action."
The plan·appeared to outflank the
Senate's long-held opposition to
borrowing money for· projects by
funding even. fewer projects than
the Senate wanted and pouring.
sol!le of the money saved into edu•
cation.
, . _ .. ,-..
.
The Senate baa essentially proposed using the surplus money that
Jones wanted to use to begin 20year bond issues for projects in
cash on about $68 million in park
repairs,
.•-a,,-,. • . • -•
-·,.
But House leaders said that because the Senate wouldn't budge
from its no-new-projects stance,
they decided to see if the $68 million could be spent in better ways.
''You have to decide where your
priorities ·are,"'House Speaker Joe
Clarke told reporters after the caucus. ''This is a counter-proposal to
the- Senate's position of no bonding
and spending all of tlie money on
park renovation." · . ··Toe House Democratic plan
would provide $26, million more
over two yee;s for basic publicschool funding;"$12 milllon more for
basic university funding and $5 million. more in bonds for financial incentives to be offered by the Economic Development Cabinet.

House Democrats also provided
$4 million over two years for transportation costs of Catholic and other private schools.
Regarding state parks, the House
Democrats approved paying for the
six most urgent repair projects
sought by Jones, at a cost of $2. 75
million. They provided another
$9.75 million for the design work.
While Rose said the $3.2 million
for the bottom priorities would have
difficulty passing the S~nate, he acknowledged that great progress was
made yesterday and said he was optimistic that a final budget would be
approved soon.
,
The House and Senate initially
locked horns over the issue of funding projects ~ear the end of the regular legislative session in March.
Toe House was then pushing for a
long list of construction· projects
and the entire Jones plan for repairs
and improvements to state parks.
But, facing firm Senate resistance
and an April l _deadline to ~d the
session, a conference CODllDlttee ultimately decided to strip all parks
work and new projects from the
budget.
.
Jones vetoed it, prompting the
special session.
. .. •
Toe House's cl!ief advocates for
the non-park projects held out some
hope yesterday that some ·of those
· · projects could ev~ntuall)'. be _funded, I
pemaps at a speaal sesSion m Janu•
ary.
.
One of them was Majority Floor
Leader Greg Stumbo, who insisted
the House had not backed down. He
said the House was again showing
its willingness to compromise to
make the process work. . · •...,
House Speaker _Pro -Tem-Lany
Clark, D-Okolona, noted that the
House plan would spend only part
of an available surplus between now
and July 1, 1996 - about $60 mil•
lion of an estimated $100 million.
"We'll come back in January and
hopefully be able to do some projects. And the Senate will. realize
we're'trying to reinvest in·the commonwealth of Kentuckyt Clark
said.
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The stumbling block in that
plan for the Senate is $3.2 million
to design 17 new construction projects at state parks.
If the state spends money now,
to design those 17 construction
projects, )awmakers would be com•'
mitted to building them later. OthBY CHAD CARLTON
erwise, they would have essentially
AND JACK BRAMMER
thrown the planning money awa.y.
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BuREAU
The House Democrats' comproFRANKFORT - A possible I mise - which got near unanimous
compromise on the state's $24 bi!, I s11pport in a closed caucus yesterlion, two-year budget could fail day - also would give more monapart over a $3.2 million proposal. ey to local schools, universities and
to design proje_cts
_
, " economic development. Those prosuch as swim·' grams shouldered earlier cuts.
ming !){)()ls and
Senate Democratic leaders said
golf courses at
they could go along with inost of
state parks.
the House Democra_ts' proposal but
House
and
oppose the $3.2 million because of
Senate bµdget nethe potential that it would obligate
gotiators yesterthe state to borrow· millions more
day made the
later to finish the projects.
first significant
Senate President John "Eck"
break in the twoRose, D-Winchester, said the
month impasse
House's proposal won't get support
over the budget.
.
from many senators.
But they remained sharply divided
"People in the urban areas in
on the issue of state parks projects. the Senate would not support that
House Majority Leader Greg because they are -not getting any
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said the guarantee whatsoever of the UK
Senate's resistance to the projects library, the convention centers in
threatens to.· scuttle the whole Northern Kentucky and Jefferson
budget-writing process.
County," he said.
"They wouldn't be getting anyIn a key concession, House
Democrats abandoned their sup- thing and you would be pretty
port for Gov. Brereton Jones' plan much saying you are going to at
to borrow ne:,xly $200 million for a least make a start to fund these
host of construction projects out- park expansions."
side the parks system; The projects
The Senate offered a counterinclude a library at the University proposal that would divide the $3.2
of Kentucky and convention cen- million between two projects: $2.4
ters in Louisville and Northern million for stage lights and other
Kentucky.
refurbishing at the Kentucky CenHowever, House Democrats ter for the Arts in Louisville and
fought to hang on to the entire list $800,000 for technology at Ken- ,
of 71 parks construction projects lucky Educational Television.
'
by proposing to spend $12.5 milHouse Majority Caucus Chairlion to do six projects and begin man Jody Richards, D-Bowling
design on 65 others.
Green, said spending inoney now

~arks _projects threaten
~ew·budget compromise
I

'

rMouse bemi>i'.:ratll• _.

!iiuHgetJ>rbpogat
-··1
~t'.· . . '_" t.. :. ,'
. '

■ Spend $9.75 million lo~, ,
~eslgri vior~ 9n '. 65. stai~ park,'
projects, botti repairs and new
construction.
_, ,, _.-, · 'I·■ Spend $2.75 million on six
park •projects: . , ;, .. ;
,
,,
,: □ $270,000 for Kingdom Come
,'water plant., . ·. .
, ,.
' Q $300;000 for Yatesville Lake
sewage plant, restrooms.. ,., .
Q $400,000 for Buckhorn Lake
city water connection:
Q•-$215,000·for Breaks
Interstate lodge renovation.
a $1;080,000 lor,Natural
Bridge sewage pla!)t-. ,
Q $485,000 for Kentucky Dal)'l ·
Village head dock replacement.
'
■

-

'•

Give $13 million more in :
each of next two fiscal years
to local schools. , ,;; . . ·
■ Give $6 million.more lrL,,
ea,;:h. of next two fiscal years .
to universities: . ,
·
■ Authorize $5. million in borrowinq to pay:1or fin~ilc(al ,·,
lncent1v11.s Jo lur_e,t~~u!>lries. ,, .. ,
~
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'A great place to be
from': The new vice president
of ABC Children's Entertainment credits Kentucky with
her "nonnal" base.
"It's a
great place to
be from.
You're not so
warped as far
as your outlook.," said
Linda Steiner,
who was born
Steiner
and reared in
Lexington.
Steiner, 31, has risen quickly in the network ranks. She
started as an ABC news producer in 1985 in New York,
where she moved after graduating from Morehead State
University with a degree in
broadcasting.
She didn't have a job when
she moved to New York - "I
don't know if that was gutsy
or stupid" - but soon landed
one with ''World News This
Morning."
After a few years, Steiner
was "burned out on news" and
moved to the entertainment
side of television. She joined
ABC Entertainment in Los Angeles in 1990 as an administrative assistant in children's programming.

In her new job, Steiner will
oversee the development of inhouse productions aimed at
families and children, including
specials, series and movies.
Steiner hopes she can arrange to use Kentucky as a location for future children's programs.

"I'm ceitainly going to try
to get some shows happening
in Kentucky. It's geographically beautiful."
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College Board adjusts SAT scoring
WASHINGTON - SAT scores are going up - by as much as
100 points for some students - as the College Board
"recenters" the college entrance exam to raise the average
math and verbal scores to 500 points each.
The revised scoring does not reflect any general improvement
in the quality of student performance; it just better represents
where the average stu~ent falls, the College Board said.
Today, the average math score is 478. The average verbal
score is 424. Under the recalibrated scoring, each would rise to
500, the midpoint on the 200 to 800 scoring scale.
Since all scores will be recalibrated, students' ranking and
percentile will remain the same. Colleges and other users of the
SAT will be informed about the change, and will be given
guidance on how the new scores compare to the old ones.
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Senate warms. up to park money;
Rose, Clarke draft budget accord
BY CHAO CARLTON
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - The legislature's top two leaders yesterday
offered up a compromise that could
break the two-month deadlock over
· the state budget.
In a surprising move, Senate
negotiators dropped their longstanding opposition to spending
any money on new construction
projects at state parks.
That concession was part of the
compromise crafted by. Senate
President John "Eck" Rose and
House Speaker Joe Clarke yesterday after the House and Senate
negotiating teams reached yet another impasse.
But the compromise could come.
crashing down because of a Louisville turf battle.
- Senate negotiators want to
spend $2.4 million to refurbish the
Kentucky Center for the· Arts in
Louisville, while some House mem-·
hers want to use the money as the
first installinent payment on a $25
million convention center expansion.
The issue might come down to
whether House Majority Leader
Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, and
his Eastern Kentucky colleagues
continue to stand united with
House Speaker Pro Tern Larry·
Clark, D-Louisville, and the Jefferson County delegation.
Eastern Kentucky legislators
want the parks projects and Louisville lawmakers want construction
projects such as the convention
center and a football stadium.
· House Democrats are scheduled
to hold another closed caucus today to decide whether to accept the
Rose-Clarke compromise.
: Today is the 10th day of the
special session that is costing taxpayers $40,000 a day. Gov. Brereton Jones called the session after he
vetoed a budget .that did not include more than $300 million· of
construction projects he wants.
· House and Senate budget negoti::!:lrs resumed their private discus.ions soon after lunch yesterday, but broke up after just 15
minutes.
; Senate . negotiators- refused·: to
ljudge on their opposition to spend-ing $3.2 million to begin :design on'
.new -_ construction projects at·
state parks. Rose and others wereooncemed that spending that" money· would commit - the state to
completing the projects later.
: House negotiators _also refused
_(!).back off..
: _ •,:;:··: o:·-:.

n

"If they're not willing to compromise on that, then we're at
loggerheads," Stumbo said just after the meeting.
Moments later, Clarke asked
Rose if he was willing to help draw
up a new plan.
Their alternative would authorize borrowing about $61 million in
the second year of the two-year
budget for 48 repair and renovation
projects at state parks. It would
also include $6 million to design
those 48 projects; $2 million to
begin design of 17 new construction projects; and $2.75 million in
cash to complete six park repair
projects.
·
·, For at least three months, the
Senate has been firmly opposed to
spending on new construction proiects, including state parks.
Senate negotiators agreed to
back off that stance yesterday after
it became clear that House Democrats wouldn't give in, said Rose,
D-Winchester.
"I am still opposed to it," he
said. "If I had my way there would
still not be bonding. But you have
to get beyond it at some point."
Stumbo, who .lias fought hard
for funding the entire list of parks
projects, hailed the leaders' alternative proposal.

I!)1Rfi ;ff~ ,
·,y,

c-c;

"I think it's a major breakthrough," he said.
But Stumbo and Clark want
even more construction projects
funded.
·
"I think it would be a tremendous mistake not to do something
for the urban areas," Stumbo said.
Clark said he wants the state to
borrow $25 million to expand the
Commonwealth Convention Center
in Louisville. He said he will ask.
House Democrats today to reject
the compromise unless the borrowing is added.
Rose seemed frustrated that
House negotiators weren't willing
to go along with the alternative
approach. "I've answered every
concern they've raised and now
they're raising another one," he ·
said.
·

,,tl!
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Genate relen~s, backs
bonds for park repairs
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Just as the
House stunned the Senate with a
no-projects budget offer on Monday, the Senate knocked the
House off balance yesterday by
dropplng its longstandlng opposition to issuing bonds for new construction.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose backed down from his firm
position against adding bonded
debt to the 1994-96 state budget
by offering a plan that generally
accepted the House's entire Monday proposal and then went beyond, calling for about $60 million
1n bonds for state-park repairs.
''We've offered a very fair and
sensible solution. . . It lets the
House do effectively everything
that they've asked to do," Rose
said. And for Gov. Brereton Jones,
Rose said, the Senate proposal

"saves our parks" - one of Jones'
priorities.
But House conferees did not
embrace the compromise. The
snag was a provision that would
provide $2.4 million in cash for
~epairs at the Kentucky Center for
the Arts in Louisville.
.House Speaker Pro Tern Larry
Clark, D-Okolona, suggested that
the money be used instead to start
a bond issue for the $25 million
Commonwealth Convention Center expansion. That is Jefferson
County's top priority, Clark said.
But Rose said the Senate
couldn't accept incurring longterm debt for anythlng other than
park renovations.
And so a fourth day of closeddoor budget negotiations ended
with no agreement. Conferees will
resume talks this afternoon.
House Democratic leaders will
take the Senate's offer to the
House Democratic caucus today. ·
The offer would seem to give
House Democrats everythlng they
endorsed on Monday - and
more. It could bring the special
session to a quick end, but some
key lawmakers said it merely reopens the issue of approving new _.
bonds for projects.
Clark and House Majority Floor
Leader Greg Stumbo - the leaders who most strongly advocate
new projects - said Rose's offer
was a positive sign because the
Senate has lndicated it can endorse some bonds.
"It was progress towards acorn~
promise," Clark said. "For once the
Senate has agreed that the projects
are worthwhile."
Clark and Stumbo both said they
plan to urge .House Democrats to
contlnue ·to try to· add some nonpark projects to the budget, and to
rearrange the priorities of the park
projects.
.
For Clark, that means pitching
the Commonwealth Convention
Center bonds. For Stumbo, it means

trying to win funding for the proposed golf course at Jenny Wiley
State Resort Park, in his district.
Under the Senate proposal, money
would be approved to design it, but
it wouldn't be built unless the legislature approved if in a future session.
The General Assembly deadlocked on the issue of paylng for
construction projects during the recent regular session. Eventually,
House and Senate conferees
stripped all new construction from
the budget - including Jones' plan
for $100 million worth of state-park
repairs and improvements.
Jones vetoed that budget and·
called the legislature into special
session on June 6. A budget must be
passed before the new fiscal year
begins July I.
Jones proposes using surplus revenues that weren't anticipated until
last month to pay for the park repairs and a score of other projects,
such as a football stadium at the
University of Louisville and a new
library at the University of Kentucky.
·
But for months, and through the
current special session, the House
and Senate have been· at an impasse, with the House favoring projects and the Senate refusing to issue new bonds.
On Monday, the House Democratic caucus reversed itself, agreeing to
a plan that essentially would add
most of the surplus revenue to public-school and univers1ty appropriations.
Their plan would b_uild only six of
the 71 projects on Jones' list, and
pay for design work on the others.
Jones called legislative leaders to
his office yesterday to complain that
that was not enough.
. Later, he told reporters the House
Democratic caucus plan was "totally unacceptable."
But at that time, the only problem
Rose and the Senate seemed to have
with the House plan was that they
didn't want to pay even to design
some of the park projects - such as
golf courses - and thereby give
them priority· over non-park proj,
ects that weren't belng funded.
Then late yesterday afternoon,
Rose revealed his stunning counterproposal· to the House.
It accepted the House's plan almost entirely, lncluding the design
work on the golf courses and other
new park projects, and also approved bonds for all of the other
park projects.
Rose said the House proposal on
Monday to spend most of. the surplus on education programs meant
that some $60 million 1n park repairs could not be paid for in cash,
as the Senate preferred.
"The money's not going to be
there to do it on. a cash basis, so if
we're golng to proceed· with the

parks repairs, the only 'Vay to do so
was with some new bonds," Rose
said. "If I had my way there would
still not be bonding... But it was
implicit in the House proposal that
the only way we would ever do this
work would be with bonds at some

later time."
He added, "As long as those
bonds would be issued anyway at
some polnt 1n the future, we can
agree to doing them now so we can
tell the public forthrightly we will
repair parks."

SENATE OFFER
1. Accept House's
proposal to: add $26 million
over two years to basic
funding of public schools,
add $12 million over two
years for higher education,
add $4 million over two
years for private school
student transportation, and
approve a $5 million bond
issue for the Economic
Development Cabinet.
2. Call for a bond issue
of about $60 million in the
second year of the 1994-96
budget to pay for 55 state
park repair projects in the
governor's plan.
3. Provide money for
design work on the other
park projects, such as the
golf course at Jenny Wiley
State Resort Park.
4. Provide $1.5 million per
year to hire 50 county
agricultural agents.
5. Provide $2.4 million in
the 1994-95 fiscal year to
repair the roof, re-upholster
seats, and add stage lighting
·at the Kentucky Center for
the Arts •

TODAY
All meetings are in Capitol
Annex unless noted.

HOUSE
Noon - House
convenes in chambers.

SENATE
10 a.m. - Senate
convenes in chambers.

OTHER
On adjournment Special subcommittee on
statutes and regulation
publication, Room 125.

·
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Stadium backers disappointed but not giving up
By SHELDON SHAFER
Staff Writer
Though they expressed gr~at
disappointment over apparently
not getting $7 million from the
state, backers of a University of
Louisville football stadium refused
yesterday to pronounce the project
dead.
But they saw no sure way to replace the state money in the
$60 million project's budget and
agreed that any hope of getting
the stadium open by fall 19~6 is
gone.
Stadium committee Chairman
Malcolin Chancey and U of L football coach Howard Schnellenberger said they don't believe the
project should be scaled back because of any budget reduction or that renovation of Cardinal Stadium should be pursued.
They said that anything less
than a first-class stadium would be
reneging on a promise to nearly
5,000 fans and co11>orations who
pledged $15 million for seats and
boxes. About $12 million of that is

already in the bank.
"There is no plan to rebate that
money now," Chancey said.
Other Jefferson County capital
projects biting the dust in the legislative session include a $45 million court complex and a U of L
medical-research building.
Local health-care companies
have pledged $14 million toward
the research center's $28 million
cost. U of L President Donald
Swain said some of the private
money may be used to design the
project, in hopes of getting state
money later.
Stadium backers found it hard
to understand how the state could
refuse to provide money for the
project - especially when the rest
of the cost was to come from other
sources and the state would have
recovered its money through new
stadium-generated taxes. "We are
certainly upset and disappointed
that our Jefferson-County (legislative delegation) couldn't find a
way to take care of the stadium,"
Schnellenberger said.
"I am extremely disappointed,"

especially with local state senators, Chancey said.
The General Assembly may re•
convene in January to re-examine
projects after legislators review
state revenue. But the stadium
backers said the prospects for the
state money are so uncertain that
they can't wait.
Chancey said stadium officials
will try to announce a plan on how
to proceed in a week or two.
He said negotiations will continue with CSX to buy about 75 acres
south of U of L's Belknap Campus
for the stadium. He said CSX has
given the state a plan to clean up
the old railroad yard. An appra.isal
is in the works to 'help. determine
the price, Chancey said.
The stadium budget, in addition
to the state's $7 million, includes:
$15 million from seat sales; $13
million in private funds yet to be
raised from firms and individuals
to get their name on some part of
the stadium; and $25 million from
the sale of city-county bonds.
Chancey said it would be "really
tough and take a lot of imagination" to stretch the $13 million

from private sources io $20 milliot
to replace the state aid. And cit:
and county officials saw no chanc,
of increasing the local bond issue
to make up for the state funds ..
State Fair Board and U of L offi
cials have mentioned renovatinr
Cardinal Stadium as an option, a
a cost of $25 million to $40 mil
lion. But Chancey played dowr
that prospect. He said the stadiurr
isn't good for football, and a nev.
stadium wouldn't cost all mud
more than the renovation.
Chancey. said the lack of certainty about the stadium will definiteli
hurt Louisville's chance of gettin~
a new professional soccer team. I
Louisville club would play at th,
new stadium.
Schnellenberger said his hopei
for the stadium are "still 100 percent" because so many people believe in it. "When the commitmem
is ovenvhelmi.Qg," he said, "it hru:
to happen."
Swain said that U of L's trustee,
will re-examine the stadium project in July and that it "seems tc
have nine lives."
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Swain says he'll retire
from U of Lin 1995
Gary Cox, executive director of
the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education, said he and Swain have
LOUISVIT.LE - University of
sometimes
disagreed, but "he's
Louisville President Donald Swain
never been disagreeable in the
announced yesterday that he will
process."
retire next summer, expressing
"Don Swain's era at the Univerpride in his 14-year tenure but
sity of Louisville has been a very
saying it is time to move on.
positive one," said Cox, who added
"I'm very proud of my record of
that
Swain has a reputation as one
achievement at this very important
of -the best planners in Kentucky
institution in Kentucky," said
higher education.
_
Swain, who has led the state's
Swain's achievements have insecond-largest university since
1981. ''But it's time - my wife has . cluded strengthening admission requirements and raising more than
convinced me - to kick back a
$100 million in school funds. He
little bit and smell the roses. And
also oversaw establishment of sevthat's wliat I'm going to do now."
eral academic programs, including
Swain, 62, said he will step
doctoral programs in art history,
down at the end of the next acacomputer science, engineering and
demic·year on July 1, 1995, despite
industrial engineering.
having two years left on his conDuring Swain's presidency, the
tract. He said he will continue to
school's budget grew from $136
work on several key policies and
million to $335 million. State approreforms that are·due to be completpriations increased from $74 miled by his retirement date, including
lion· to · $135 million this year.
a streamlined system of academic
Research grants have more than
governance.
doubled since 1981, and enrollment
''I hate to see it end but it's the
has increased by more than 1,700
right thing for me and · the right
students.
·
thing for the university," he said at
:
.
The
number
of
faculty
has
a news <;onference.
diminished, but Swain said that
"I wish him well," said Univerdecline is· a bit misleading.
sity _of Kentucky President Charles_
''In seneral, the university has
'T.- Wethington, who added that he
grown," Swain said. "Faculty went
had much respect for the job Swain
down only if you count part-time
has done at U of L. The two
faculty. We've raised a lot of mon_presidents often have been cast 'aS
ey :for the university and Pm pro11d
opponents.in thelegislative ririg,as
of. t}ult". ·: rl?r:.<;..~---...:·_J~}.:..;\:~ ·:: · !
tliey; bave'.argued ·for-state; higher
- ;,' Swain said he and-his wife. plan
education and construction,II!Oney
.for ,their institutions.
:.J •. -· · . 1.to[stay in Louisville. _·--:::.f:.•-:-'~
BY CHRIS DUNCAN
. AsSOCIATED PRESS

Harry Jones, chairman of the U
of L Board of Trustees, said the
search for a successor was just
getting started and that the board
plans on making a decision within
a year.
"This university will go on, but
I want to try to find another
Donald Swain," Jones said. "If we
do that, well ·be fine."

•••

Herald-Leader education writer
Dottie Bean contributed to this re-

port.
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.President Swain will retire
'from U of L after 14 years
··!'Staff!lJ~~
~-ci~Nf&!r
Writers
When Donald Swain became
. president of
University of Louisville 13 years ago, he hung a painting over his office desk to symbolize
the pressures of the job he was tak-1
ing on._
'
The painting, by U of L fine arts
professor Henry Chodkowski, is a
large close-up of the front end of a
big, bright" red, oncoming tractor- I
(railer rig. "I thought it was appropriate, as a university president, to
have a Mack truck bearing down on
ine/' Swain said. · -;· . '
· Yesterday Swain said he has felt
the heat of that ttlf_ck '11mg enough.
• At a news confe~nce in his office,
' he announced that he will retire on
July I, 1995 - one year before his
current contract ends.
· · Swain, 62, silld his wife, Lavinia,
! ~elped talk him into' leaving. They
•. will move intb a house they've built
along the Ohio River in Oldham
! County and take it easy for a while,
he said.
·
.' "It's time - my wife has con; vinced me - to kick bai:k a little bit
'mid smell the roses. And that's what
- I'm going to do now."
·
Swain, an ex-Californi!lll, is credited with changing the" face and the
·; jmage of U of~- During his tenure,
,_fhe school spent $151'.mlllion on
( ·construction that includett a new
. campus library, classrooms and a

ttie

;,

•

student center.
More important, . said several
community. leaders, Swain has
changed the way the university relates to Louisville and the state,. and
he has increased the school's prestige along the way. Through coop•
eration, behind-the-scenes effort
and personal involvement, he developed stronger support for U of L locally and in Frankfort. He served as
chairman of the Louisville Area
Chamber of Commerce and the
Greater Louisville Economic Development ·Partnership unusual
roles for a university president.
"He has clearly brought the university and the community closer
together," said U of L trustee Steve
Bing.
· "Donald Swain moved the Uni•
versity of Louisville from a fine municipal university in its image to an
important regional and even national-image university," ·said state Senate Majority Leader David Karem, a
Louisville Democrat.
U of L trustees and local public
officials and business leaders
· heaped praise on Swain's performance yesterday. Even faculty members, some of whom have been at
odds with Swain over changes in
working conditions, said· he did a
great job creating support for the
school.
Most said Swain will be missed
.and-·thaflie willbe 'iiitfiru!fto re:
·place.

Speculation quickly focused on
Louisville Mayor Jeny Abramson,
who has been rumored as a possible
successor to Swain for months. Abramson was traveling yesterday and
could not be reached.·
Hany Jones, · chairman of the
U of L board of trustees, said he
wouldn't rule out Abramson or anyone else. However, he said the
search committee might not consider candidates unless their academic
credentials include a Ph.D.
In that case, Abramson, who has ·
a law degree from Georgetown Uni.:versity, would be eliminated.
Jones said a committee made up
of trustees and -others will be
formed soon to begin a nationwide
search for the next president. He
said he hoped it could be completed
within a year.
· State Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, a
· .Louisville Democrat, said Swain has
· improved U. of L greatly from what
- it was like when he received a bach- elor's degree in 1980, the year before Swain arrived.
Shaughnessy was promoting Ab-nµnson yesterday as the person
who can · keep the improvements
coming, even though he said he
doesn't know if Abramson would be
interested.
"We need someone with a lot of
energy, someone· who understands
the role that Frankfort ·plays in
higher education in the commonwealth- and someone who can bring
a new vision to the university. And I

think the person who does all of
that is Jeny Abramson," Shaughnessy said.
U of L trustee Marie Abrams said
it's premature to speculate about
any successor.
Trustee Nana Lampton agreed.
"Jeny Abramson has .been a fine
leader in this city and he would be a
fine leader at the university," she
said, "but that is up to him and up
to the board."
Lampton said Swain has been an
excellent leader, but she can understand why he might want to leave.
She said he's been under a tremendous strain in recent months with
extra duties that included working
out a University of Louisville Hospital deal with Columbia/HCA and
working with the state legislature.
He had to protect the school's funding and he has tried, unsuccessfully
so far, to get extra money for a
medical-research building and a
football stadium.

"That is a tremendous workload
~nd I'm SUf!! that he will enjoy !iv'.
mg on the nver and staying here in
Louisville," Lampton said.
Swain, who has two grown children and three grandchildren, said
he was very proud of his record of
~chievement as U of L's president.
I leave with a great deal of pride in
wha! I've been able to do," he said.
His accomplishments include
raising more than $100 million toward U of L's endowment, which. at
$145 million is one of the largest in
the nation f~r a public university.
He also raised U of L's admission
standards, added new academic
programs and increased the amount
of money the school spends on research. In 1985, he required the
school's athletic department to be~ome self-supporting, and he later
increased academic standards for
athletes, following national publicity about U · of L's low graduation
rate for basketball players.
Swain didn't seem to want to
criticize _anyone yesterday, _but in
response to a question he agreed
that dealing with the legislature has
be~n !~ugh in recent years, when
uruvers1ty funding has been cut
statewide.
"I would like to see the day when
Kentucky invests a little morr in
education, and that ought to includr
higher education," he said.
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Maryland educator named to UK post
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Retia Scott Walker, an administrator at
the University of Maryland Eastern Shore, was named dean of
the University of Kentucky's College of Human Environmental
Sciences yesterday.
Walker, who has a doctorate in education administration from
Iowa State University, replaces Peggy Meszaros, who became
dean of the College of Human Resources atVirginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University.
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Ioca_I governments can use to buy
eqwpment and pay for projects.
But Rose said the Senate won't
:igree-to more borrowing or spendmg for construction projects.
Supporters argue that projects
such as the Louisville convention
center would generate money for
.- the state, but Rose said that doesn't
matter because the Senate won't
approve more debt to .build them.
· Rose· told ·iwuse negotiators
they have three options:
. • Go with the Senate's budget,
whic4 includes $68 million .in cash
for state park repairs but no cash ·
or borrowing for new construction.
• Accept the Clarke-Rose alter-native. '
• Pass a continuation budget,
basically keeping the same level of
spending tliat's included in the
current budget, which runs out
June 30. That would eliminate all
funding increases, ranging from
mol!_ey for local schools to. pay
raises for-state employees. ----Clarke said he doesn'f take the
continuation budget option seriously.
.
. . "Through this (n~gotlation)
process, a lot of good things have
been done. A lot of fairly important
· programs have been funded," he
said "I can't see ditching all the
work that's been done on· this
budget."
· · ·. . .
'
Clarke said, he expects. to reach
a final compromise today. ·
"I.~ we'll do it (today).,..:.
one way. or another." .. .

Today's schedule
. .
·-

The schedule of General ·Assembly
meetings. Times are EDT.
HOUSE: Noon - Hquse convenes- in
. chambers..
.-•· .: :. . , •· ; .. · . ;
SENATE, 10 a.m: - Senate convenes in Ch8mbers. -. ~-- · :_c;...,/i~-~ :\
OTHER: 9 a.m. --, Conference .com-· ·
mittee on budget;Room 327,'Capito1;1 ....--:..~~·-~~'.:f~~;:_ t:t:. ~-t*: -·_:-2:<_?··~.?d
INFDRMATION: Thelegislature has•···
thr!7,toll:free-telep!Jon1: llnes_to ,:::, :
keep you·lnformed.
•···•·. L. t.···b,,,,J,<"l
.
. . .,L_
11,•1:3. ~ .• ~.--ki
TcNeave a message for a legi~lato(...
-;(800}372,7181.,
--,.,y,;-,~1':'1
To'Jlnd out the schedule~ (800) :
633-9650 .. --·-...i\ "I.·\':,.·,.,::;·,,\,
To:leave a message for someone · ·
visiting the session~ (!!00) 592- ·
4399
,,. ..i _;, ,,.:·;.;,)·. '··.: ·:·;
ON .TV: Kentucky Educational Jelevi- .
sicin has updates·on·th!l GerieraJ :' '!
Assembly
at 10•p,m:
·EDT.. ',')~
'·.
•.... ,., 'f "L ".tt...i:"1 • .
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Budget talks stall over project funding
By TOM LOFTIJS
and GIL !AWSON
Staff Writers
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Budget negotiations that held the promise of
compromise early this week stalled
yesterday when House negotiators
pressed the Senate. to add funding
for construction projects such as the
expansion of Commonwealth Convention Center in Louisville to the
1994-96 state budget.
Senate conferees rejected proposals to add such projects, holding to
the position they laid out Tuesday
that would limit major construction
financed by bonds to the renovation
of state parks.
So the fifth day of closed-door negotiations between Senate .and
House conferees ended with the two
chambers in much the same postures as when the negotiations began. And the special budget session,
which legislative leaders had hoped
would be over by now, seems likely
to drag into its third week at a cost
to taxpayers of $40,000 a day.
The special session opened with
the House approving · a bupget
packed with bonds for Gov. Brereton Jones' $100 million plan to refurbish state parks and for a score
of other projects. The Senate approved no new bonds, although it
did call for about $68 million in renovations for the state parks that
would be paid in cash.
Early this week, House Democrats instructed their negotiators to
support a proposal that would put

positive.economic impact.
that Jones is advocating.
11
"But it's not a question of wheth1 think some of the House memer
they make sense anymore. It's a
bers
saw
that
concession
to
bond
as
"It's hard to get to
a chink in the armor, and that sort political question of what can you
closure when every of started the feeding frenzy," pass. And when you start picking
Speaker Joe Clarke, D-Dan- and choosing on projects, even
time you accept what House
though they make economic sense,
ville, said.
they propose, then
Yesterday's key development politically it can't pass," he said.
Clark responded by telling reportwhen House Democrats cauthey bring something came
cused and decided to give House ers, "You realize that the Louisville
conferees orders to press for addi- convention center is the only project
else in.11
tional projects. Speaker -Pro Tern in the whole budget that pays for
Senate President John "Eck" Rose
Lany Clark, D-Okolona, pushed in itself." But he said the park renovacaucus, and later in conference, for tion work calls for $5.6 million in
a plan that would fund both conven- spending at Natural Bridge State
tion centers and restore state fund- Resort Park, which is in Rose's dis■ Patton says state shouldn't
ing that was cut last year for local trict.
increase its overall debt
"And now Senator Rose: ihlks
government grants.
·
payments. Page B 2.
House Majority Floor Leader · about being fIScally responsible,"
:
Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said Clark said.
After negotiations broke . down,
surplus funds mostly into basic edu- he hoped the Senate would accept a
cation programs and merely provide budget that would fund projects leaders from both chambers visited .
money to design the park work. .
that are considered to have econom- Jones. In an effort to avoid vetoes or
The Senate ·seemed to reverse it- ic impact and generate state rev- surprises that might further pro1ong
self Tuesday, agreeing to the House enue. But in closed sessions later the session, they invited him to:send
plan but adding bonds to that $61 yesterday, Senate conferees held a representative to sit.in on the conmillion in park renovations could be firm. Senate President John "Eck" ference discussions.
fully funded.
Rose, D-Winchester, was frustrated
But the House saw .this Senate that the non-park projects the
concession as a chance to reopen House appeared to surrender Manthe issue of approving bonds for day were back on the agenda.
projects that seemed dead _ like
"We basically have accepted ev$25 million to expand Common- erything the House proposed (Monwealth Convention Center the same day)," Rose said. "It'~ hard to get to
'.
closure when every time you accept
~aunt for a new convention center what they propose, then they bring
m Northern Kentucky, and others : · something else in."
Rose said he will not agree to
· non-park projects in negotiations
because such a budget could not
pass the Senate. Rose agreed that
some of the projects could have a
J
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PattoJ!. ~Pli.!S .from Jones on value_
of_l!fQjects for Eastern Kentucky !lie

would tend to agree that the state · That is lOth•highest among .
shouldn't take on any more debt
states and more than a full percent"There's a real strong idea among age point above the national averFRANKFORT,:·Ky: ,...; -Distancing the economists and financial com- age of 4.3 percent, accon)ing to
hiinself from Gov. Brereton Jones munity and other interested people Moo\ly's Investors Service.
• <;
and fellow inountaineers who want that. we're at ·a threshold we
Patton said the state should hold
the state to build projects in Eastern shouldn't pass, or should not pass the line on debt because it needs to
Kentucky with borrowed money; Lt. without real good reason,':,Babllage set aside more money to allow (o_r
Gov. Paul Patton said y~erday that said.
--~ .,t,, ~1 ;o '.4
,,:" ,~-.. · ,1 unexpected expenses and ;revenue
the state shouldn't in~~-l~Jrer•
Patton's
is especially notable. shortfalls; which have been ·prevaall debt payments•., .,. ··.a.,, . because he is from the region bun- -lent in recent years.
-~
.:
"l have tried to avoid disagreeing griest for ,state-park· projects, was
Patton also questioned the plan tq
with my governor, btit ••• I do have Jones'.,. first economic-development sell bonds to pay for repairs at state
concerns about committing a.higher secretary, .and, has· avoided public parks. He said the state should set .
percentage of our revenue on a disagreements with the .governor aside cash every year to, pay>.for
long-term basis," Patton said in an until. now, His stand could make such work.
. ... , • ··I ., ...,
interview.
· · · him. seem·less-of a regional candiJones and Eastern Kentucky law,
He said that if the state issues· date and.less tied to Jones,
... makers argued that borrowing .. tQ
bonds for· anything, the priority
Jones proposed $474 million in build park projects in the moun,
should be· .education, which he bonds for.park and other projects in tains, such as a golf course at-Jenny
called the key to progress in ~ - January, but ·the Geneial Assembly Wiley State· Resort Park, would pay
em Kentucky.
.,,...•. ·:.,.,1;-:,J
rejected any new borrowing,;If,the off,by·$Jlurring,tourism.
·, ..-;,_,;;:,
, In.ca spjleCh to the Fninkfort Area legislature •had approved, the, state
"bvould like to,see all,those prof
CliiunberroUOii!uner,:f t~ay, would have spent 6.53. ~t.of ,its · ects:•~ ,Pattona said1,"but if .we ,don:t
~on said the.state ~-l,IVOI! East- revenue.ondeh~payments m the fis. have· the,money,' then. 1 think -th,
e_m,Kentupij;al!il11.e.,t_ool~Jifd~e1: cal.year that begins July,:1,and.,6.10 priorityJms.·to .go .to education:•:. a·
. ~PJI ~tseJ'<:"1!~1DY:;~e'sai~.:~er- percent in,the,1996-96 fiscal year.
In his speech, Pattons!'id the'four
:-p thiil,tounsm, the stated goal of , ,,The,fmures:wouldihave.been 5.88 elements,the,state ,has,m,p!ace to
· siicli'projects.as.go\f;aiurses in'the and,5.96;.percent, respectively, un• build.the economy.in Eastern.Kea:.
mountains; ;i;i>\Jld'1ie !\. fact.or lri' the dec,the.· altemate ·plan' thiirJones= tuckrare"thli'Kentucky ·EducatiolJ
region, ''buHt can never be the base submitted for the C\IITl!nt special Reform Act, the state's economicof .the_eco__,jomy,'_"•"''.;;:_ ,?.s's';?/'J : .session, according to the state Oh, develop.men_I plan,- the-job-seeking
•• J?att:o_n,,~.f.'~~;;pl_ans to ~eek flee. for ~inancial_ Ma/!1/gem~ ':lc'!d, F,l\sl.$enl)!c)<y: ,Corp. and, a.r19~
!filt~Jl!~H,9,nommali9n.{or gov- EconolDI_c Analysis. ·• ••• ,.,,,.,,~~. ~• 1~ law;'pushoo· by J?nes and,Patt"!J,
,emor.next-y_ear:.Secretary-of-State cTbls·,fiscal. year, the,mo~ set, thatceventually will return half,])f
"1Bi>b:'.Baho .. <cif!1,1inil • ....;-~,;wh6 aside.fa~ debt
"•. 5; "er- severanC.:tax revenue to,-=I. -..
L, ·····•·~""plT9:/,•'-;;,,·•·
=~-:.~,d- h.e .cent(':.Q,i...• th.e 1state
~,
' ! ! ; "' p__ ·•~.,;c;:,~;; , ..... · . . . . , . ·-'f"'.~.P.l]lr
1.says..-w;.i.
'!u,mJJli;t(K),:;.:;::i,w.
S tvuu~.~es.~~1,1wue:CO~es. -:..J.J,.~l: i_i~j:;fJ.,:j>.~j
By AL CROSS

Political Writer

view

0
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·senate
conferee~
relent on
bonding
Concessions
called major
breakthroug11
By SUSAN WARREN
INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU
FRANKFORT - In a stunning turnaround, Senate negotiators Tuesday abandoned
their no-new-debt position and
agreed to bond more than $~0
million in state park repair
and renovation work.
The Senate team also agreed
to pay cash for design of park
expan3ion. projects, paving the
way for continued negotiations
today.
Calling· the Senate concessions a "major breakthrough,"
House Majority. Leader Greg
Stumbo said he was "happy
with the concept" but was not
through with his push for
more bonded projects. .
House leaders planned to
poll the Democratic__ and Republican ·caucuses this atternoon to help them determine
their next move. The options:
Take the Senate plan and adjourn the special session or
continue negotiations.
'
Negotiations between House
and Senate budget conferees
appeared to be going nowhere
early· Tuesday, -Tlie Senate
team· had expressed strong oppositfon;J9,part of a Ho_u~e pro-.
po~ tC>;.~eµd $3,.2 ~on }o
des1iro.···park exp_;mslOJ!S, ,mcluding .aiswimming_ JJ.C,~l at
Greenbo I:ake and· manna and
campgrounc! at Yatesvrn'eLake
state parks, as well. as an ,18- .
hole golf course at· Jenny
Wiley.
..
.
Senate President. John
"Eck" Rose, who led. the fight
against. new bor,ro.wing
throughout the regular, session
and since then, said,,her,had
agreed to the sale of new
bonds after meeting: ·with
House Spe_aker Joe Clarke.

my'' way:: -th~re

"If I had
would still not be. bonding,"
said Rose, D-Winchester.. . . ,
House· negotiators had
agreed to a plan that inclu~ed
cash for des_lgn work.,-,-: no
bonding. But.;I~ose said' ~t;Y'.1¥!
"in).plicit" _.in~t;luf- Hol!S~;.Pfu.n
that the ·proJects · be•-bonded
eventually''bec'atise 1woney
fri:iin a cash'surpius,'ongfually
earmarked· by· the' Senate, for
· some parks renovation, was
funneled instead to education.

Before the Rose-Clarke meeting, House and Senate leaders
met with Gov. Brereton Jones,
who told them the earlier
House proposal was "totally
unacceptable."
The governor, who stopped
short of threatening another
budget veto, was referring to
the fact that the plan contained no money to complete
state park renovations.
Lawmakers had said they
could return in January when
they would have a better idea
of the revenue picture. But
Jones told them that he would
not promise to call another
special session in January,
The leadership said later
that the meeting with the governor had n'o effect on negotiations.
However, in announcing the
Senate proposal, Rose said:
"This will save our parks."
An apparent sticking point
in the new Senate proposal
was $2.4 million in cash earmarked for refurbishing the
Kentucky Center for the Arts
in Louisville.
·
House Speaker Pro Tern
Larry Clark of Louisville
wanted to replace that project
with bonding for a proposed
convention center.
Rose balked at the prospect,
noting it would be ·more costly
and would single out one nonpark project for bonding - a
move that could anger other
lawmakers who wanted their
own bonded projects.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg,
said he would ask the Democratic caucus to authorize continued negotiations over the
level of bonding.
He said, the Senate team
opened the door to that discussion when it agreed to bond
the parks projects.• He contended that some of the
projects were reven=ueproducing and sh01,lld be_givel!.
priority.
~
"The truth is we may want
to re-prioritize," he said.
The Senate proposal called
for the sale of $60 million in
bonds to finance park repairs
and renovations, including
lodge and cottage work at
Greenbo; Carter Caves ,and
Jenny Wiley. .. ·· :;,.:_ · .. ::
Cash would be used to design the expansions at Yatesv!Ile and Greenbo and· the
Jenny Wiley golf course. · .. ,_. · ·
- The Senate plan included $26
million already earmarked by
House negotiators for basic education funding, and $12 million for higher- education. ·
But not included was any
money for higher education
capital projects;·including·d~bt
service -for:. a ,new- $4.5 ·million
cla'ssrooiii,•liulltllng for ,-Ashr land Community College. ' · ·-'i
! · Itf:l also Included •$4 million
I
:ptib!ic•. transportation- at
Iprlvate,school ·students,. and
!$1'.5 · million to . hire 50 •·county
agriculture agents In counties
where funding has ~een.cu~;

(or

1
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UK trustees
defer budget vote
LEXINGTON - The
University of Kentucky
board of trustees put off
acting on an operating
budget until the state sets
appropriations.
The trustees scheduled an
executive committee
meeting Saturday,
contingent on a state
budget being passed in the
special session of the
General Assembly, to
approve a budget for 1_1ext
year.
In other action, the
trustees approved a
mandatory student health
fee of $82.50 per semester
for full-time students at
Prestonsburg Community
College. The fees will not go
into effect until a student
health clinic has been set
up at the school.
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Giants disregard
history, cut loose
veteran QB Simms·
Despite owner's protests, club releases
its star, citing physical, fiscal realities
8v MIKE FREEMAN

Phll Simms' career

NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE ,

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. On Tuesday Phil Simms was doing Year
Att. Comp. Yards Int. TD
what he has done almost everyday 1979· 265 134 17 43 14 13
this off season - working out at 1980 402 193 2321 19 15
GiantsStadium-whenNewYork. 1981 316 ·172 2031 9 11
Coach Dan Reeves said he needed 1982
injured reserve
· h h'
1983
13
7 130 1 1
peak
to s
Wit Im.
1984 533 286 4044 18 22
Simms thought Reeves wanted 1985 495 275 3829 20 22
him to autograph some footballs,
1986 468 259 3487 22 21
but when the two sat down, Simms 1987 282 163 2230 9 17
said, he sensed something was 1988 4 79 263 3359 11 21
terribly wrong.
,, .1989 405 228 3061 14 14
The discussion was not about 1990 311 184 2284 4 15 .
autographedfootballs.ltwasabout 1991 141 .82 -993: 4 8
·
1992 137
83 912 3 5
the NFL saIary cap and the quar- 1993 400 24 7 3038 9 15
terback's recently operated-upon . Totals 4647 2576 33462157199
shoulder.
· ·
Playoffs
Simms was a victim of both Year
Att. comp. Yards Int. TD
yesterday.
1981
injured reserve
The Giants, saying his $2.325 1984
75 · '4 7 397 2 O
million salary was too high and his 1985- 66
29· 390 1 2
· h t shoulder too fragj]. e, uncere- . 1986 . 58 . 38 494 . o 8
ng
1989
29
14 180 1 0
moniously waived him after 15 ·· 1990
Injured reserve
years in which Simms helped re- 1993
51
29 218 2 o
store the Giants to a contending Totals 279 157 1679 6 10
team that twice won Super Bowl
championships.
At a news conference at Giants . ~ how it ended, but said he "didn't have a
Stadium, • the former Morehead '·: bad word to say about anyone in the
State star said he was shocked by organization."
.
the move, . which the team · had .1
1:hen in an amazing and . highly
apparently been considering since emotional scene,•·the team's owner We!April.
.
.
lington Mara, ·perhaps Simms' blggest ·
· Simms turned down an offer to fan in the organization, read a prepared
be a Giants assi~tant coach, saying ' statement saying he disagreed with Genhe wanted to explore his options I era! Manager George Young about the
because he thinks he can still play. ' decision and calling this "a day of
There's a good chance :mo~ overwhelming sadness." In the end,
team will sign the 38-year-old though, he said he would support it lie
quarterback.
.
th_en walkf!I away _from the podium
There's also a chance - albeit without taking questions.
remote - that: Simms could rejoin
the Gian_ts ~t ,a. lesser salary . in ,
training camp. _In all probability, .
however, Siiiuns will hever play another game in a Giants·unifonn; .

· ,,:In/his

absence, the tearil wlli';:

head into traitljng EllllP with-two,, ·
·younger; lllltested quarterbacks in
Dave ·Brown and Kent Grahiuri.
The Giants would like to see what
t)iey can do without Simms' acting
as a human safety net for"
'-'A lot of things figure into the·
decision," Reeves said. ''.The injury,
the age, the salaries, the two. young
quarterbacks ·· the _. future "of" this
Oma,niiatiOIL:,. ''" ,!;·,:·. .,_.:.,j. ,..;..~ ~:.::.-,
da"~r:-r-:~?:--ff•~rn),'tttfrw~{:t ,;;· ..
;~"'" " e ... Y.l~
•::~f'w-··

iliem. .

};.;J,'J~m~
Fei!~o
'::~,~g!l,i@e&r ···

~~p'

~~

"Erow<Ieit{&ss·rooiii Jlr-Giari~;~
··c1rum=~a·fa]koo ·aoout ·now7fougli ·
·a- decision 1t -was to -Jet~'go- the
spirited and talented quarterback.
·,-,.,·,A ·,teary-eyed '°Silnms.:saia,"he ,
was "shocked and disappointed'i;at

+•1:

Jsdt' :,r-,i::;-nm: fm:f-:.:O.u'ht:¼.Li:1.-~;1•,h':

Simms said it all still' felt like a
dream. "When the decision was made I
said, 'Oh my God,' " he said. "Afterward,
when I was driving home, I was still
kind of shocked and it was like I didn't
know what had happened. I was thinking about my wife and children. I can
honestly say I was not prepared for it I•
was shocked. I did not know this was
coming."
.
He added, "Yes, I do definitely feel I
can still play. Will I? I don't know. This
morning .I woke up a little angry and
said to myself that I can still' do it But

we'll see."

.,

With Lawrence Taylor retiring at the
end of last season, and Simms now
released, the Giants have lost ·The two ·
most important players from the team
that produced the glory years pf the late
1980s and produced two Super Bowl
champions, in 1987 and 1991. ·
The transition from those teams
began with the arrival of Reeves last
year, and ·now the· organization has cut
just about all of the strings from its
successful recent past·

In addition to two Super Bowl rings,
Simms owns 19 team records.
IDs finest performance came in Super Bowl XXI in 1987, when Jie·completed 22 of 25 attempts for 268 yards and
three touchdowns and was named the
irame's Most Valuable Player: His trademark was his leadership in :the. !;tuddle
and ability to get up time and again after
devastating hits. . ·
·· -,. ··
When Simms was asked if he· deserved more from the organization, he
responded: ''What else can I get? I would
never say I deserve any more from the
organization. It's been great I look at the
way I live, my kids, my house. I have
two Super Bowl rings. I would never say
a bad thing about anyone in this
organization."

· Simms_ released~
a victim Qf NFL's
new salary cap
Associated Press
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J .. Phil Simms walked into Dan
Reeves' office ready to put his autograph on a couple of footballs and
possibly discuss next season with
his coach.
Instead, the best quarterback in
New York Giants history - and the
heart and soul of the team for. the
past 15 years - got the shock of .his
life: He was told to retire or be released.
Simms chose the latter and became the latest, and maybe the big. gest, victim of the National Football
_League's new salary cap.yesterday'
·when the Giants released their ca·:'reer passing leader six months after
he led them to the playoffs. ·
Reeves said that Simms' age (39
· in November), surgery on his right
.shoulder March I and the presence
· of young quarterbacks Dave Bro\\'.11
and Kent. Graham forced the te.am
· to make the move "in the best inter. ests of the organization."
.·
Not only did Simms-disagree with
· .the decision, bilf so dfd co-owner
:,;wellington Mara, who cried while
00-:discussing it.
·
'
,·- Mara said he asked general manager George Young to reconsider.
Young didn't .budge. .
"The risk was too great for. the
uncertainty," Young said.
The NFL salary cap played just as
big a role. By releasing Simms, the
Giants will have another $2.5 mil. lion _to spend• on salaries, putting
them about $5.5 million under the ·
$34.6 million cap.
. ..
Simms, who earned .his second
Pro Bowl berth last year by leading
the Giants to an-11-5 record ,and a
wild-card berth, said he-understood
Reeves' rationale and that the ·Gi'
ants "did what they _had to -do.'.'
Simms, the former Southern High
School and Morehead State University star, was classy· in discussing.
his release during a hastily called
news conference at Giants Stadium.
He never once criticized the Giants,
and the only tear he shed was wlien
he complimented his wife, Diana,
for being so understanding' about
the time demands 'and stress ofthe
joQ. .
:::-:·:.~\:},t ·,.
. . Reeves left the · door'· open •'for
Simms to return should. Graham
. and Brown fail as his replacements.
But the likelihood of that seemed
slight.
,., · ,. ,· ·
Simms said he would make a decision soon on whether he wanted
to play for another team; but he admitted he was shQCked by_ the move.
He joked about bow Reeves saw
him in the locker .room on 'l'liesdlly
and asked to talk,with him..
"I said, .•'What lli'e':'helt"iloes-,he.
want to see me·'liJ:lout,:·-and' I
.thought, 'I guess lie"s"intsome foot•
balls up:theie ·lie'..,wimis .ciiie,;fo~
· SI'gn,'" Simms. S?J'd.'""'ft"
-- . "
··..-"'1:a1, ..'l ,.-.was.
i·, .•·,"t• · ,;:_:~~;•.:·

~ng.

~

_.,'!:~--.~;-,. ~~~~·.,.:-~-. ~ ..v

"After I got in· his office and be
said a few words and a few !Juiigs

were said, I knew what was coming," said Simms, whose departure ·
also comes less than six months
after Lawrence Taylor, the heart of
the Giants' defense, .retired.
Simms, the Giants' No. 1 draft
pick in 1979, said Reeves offered
him some options for staying in the
organization as a coach. However,
be added he was never offered the
option of taking a salary cut for
1994, the last year of his contract.
"Last year as I was playing, I
knew every game was important,"
said Simms, who was named the Giants' starting quarterback over Jeff
Hostetler shortly after Reeves was
chosen to replace Ray Handley as
coach. "I knew if the season did not
go well, I would not be back the following year, As things went on, I
used to think: 'I'm not worried, I'll
Ile _here another year.'

"I'm a little disappointed 'about
that, I wanted to go run out there
one more time.''
The bolder of 19 team records
Simms completed 247 of 400 passe~
for 3,038 yards with 15 touchdowns
and nine interceptions. His 61.8 per- ·
cent completion rating was the best
of his career.
.
But it wasn't good enough for· the
Giants, especially with Simms'
shoulder being a question mark.
Young said team doctors said
Simms would not be ready to start
training camp, but Simms wasn't so
sure.
"Yes, I do truly feel that I can
play," he said. ''Wlll I? I don't know.
This morning I woke up a little angry, and I said, 'Hell I can play.'
Then I went out and worked out a
little and proved to myself some
things."
.
.
Brown, the Giants' No. 1 pick in
the supplemental draft two years
ago, and Graham, an eighth-round
pick, have very little experience•
Brown is 10 for 17 in two seasons
with no touchdowns, while Graham
is 50 for 119 for 549 yards, one
touchdown and four intercept.ions.
For his career, Simms threw
2,576 completions in 4,647 attempts
for 199 touchdowns•
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, Talks finally·yield
budget comprol11ise
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT; Ky. - In a victory
for the Senate's position, legislative
budget negotiators recommended a
spending plan yesterday that funds
$63 million in state-park renovations but no other top construction
priorities:
The conference committee's report means that many high-profile
projects - including expansion of
Louisville's Commonwealth Convention Center and a new library
for the University of Kentucky - almost certainly will have to wait two
years for another shot at state funding.
The report, issued after six difficult days of negotiations, is expected to be voted on by the House and
Senate this afternoon. Legislative
leaders said it probably would pass.
That would put the 1994-96 budget in the hands of Gov. Brereton
Jones, who vetoed an even leaner
one in April. And legislative leaders
held out the possibility that the special session might not adjourn until
Jones had signaled his intentions.
There was no word yesterday as
to what the governor would do with
the budget, which does give him
money for park repairs that was not
in the bill he vetoed. Still, it does
not pay for new facilities at parks or
many of the non-park projects that
Jones all but promised to build on
his recent statewide bus tour.
"! am pleased that the legislative
conference committee has agreed
upon a budget which saves our state
parks," Jones said in p brief statement released by his office. "However, I am puzzled that important
long-term economic development
and education projects were not included when there is complete
agreement on their merits and our
ability to finance them with a conservative no-new-taxes budget."
Legislative advocates for the projects had similar reactions.
"It's hard for me to fathom that
we didn't do progressive things as
the governor proposed, and as this
House supported, and move Kentucky ahead when we had the mon•
ey to do it without raising people's
taxes," said House Majority Leader
Greg Stumbo.
Stumbo, a Prestonsburg Democrat, and the other main advocate
for the projects - House Speaker
Pro Tern Larry Clark, D-Okolona were on the conference committee.

They said that with great reluc•
lance they finally signed the conference report because it was clear
that the Senate would not .budge
and that all legislators were eager to
bring the special session to an end.
"Senate leadership informed us
they could not muster enough votes
to pass anything else in the Senate,"
Stumbo said. "But it's not a good
budget. It's an awful budget."
Said Clark: "It's bad for the Gen•
eral Assembly when one chamber ·
imposes its will on the other, This
will have a long-term effect. , .• But
. , • the Louisville convention center
is the only project in the entire
budget that produced revenue
enough to pay for itself. And Sen.
Rose - although he said he was
against bonding - made sure he
bonded enough in the parks system
to get the five projects in his district."
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, D-Wmchester, said that he
would have liked to fund more proj,ects. But, the state couldn't afford
all of them, he said. Funding some
new projects - and not others would have cost votes in the Senate
and made the budget impossible to
pass, he said,
Rose shrugged off the suggestion
that the Senate won in the pro•
longed budget battle. ''What you do
is try to reach a consensus that can
pass both houses of the General As·
sembly."
. The House-Senate conflict over
the projects erupted at the end of
the regular legislative session in
March. The Senate generally prevailed in that conference committee ·
as well, and no new projects were
funded,
·
By vetoing the budget, Jones had
to call the current special session so
that a spending plan could be approved before the current one ex•
pires June 30.
The governor offered lawmakers
a way to fund all projects without
raising taxes - using about $35
million in annual revenue expected
to result from a rebounding state
economy. That money was not an•
ticipated during the regular session,
In the special session, which
started June 6, the House generally
supported the projects against Sen- ·
ate opposition to anything but park
repairs.
The plan produced yesterday like Jones' proposal - makes most
added spending contingent on the
state realizing the anticipated rev•
enue.

Generally, the conference report
calls for using the money to fund
modest increases for public schools
and universities, It also approved ,
construction of 55 of the . 71 park
projects within Jones' "parks revitalization" plan. Those 55 are renovation or repair of existing facilities,
The conference committee also
provided money to design the other
16 projects, mostly new facilities
like ilie golf course at Jenny Wiley
State Resort Park near Prestonsburg. But the decision to actually
build them will be delayed until a
later legislative session.
One late addition to the budget
was $2.4 million to pay· for repairs
at the Kentucky Center for the Arts
in Louisville,
This outraged Rep. Bill Lear, D•
Lexington, who said the Senate's
fiscally conservative• approach "became a mockery" when . senators
added this expenditure in confer•
ence,
House Speaker Joe Clarke, DDanville, said the big break in the
negotiations came Monday, when
House conferees offered a plan to
spend the surplus money mostly for
the basic education programs.
"That spent the money and, in effect, eliminated the potential for
funding a lot of projects,'' Clarke
said. The Senate accepted that, adding bond funding for park renovations.
On Wednesday the House negoti~
ators hoped to use the Senate's
agreement to approve some bonding as a lever to put non-park projects into the budget. But the Senate
rejected the proposed added projects.
Clarke said yesterday, "I had decided coming in today that the game
was over. , : . There just wasn't any
give on the Senate side."
The calendar puts pressure on
Jones to sign the budget, or let it
be<lome law without his signature.
If he vetoed it after the legislature
had adjourned he would have to call
lawmakers back into session to start
over and pass a budget by June 30.
For their part, lawmakers may
vote on the budget, but decide not
to adjourn - to keep open their option of overriding a veto.
Jones has 10 days to decide what
to do with the budget bill.
"We're going to hold until we find
out what he's going to do," said
House Democratic Whip Kenny Ra•
.,.;.,... ,.,: n,...,.;a,-4-,... •• _
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THE BUDGET COMPROMISE

ADDITIONAL SPENDING IN THE NEXT TWO YEARS
Only if anticipated surplus reveriue (about $35 million a year) Is realized: ;
■ Increase basic public school financing by $26 milllo·n.
■ Increase funding for universities and community colleges by $12 million •. , .
■ Provide $2.45 million for repairs at the Kentucky Center for the Arts. ,
■ Provide $4 million for student transpqrtation costs at private schools. •
■ Make payments on $5 million In bonds for Incentives to be offered by the

Economic
Development Cabinet.
, . . , ., .
. ,
.
■ Spend $3 million to hire. 50
extension agents. "• •1I· ,
■ Provide $520,000 to help'operate carr Foil< State Park ilrld Nolin Lake State Park.

county

STATE PARK PROJECTS

State park projects to be designed and begun during the biennium, if anticipated surplus
reveriue Is realized:
·.
·
•
.
1
1. Rough .River, renovate lodge, $3,0SS,OOO
• • • I r • · : 39. Natura, Bridge, IITIPl'OVe ~~ $325.00D
<

2. General Butler, renovate lodge, $2.985.000
. i,
3. Kentucky Dam VIiiage, ronovate lodge, SS.240.00I) 1

, , 40. Mv Old Kentucky Home, renovate mansion, $460.000
· ' 41, Lake Cumberland, replace store, stables, $380,000
, 42. Ben Hawes, Improve golf course, $460,000
··. 43. Old Mulkey, renovate meeting house, $160,000
44. Pennvrlle, Improve cottage area, $325,000" ,

Buckhorn, renovate IOdse, $2,055,000
5, Greenbo Lake, renovate lodge, $1,190,000
6. Lake Barklev, renovate lodge, $3,825.000 , : · }
4.

. 7. Lake Cumberland, renovate lodge, S3. 190,000
e. Cumberland Falls, renovate lodge, $1,625,000 '
9. Jenny WIiey, renovate lodge, $4,230,000

45, Yatesvllle, sewer and restrooms. $300,000

·1•

10. Pennvrtle, renovate·lodge, S2.045,000
11, Carter Caves, renovate lodge, $1,750.000 :. ·
;1,
12. Kenlake, renovate lod9e, $1,190,000
13. Pine Mountain, renovate lodge, S2.290,000·
14. Barren River, renovate lodge, S2.335,000
15, Natural Bridge, renovate lod9e, SS00,000 ·
16. Breaks Interstate, renovate lodge, S21S.000
17, Natural Bridge, sewer plant, $1,080,000
18. Buckhorn, water plant, $540,000
., , 1,
i
1
19, Blue Licks, replace POOi, $1,73n,OOO
20. Cumberland Falls. replace cottages, S2.0:55,000 .1 J 1
21, Lake Barkley, upgrade sewer, S1,190,000
·•
22. Natural Bridge, replace POOi, $2,660AOII
:• ., .
, ; l:
23. Jenny WIiey, replace boat dock, $1,300,000 , 1
. •
•
1' • l • 1
24, Carter Caves, replace cottages. $1,580,000 ·
1
25. My Old Kentucky Home, repair amPhltheater, $1,625.000 1 ·\ • \;.
26. Levi Jackson, Improve campground, $810,000
27, KentuckY Dom VIiiage, renovate cottages, $1,730,000
, 1~. 1
28, Kenloke, water and sewer lines, $650,000
29. Lake Cumberland, renovale lod9e, 1245,000
30. Buckhorn, Improve marina. $760,000
31, Rouah·Rlver, Improve dock, $810,000
32, Levi JackSon, replace POOi, $1,330,000
33. Kentucky Dam VIiiage, replace cottages, $1,950.000
34. Jenny WIiey, upgrade POOi, $675,000 ·
35. Kentucky Dam VIiiage, replace head dock, $485,000
36. Kingdom Come, water plant, $270,000
37. Lake Cumberland, renovate POOi, 1245.000
38. Cumberland Fall5, renovate P001, $605,000

,.

I,

•
-46. Llncoln Homestead, develop park, $240.000
, , 47. Pemvme, renovate battlefield, $325,000

48. White Hall, museum HVAC svstem, $325,000

1 49. Blue Licks. renovate museum, $215,000
SO. Natural Bridge, renovate Hoe-Down Island, $540,000
· _51, Columbus-Belmont, renovate park, $370,000

52. Audubon, renovate teahouse, S865.000 1
53. Constitution Scnxne, upgrade facllltles, 1240.000
. 54, Buckhorn, city water connection, $400,000
· 55. Greenbo Lake, POOi, S1,730,000

STATE PARK DESIGN WORK,.

· Projects to ~ designed during the blennlul'I!:
:1
•J

1

1. Buckhorn, conference center, Sl,080,000
2, General Butler, conference center, Sl,570,000

3. Yatesvllle, marina, $1,200.000

4. Lake BorkleY,•COVered POOi, $1,460,000 ·
5. Cumbertand Falls. Interpretive center, S&S0,000

· 6. Jefferson Davis. visitor center, $485,000
: 7. Pine Mountain, Joke developn,ent, $2,955,000
a, Lake Barkley, eolf course; Sl,515,000
· 9. Mv Old Kentucky Home, visitor center, $760.000
10. Kentucky Horse Park. stalls, $831,000
11. Lake Cumberland, POrklns, $540,000

12, veitesvme. campground. $2,255,000
13. ToyJorsvme, campground, S960,000
, . 14, Dale Hollow, lodge, Sl,500,000
15, Mlneral Mounds. development, $3,915,000 ·
16. Jenny WIiey, solf course, S6,679,000

NOT IN THE BUDGET
I

,I

'" j ,

. Projects proposed by Gov. Brereton-Jones that were not funded: .
1, University of K"entucky llbrary, S46 mllllon
2, University of Kentucky mechanical engineering bulldlno,, 17.3
mllllon
·
3. Commonwealth Convention Center eXPOnslon. S2S mllllon ,
4, University of Loulsvllle, tootball stodlum, $7 million
S. University of Loulsvllle, medical research bulldlng, $14 mllUon ,
6. Jefferson County court bulldln;, SS00,000 Unltlal lease payment)
7, Northern Kentucky convention center, S25 mllllon
8. Northern Kentucky farmers market, S3 million
9. Kentuckv History Center, Fronkfort, $17.S mllllon

10, Ashland Community College, clcrssn,om bulldln;, $4.5 mlllJon

, n. Hazard Community College, student performing arts center, $10
mllllon

, 12, HOPklnsvllle Realonal Tech Center, $8 mllllon

13. Danvllle Kentucky Tech Bulldlna, S7,1 mllllon
14, Northem,KentuckY Juvenlle Detention Center, $3 mllllon
15, Green River CorrectJonol Complex expansion, SB mllllon
16. Paducah Communltv ColJeee engineering program, Sl mllllon
17. Corr Fork Lake, reauthorize $4.5 mllllon In bOnds
18. Jenny Wiley golf course, reauthorize $2.16 million In bonds
19, Blue Licks Battlefield, reoulhorlze Sl,35 mllllon In bonds

OTHER PRt;)VISIONS
■ Includes Jones' proposed $1 O million Increase for human-seivices programs: ,
■ Eliminates requirement for minimum salary increases for public-school teachers.
■ Eliminates local government grants through area development districts.

·
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I 1:i,,-But R~. argued ·that,.tlie,_state ,:
i can't afford to borrow more money.

•'.and add tci the state's debt. . · 1
,
.
Sturnbo made a last-ditch effort ;
yesterday to get rnoney for the new {
i construction projects at state parks, 1
;-. but Senate negotiators _rejected his I
· proposal.
·
. 1
f

'

.•

•

•

: Sturnbo said.he didn't have full i
··support frorn other House negotia- I
i tors,,. Jriclu~ing .· Joe· ,Clarke, and!
~ HouseDernocratic Whip Keruiy Ra-'
'.' pier, to keep pushing for building·,
· projects and the qorrowing needed :
, to pay . for. them. ·"That rnade us ,
., less effective," he said. . · . · · ';
, · Rapier, said. f:\ouse negotiators \
kept pushing for projects until the J
· end, "It fhially got to the point we 1
.fel~ it was time for· closure,'' he i
rsatd .. \, ..
.
,
;
' J14any•, House Dernocrats were ·!
. , tinhappy. that. the budget cornpro-.
, mise didn't include. more • bricks i
: and rnortar;: .but ··Clarke ,said he ·i
·• thinks the bin will pass. . • · !

i

: Jones.• has 10 days· to act aftei';\
l:oday's vote. He has four options: 'i
~ign the bill, reject all of it, toss out _I
l,orne parts, or let the .bill becorne ·
Jaw .without his signature. If the·
:governor vetoes the bill in whole or.'
fa part, legislators probably will ,
hr to override that action:: ·
: La~akers have been arguing
:tor the last few days about how to ·
"spend an extra $100 rnillion in tax·
' revenue that state econornists pre- '
· diet Kentucky will collect during ·
the next two years.·
· · Most of the projects and other
expenses they agreed to add to j:he _
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·.tf.-.·s·~ ·;. ';l'.~~~;ii~.-~).I,~~~..'}~.~.~t~;",_\!-l;'{;/'lf:;_l\~~\~~·~:~:.:ti~t".i];t~:r~~~~.j,!~f-~\]l;iZ1:~:.'.~:f!'i~~~~ir~~~~~-~-ry~~.1{~· <-.;~_~,·~~~.~~~, :.~~~~~.•;'. : /~-?:ttt~~! :'i.',,)j;~1.'.t:.r /lf~ctjt·•·· ·

:~~"I~~AR"~'Ii:ROJp§l,,wl~ir~rift~~:t~~~~'s-~i~~~!_i~t~~- +~~~~~.i~mT~~~~~l!~~Wf~~ ,
~ Budget co~l;;'e~~t;:c6.:iim~~decl ·borrowing about $61' milli~i, Jo pay.for these ;epair and renovation projects in fiscal year 1996. They also . <, . ' ~l

~ included about $4 million _in casry to begin design in ~~~I-~~~( -1995, which st~rts July 1. ·
·
· ·--. · ,: ._ ... · , .. ; )·.'
;J Rank* ··" Park ,, ·
·
Project
· · .: ,·,:· :;, 't'.',Cost _. .:·:
Rank*
Park
: ·::
Project_. . _· · ' .,:. Cost 1 ;,;, .
1 1 Rough River ·, .. crenoyate )odge complex ' · : · $3.055.ooo
28 Kenlake
watei sewer line replacement .. ss5o.ooo ~;'.;
~
2 General Butler ·
· · renovate lodge complex ·
S2.9ss.ooo
· 29 Lake Cumberland
Pumpkin Creek lodge renovation · 5245.0D0 ~
3 Ky. Dam Village
rnnovate lodge complex
$5.240.000
30 Buckhorn Lake
marina improvements
$760.000 .
4 Buckham Lake ..... .'. renovate lodge complex
$2,055.000
31 Rough River
lxiat dock improvements
$810.000 ~~ .
.!'l ·5 Greenbo Lake ,., ·- renovate lodge complex
·51.190.000
32 Levi Jackson
replace public pool ·
,... S1.330,000 '"' ,
.'::
6 Lake Barkley
.~ .- renovate lodge complex'
.;.; • . $3.825.000
' 33 Ky. Dam Vdlage
replace cottages • ·' · -, ·
$1,950.000
7 Lake Cumberlaed , · renovate lodge complex
•.• -., ·•$3,190,000 · ..
,. 34 Jenny Wiley
upgrade public pool
·$675,000 'rzj '
;~
8 Cumberland·Falls · ·•· renovate lodge complex
·· '.$1,625,000 · •...,
·1_. 37 Lake Cumberland
renovate public pool
... $245,000 '.~ I
•·i
9 Jenny Wiley
· · renovate lodge complex
· ': ' ', $4,230,000
-' 38 Cumberland Falls
· renovate pubric pool
' 5605,000 l"'; ,
:j 1O Pennyrile •
renovate lodge complex
$2,045,000
· , 39 Natural Bridge
campground improvements ·
.$325,000 ~;' /
· ]·.· 11 Carter Caves
.··, •renovate lodge complex
•· · $1,750,000
·;, ·40 My Old Kv. Home
mansion renovation
• $460,000 l:J;;~
·.:
12 Kenlake . .
renovate lodge complex
· .;,.•$1,190,000
, 41 Lake Cumberland
· countrvs.tor~.stablereplacement ~·saao,ooo :;:{
, 13 Pme Mountam
renovate lodge complex
, $212801000
1 ,. 42 Ben Hawes
golf course improvements • • . ,, $4601000 l<\
~ 14 Barren River·_, .. ,::•,:.,.,renovatelodgecomplex·
·· $21335 1000
·\'c43 Old Mulkey Meeting House. meeting·houserenovation · ·:- . . ,$1601000 ~
~j 15 Natural Bridge \ :•'·"-' renovate lodge complex
. . '· $8001000
.,.,,.;,44 P.ennyrile
.
. cottage area improvements
·-: .. $3251000
. ,l ·'·19 Buckhomlake ......... ,.wastewatertreatmentplant ,, .... ,.,$5401000
."···:·•4& LincolnHomestead
.parkdevelopment ··-··
, ... $2401000. :"::
:1 19 Blue Licks Battlefield .• , pool replacement '
$1,7301000
r 47 Pe')}'Yille Battlefield
battlefield restoraUon , ... · ..,,. --$325,000 !f:,_:
j. 20 Cumberland Falls , • • cottage replacement.
$2,055,000
·:_i.--•48 White Hall
·museumcentralairsystem
··$325,000 [ii
·~ 21 Lake Barkley '··,:,•,,·sewer system upgrade
$1,190,000
.· '.: ,,49 Blue Licks Battlefield
·museum renovation ,. ·,
$215.000 ~Z ~
22 Natural Bridge
.. . · pool replacement
·· $2,660,000
50 Natural Bridge
· Hoe Down Island renovation
$540,000 ~~
,, 23 Jenny Wiley .•
, .:-. . • boat dock replacement
k
,, ,
;300,000
51 Columbus-Belmont
· park renovation .
$370.000 -,~
1
24 Garter Caves
renovate cottages
... ,.
. $1,580.000
·. 52 Audubon
teahouse renovation
.,: $865,000 · ~
•:1 25 MyOldKy.Home
· amphitheaterrepairs
, ,.·.• • .,:$1.625,000
.·., · ,. _ 53 Constitution Square
faciritiesupgrade
"$240.000 {:,
-~ 26 Levi Jackson
campground improvement
.·ci"t$810.000
'57 Greenbolake •.
community pool ·., ·
$1,730.000
:1 . 27 Ky.Dam Village.
,renovate cottages
·.,.·: ,::,, :-..••:$1,730,000
· ,,...
. :'•• ~'••
.
~
ey ,1,Budget confi:r~es ·agre~~-t?
$2.?,5 ,ll)_lll[~n cash. t~_ do'ihese pr?jects i~ fiscal year 1. 995.
. , .,,, · a. .':I{,; ·,::,l ,n
': .. :.~. ,,,.
1,, •·:• 16 Breaks Interstate
: .• renovatalodgecomplex .. ··.'-,.,>... $2151000 ":•; . ,,. . -.36 Kingdo.mCome
', waterplani '.;;, ·
:;; ..
$2701000 :{;
_.l·. 17 NaturalBndge ''••· ..,.newsewerplant ·• · .,, ·~ .,.,. ·$1 10801000 • --·
···45 ··.Yatesvdlelake
·' • BarkersRunsewer,restrooms .. ··• $300,000 · fif
35 Ky. Dam,'{il[a9~: <•:',;,,~~.ap.~~replacem~nt. , ,. , , ,. (
;;·iS\o -~.4 ..,,Bu.~om Lake
_citywaterco~necti?n ;'.:..
·" .·(-:$400.00~1. jij

.:·<,
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Budget conferees ~greed to spend $1 Jm\Ujon to desig~ these project~:in. fis_cal yeadii~5_.-However, they didry1 .autho_ri~,;, buildi~g the!Tl: .··'\
Buckhpml;ike ···· ' newcpnferenoocentei ., .... ··s1,oao.ooo' ·.:. '.,;., 63 LakeBarkley
.
golfcourseexpansion
..
· $1.515,ooo· ~•
56 Genern\Bu)ler
.,.-,,conference center
S].570,000 · · ··· · .. 64 MyOldKy:Home
·visito.rcenter "/~Jo-•·
,,., · $760,000 ~f
58 Yatesymelake
marina development
·s1,200.ooo
.. -65 Ky.Horse Park
additional stalls ·
• $831,000 jJ:
59 Lake Bark[ey ·
~ covered pool
-· $1 .460.000
66 · Lake Cumberland
added palking
· $540.000 ·.:f.
&D Cumberland Fans
··new inte[Jlretjye center
· ssso,ooo
67 .Yatesville Lake ·
campground development
$2,255.000
61 Jefferson Davis
yjsijor center
"$485.000
· 68 Taylorsville Lake
campground development
$960,000 ~~ ,
62 Pine Mountain
develop rake area
· $2,955.000
· 70 Mineral Mound
park development
$3,915.000
,. ....
. . ,,, •
,..,.
,,! ,.·'
71 JennyWiley
gollcoursedevelopment
$6,679.000. ril/
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Budget agreement may give boost
to ·uofL··stadillm-;;..; 3t nCW site . ::
'

,.

l

By SHELDON SHAFER "' , : ·,. •·

Staff Writer .

, ~:• ,
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ton-Adair neighborhood. The state as Jong as· half the land goes to ~

would get 40 of the 80 acres to be Fair Board. , I ,
•'•
.- •
,
•
, 1
:: \
acquired - land Wayne said could
A year ago, Gov. Brereton Jo~
· · Some new hope for the proposed be used for the stadium.
promised Ashton-Adair residents,
University of Louisville football staSpokesmen for the airport au- most of whom want to move b&:

dium emerged yesterday in the thority and .Kentucky State ,Fair
House-Senate budget compromise. Board, both of which would play a
The budget plan authorizes role in the Ashton-Adair Jana acquispending about $6.5 million to buy sition, said they are open to discuss•
land southwest of the Kentucky Fair ing the stadium.
·
& Exposition Center that could be
Chancey said he is;willing to look
used for a stadium.
at Ashton-Adair, but saw several
The 50,000-seat stadium has been major disadvantage$,
plafllled,tor~,about,J;,. !acres.owned.
.,He. 'd .deafilij( ·+1. .MC)'.'~
by CSX just south of U of L's Bel- o'n";ili~a·,eowa ~71
~11~·sfaaiknap Campus, but that is in doubt ~~s~:.0,1.,°!~~gfi~
n,,1.·~™ Y:.~~
. ,·, ,~CIW,l;
l>~µse !~tors .ai.dil't. approve .....; a~~fu't e :ilLe may UC lOO-(ar
the · requested '$7 million in state from campus, may not have enough
bonds.
parking and would be subjected to
The new plan could lift that road- loud airport-related noise.
block by eliminating the need to
Wayne suggested that homes on
spend $3.5 million to $7.5 million on the land the state will get could be
the CSX land.
removed first, , perhaps in 18
However, banker Malcolm Chan- months, allowing the stadium to be
cey, head of the committee planning completed sooner..
the stadium, said he sees serious
The state provided two bond isflaws with the new location.
sues totaling $15.5 million to build
Under a proposal pushed by state the new Standiford Field terminal.
Rep. Jim Wayhe, D-Louisville;- The debt was recently restructured;
House-Senate budget conferees yes• freeing about $6.5 million, the air•
terday agreed that $6.5 million that . port authority, eventually was to
the Regional Airport Authority was give the state. Legislators, in effect,
to pay to the state should go instead said that money could be diverted to
to acquire land in Louisville's Ash• the Ashton-Adair land acquisition -

lExlNGTON HERALD-LEADER, UXINGTON, KY. ■ FRtOAY, JUNE

cause of noise, that the state would
help them.
Wayne said Jones told him yester•
day be is "open to looking at" the
stadium idea.
The airport authority expects :fo
use about $6.5 million in federal
,mon~(Q(~hflf tti~~~ ;'.J~J razhli
tlie'-23(111bYn~'attd'~ocaont res1:

d ~ - AiffV'lrf '
.
.tee¼
.~!1, -·~~-.M~.tr1f~ll.H9~,f.fOJ 't:
Sp0Kes-tnan· 1un Hatfy 'Saitf we $6..,

million from the state can 'now COV•
er the other half.
· ·
Wayne said that un~er the ar~
rangement the state Finance Cabi.
net will negotiate terms of the land
acquisition with the Fair Board arid
the airport authority.
.'·.
Chancey said that stadium back~
ers insist that U of L, and not the
Fair Board, control the stadium
land. Wayne said he believes that
U of L ownership of the property
could be worked out.
~
Chancey said the stadium <Xq•
mittee will meet soon to disaass ·a1.
ternatives.

17, 1994

■ RICHMOND

•EKU regents approve budget Eastern Kentucky University's board of regents yesterday
-approved a $117 million budget for 1994-95 but
also provided a plan in case
Kentucky's state budget has not
been approved by July 1. The
$117,095,640 operating budget
ca.Us for an average 4 percent
salary increase for faculty and
staff and small increases in operating and travel expenses. The
continuation budget resolution
;
approved by the regents pro, Funderburk
vides for funding at the 1993-94
level, after adjustments for last year's 2 percent
•budget cut in state appropriations. The resolution
-also' authorizes university President Hanly Fun·derburk and the regents' Executive Committee to
develop a 1994-95 budget consistent with the final
action of the General Assembly.

'
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'

.
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/Elliott carver to .be
honored:at celebration
'

''/

land, conti~ue. to work plel)ty
-hard. , .
, . .,
.
rowing up in Elliott County,
With. a chainsa".'7, he_ roughs
Minnie Adkins carved
out the pieces of native basswood
slingshots and whittled · :· bought from a sawmill in More-'
birds and animals to play _with. •. ,_ head.
,.
She didn't think about it being .
When Adkins gets an idea;.
"art."
·
• . she might rise at 5 a.m. to start
"I've carved ever since I could- : ·· carving.
·
remember," she said, laughing.
Earlier this w~k, she <:DID· .
She recalled an uncle whose visits · pleted her. ·largest piece, a 36-mch
she always looked forward to .. =--Jl!oah's ark that --w~s commisbecause he had a very sharp knife•:. ·· s10ned by. a collf<:!or m Texas. It
he would let her use for carving.
has 24 animals, eight human figHer simple
ures a'/d ~ small white dove with
figures of ania leaf m its mouth.
mals
people
· It-took. two weeks of full-time
and ' · fantasy
work to complete, she said.
characters were
For Noah's . Ark, the Texas.
discovered by
collector paid $1,500. "That's my
collectors about ·, most expensive," Adkins said. ,
10 years ago. ·. : Smaller pieces such as a possum
"About . , five
or fox will bring $300 to $400.
years ago, we
Some collectors go to Isonville
Adkins
can't , keep up
to buy directly from Adkins bewith it We don't even take orders
cause they save considerable ·
no more," she said.
money. Art dealers routinely dou-·
Today, Adkins, 60, is ··a nable her price when they sell to.
tionally recognized folk artist. Her
their customers, Adkins said. _
work is featured in the folk art
For her contributions to the
collections of individuals and muregion as a folk artist, Adkins will .
seums across the country.
receive _the 1994 Appalachian
"I ain't never felt like what we
Treasure Award on Sunday at
do is artwork,'' she said from her ' the opening of the Appalachian
house in Isonville. ''I could teach ·Celebration at Morehead State
anybody to do what I do, anyUniversity. A -reception will run
body that' .don't care to work
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the
. hard."
ClaYJ>POl-Young Art Building.
In fact, following Adkins' ex- · The Appalachian Celebration
ample, a colony of 12 to 15 other
nins through next Saturday on
carvers has grown up in Elliott
the Morehead State campus. ·
County. "I . didn't . really teach-Adkins will demonstrate her
them, but I encouraged them,'' · carving from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
she said. Most are able to support
June 24 at the Kentucky Folk Art
themselves through their art, she
Center on the Morehead State
said.
campus. A reception honoring her ·
Even as a successful artist,
will run from 3 to 5 p.m.
.
Adkins and her husband, GarA collection of- her work will
BY BEVERLY FORTUNE
HERALD-I.EADER STAFF WRITER

G

This ls an example of Minnie
Adkins' folk art

.

be on exhibit at' the Folk Art
Center through Sept. 15.
_ Scheduled throughout the
week will be music, storytelling,
workshOJ?S, noontime and evening concerts, plus arts and

crafts.
Highlights include:
■ A daylong symposium on
Appalachian women Monday.
■ A free evening of clogging
and line dancing at 7 p.m. Tues-·
_day on the plaza in front of
Ginger Hall.
·
■ A gospel sing at 7 p.m.
-wednesday in Breckinridge Auditorium.
■ Storyteller
Anndrena
Belcher at 8 p.m. Thursday in
Duncan Recital Hall. Admission:

$5.

.

■ A Gathering of Traditional
Musicians at 8 p.m. June 24 in
Duncan Recital Hall. Admission:

$5.
For more information, 7832204 or 783-2760.
', The folk art center is at 119
West University Boulevard.

The Appalachian Celebration runs through next Saturday. Craftsmen such.as Richard Henson and ·
others will show and sell their products.
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fUK-workers

stand to get
merit
raises
Trustees pass '94-95 budget;
tuition to pay more of tQ,t.al
\~';}

BYDomE BEAN
HERALD-LEADER ElluCATION WRITER

University of Kentucky employees would receive
merit raises of 3 percent on the aver&ge under a 1994-95
budget passed yesterday by the university's trustees.
Overall, the university will spend 3.5 percent more
this year than last, and its $936.9 million budget will be
shouldered less than ever before by taxpayers and more
by students and their parents. State support has
dropped to an all-time low of 33.8 percent as tuition and
fees continue to rise.
·
·
,_, The trustees,._
.})who make up the,
_i board's executive.,
committee,
also
passed a capitalinlprovement
budget of $84.6
million that con-tains money for
renovations and
computer and re:
search equipment
Money to make
debt payments on
UK's top construction request - the
Commonwealth Li·brary - was not
Pa
provided for in the On ge 86 ·
new state budget ■ UK tuition can no ionger be
passed Friday.
paid by credit ·card•..
The
budget
__
._ _
_
still is tentative, UK President Charles Wethington said.
Gov. Brereton Jones has not said whether he will sign it
or let it go into law without bis signatµre. .
_
UK's budget was based on a 2 percent increase in
state appropriations for 1994-95 that Jones recommended and an additional 1 percent. increase in the state
appropriation that was included in the special session.
The community college system .. also will. get a 3
percent increase in state money.
·.. .
State support for UK's budget has fallen,.from 41.1
peroent in 1991-92 to 33.8 peroent in lW4-95. Total
dollars also have dropped·duiiijg-_fhattJme·.In:1991-92;
the: state paid $335.8 million.-Iii 1994-95, the state will
provide $317.2 million, up from $313.'(
.!iilllion ,this year.
,,·,.....

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

Tuition increases will provide a
larger share of the budget. Tuition
now accounts ·for 12.9 percent of
UK's budget, compared with 9.9
percent in 1991-92.
In addition to giving employee
raises, UK also will contribute
'.more to employee retirement programs for its non-faculty employees. The university contribution,
now 9 percent, will rise to 9.5
percent.
About $1.1 million in additional
money from state appropriations
and from tuition increases will be
set aside for adjustment to student
scholarships at UK. About
$100,000 more will be allocated for
community- college scholarship adjustments.
·
Wethington said the budget
w11s drawn up to give emphasis to
goals in UK's strategic plan, which
range from strengthening UK as a
student-centered university to keeping pace ·with comparable universities in areas such as faculty
salaries.
On . the Lexington campus,
some of the programs that will
share in a $1.1 million increase
include the colleges of engineering
and law and the minority affairs
program. Engineering and law will
each receive an additional $100,000.
Some of the programs· in the
community college system that will
receive part of a $600,000 increase
include part-time and minority faculty positions; nursing positions at

Hazard and Hopkinsville; and an
engineering technology faculty position at Henderson/Owensboro:
Some faculty positions at Elizabethtown Community College also
will be restored.
· .

':

i

'

606-783-2030
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Legislature
approves
$23 billion
budget
Loss of project money
upsets some lawmakers
BY CHAD CARLTON
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BuREAU

■
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*

· until the session ends. The gover.· nor can take up to 10 days to act
· The budget bill passed the
·. Senate convincingly, 26-12, but es. caped the House more narrowly
.c 55-42.
'
The bill includes $61 million in
:.- borrowing and $2.75 million in
cash to pay for 55 repair and
: renovation projects at state parks.
• It also includes $5.6 million to start
- design on 15 construction projects
. at parks, including golf courses
, and swimming pools.
:·
It also includes extra money for
-•.Jocal schools; universities and eco;_nomic development. Financing for
. -all those is contingent upon the
; state taking in more tax money in
; the next two years than economists
· have predicted.
·
House Majority Floor Leader
;,Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, who
: had long pushed for more borrow: ing and spending on construction
: projects, went down swinging at
\ , hIS opponents.
:
"No matter where you live, you
: lost," Stumbo said, "You lost be: cause you got fed a lot of misinfor; _mation and a lot of baloney. Pork
I• baloney."
~His fellow Eastern Kentucky
!lawmakers spoke most passionate: ly about the need for construction
·projects they hoped would bring
Jobs and money to their depressed
region.
·
I "These projects are not pork,
Jh~y are economic development,"
said Rep. Rocky Adkins, D-Sandy

FRANKFORT - A deeply divided legislature yesterday approved a $23 billion, two-year
spending plan and sent it to the
governor's desk where its fate rit
mains unknown.
·
The budget,
like the one Gov.
Brereton Jones
vetoed
two
months ago, still
doesn't include '='"""~-=~:!
most of ·the $300
million in construction projects
that he wanted.
But it does include about $70
million in bor- ·
rowing
and
spending for state parks projects,
which Jones called his top priority.
The governor's staff will spend
the weekend poring over the long
document, but Jones isn't sure
when he might take action on it, 1
spokeswoman Mindy Shannon !COURIER-JOURNAL, MONDAY, JUNE 20, 1994
Phelps said.
-1
Lawmakers adjourned until 4
p.m. Monday to await the governor's action. They want to have the
chance to override a veto.
Taxpayers will-keep p;iying
$40,000 a day, including weekends,

I

Ex-Navy officers·
thank college
with $108,000
Associated Press

BEREA, Ky, - World War II-era
Naval officers returned to Berea
College during the weekend for a
50-year reunion.
'
When - the reunion ended, the
school was $108,000 richer.
About 300 sailors,· all male, were
housed and educated at the Chris•
tian college each year between 1943
and 1946.
.,
·
During that time, recruits who
had high scores on Navy intelligence tests were sent to Berea and
130 other colleges to be educated as
officers.
:
About 100 veterans returned to
Berea Saturday.
They presented -Berea President
John· B. Stephenson a check fo,$108,000. The rnoney, which the
group spent 12 years raising, is fcir
an endowment for a scholarship to
be given to one American and one
international student at Berea each
year.

Hook.
"I don't like to lose," he said
his voice choked with emotion'.
"But I feel . like I've been beaten
about as bad as I can be beaten."
_ Rep. Steve Riggs, D-Louisville,
complained that Louisville had
been, shortchanged more than the
state's rural areas. He was most
upset that the budget doesn't include $25 million for an expansion
of the Commonwealth Convention
Center.
"A convention center is just a
concrete state park without a lake,"
he said. "ls my convention center
cursed because of its address?"
Central Kentucky lost out; too.
A $46 million library at the University of Kentucky was left on the
cutting-room floor.
UK President Charles Wethington said he was disappointed that
bonds for the library project were
not included. "The library will
remai~ a top construction priority,"
he said.·
House Speaker Pro Tem--Larry
Clark, D-Louisville, who fought
long and hard for more projects,
told h_is colleagues that it was time
to realize they couldn't change the
Senate's mind on the budget.
"It's about egos and power
down there," Clark said. "It's not
about something that's good for
this commonwealth."
Clark's speech and vote for the
bill helped get the number needed
to pass it. But it was the votes of 17
Republicans, whose p;irty is outnumbered by more than 2-to-l by
House Democrats, that put the bill
over the top in the House.
The debate was drastically different in the Senate, where Republicans criticized Democratic leaders
for giving up too much in budget
negotiations.
Senate Republican Caucus
Chairman Tom Buford of Nicholasville criticized the budget compromise because it borrows money
over 20 years to pay for state ·park
repairs, such as replacing lodge_

roofs and improving septic sys- terns.
"It's short-term gain for long- term pain," he said.
But Senate budget chief ·Mic1t:1el _R Moloney, D-Lexingt<,m,
said this budget has less borrowing than any budget in decades. : The :
state will ac\Ually lower its debt-load rather than add to it because it _
will pay off more loans that it takes .
out
·
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(Trustees back UK decision to stop
'accepting paynients by credit card
BYDomE BEAN
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION.WRrTER

Plastic is out at the University
of Kentucky, at least for payment
of tuition.
The UK administration's decision in April not to accept tuition
payments by credit cards after June
30 was endorsed yesterday by a
group of trustees desJ?ite a plea by
a student representative:
Ken Walker, representing Student Government Association President Lance Dowdy, asked trustees
to keep Visa and Mastercards as an
option by trying to get a lower rate
on credit-card fees.
Otherwise, UK should extend
the deadline for accepting credit
cards or set up some alternative
installment plan, he said.

UK, which started accepting
credit cards in 1988, stopped because it, cannot recover the fees
charged by the bank for credit-card
transactions, which are growing as
more students pull out plastic to
pay tuition.
"It was one of the tough decisions we made last year, and it was
a financial decision," UK President
Charles Wethington said.
Other payment options include
checks provided by credit-card
companies, paying cash from automatic teller machines and using a
credit card at the bank to pay
tuition, UK Vice President DonaldClapp said.
"The only thing happening
here is that it won't be- processed
directly through the university,"
Clapp said.
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IJQdget survives
rancor in House,
clears legislature

Walker also criticized the UK
administration for not giving students more notice. The credit-card
policy change was announced just
before finals week.
Normally, the UK trustees do
not act on administration policy
changes. But Dowdy had asked
board members to review the new
policy.
"I am concerned we do not get
into situations whereby the administration is having to come to the
board with decisions like this
which are administrative," Wethington said. ,
Walker said the trustees have
to balance the many interests on
campus "and not merely rubberstamp proposals by the administration."
Several trustees took exception
to the "rubber stamp" .comment
and said it was not their role to
micro-manage the university.
Trustee Lois Weinberg said the
board should look at the issue, and
not just at what its role should be.
She suggested UK do an analysis
of the effecj: of the credit-card
decision or set up an installment
payment plan.

Stumbo, who split with other
House Democratic leaders on the
bill, repeated the arguments he has
made for two months, that the projBy TOM LOFTUS
Gov. Brereton Jones has ex- ects would help the state economy
Staff Writer
pressed mixed feelings about the and that they required no tax inbudget, but has not said whether he crease.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Surviving a
"We ought to not adopt this budgwill veto it as he did the one passed
late scare on the House floor, the
during- ,the regular session, a move et," Stumbo said. He suggested that
budget compromise crafted over
it go back to the conference comthat prompted the special session.
the past week was approved by the
Jones spokeswoman Mindy Shan- mittee, but that this time that comGeneral Assembly yesterday afternon Phelps said the governor would mittee be opened to the press and
noon and went to the governor.
review the budget with staff mem- public. "rd like for the people of
Like the final night of this year's
bers through the weekend and "will Kentucky to-judge that process."
regular legislative session, the deThree other Eastern Kentucky
let everybody know where he is" on
bate in the House was at times
Democrats preceded Stumbo in
Monday.
harsh and emotional as Majority
Though they had finished their speaking against the budget Floor Leader Greg Stumbo joined
business,
lawmakers did not ad- Rocky Adkins of Sandy Hook; Rushis Eastern Kentucky colleagues in
journ yesterday. They will recon- sell Bentley of Topmost; and Hubert
pleading that the budget be defeatvene Monday to wait for Jones' re- Collins of Wittensville. •
ed and sent back to conference
Each cried as he decried the-fact
action, keeping open the option of
committee for further negotiations.
overriding
a
possible
veto.
that
projects long-proposed for his
But after nearly two hours, the
Jones
has
10
days
to
consider
the
district
had been stripped from the
House passed the bill 55-42, with
bill,
which
he
can
sign,
let
b~me
budget.
Stumbo voting against it.
law without his signature, or veto.
Adkins, who rarely makes long or
Perhaps the key moment came
But
the
calendar
puts
pressure
on
loud
floor speeches, was particularas the votes were being tallied and
Jones not to veto. 1f he did so, he . ly emotional. He protested the labelHouse Spe$er Pro Tern Larry
would have to immediately call a ing of projects that had been proClark stood to explain his vote.
second special budget session in order for a budget to be implemented
before the fiscal year ends June 30. posed 11 in Eastern Kentucky as
The Louisville Democrat said he
Still, Jones cannot be happy with "pork.
was upset and -frustrated that the
"People of my district are putting
the
compromise spending plan. Albudget did not fund construction
their
future in these projects," Ad·
though it does fund abcut $65 milprojects that he had hoped to inkins shouted " ••• I think this job is
clude, and he blamed the Senate .·
abo~t helping people, about return•
for forcing the budget on the
lion in state-park renovations · he · ing something to them."
House.·
sought, it includes no money for
House Speaker Joe Clarke, D"That chamber is going to learn
~y other construction priorities Danville, opened the debate and
to deal with us once and for all,"
that Jones promised to fund during was one of the few members who ,
Clark said. "But this is not the
his recent bus tour of the state.
spoke in favor of the compromise. 1
time to pick that fight."
Advocates for those projects
Clarke apologized for his controAfter Clark made his remarks,
ll!l'de a prolonged, emotional last- versial vote last March against the
the vote count topped th~ 50 votes
ditch appeal yesterday to reject the . ini~ House version of the ~udget.
, conference report.
needed for passage.
The Senate had already passed
\ C o ~-\-.)
.the budget 26-12 ..

.l c

o t'\,+ . J

3udget clears
_egislature

'

He explained that he thought tnat
budget - which funded many projects with bonds - would have
meant "a massive increase"· in a
state debt that was· too high. But
Clarke said it was a mistake for him
to have voted against that budget
without fully explaining those concerns to members beforehand.
"Some of you said I was through"
as speaker because of that vote,
Clarke said. "I concede I failed you
then.,,
But Clarke said that House leaders fought together t1!fough the ~nference committee and won maier
concessions when the · Senate
agreed to increased _fun~g for
public schools and uruvers1ties.
"I know some of you are disappointed," Clarke said. But he described the budget as one that "puts
people before projects."

The final vote sbowed that many
Republican votes were necessary
for the bill's final passage - 38
Democrats and 17 Republicans vot•
ed in favor. (Of the no votes, 31
were Democrats and 11 were Re•
publicans.)

In the Senate, all 24 Democrats
were joined by two Republicans in
voting for the bill.
Sen. Mike Moloney, the Lexing•
ton Democrat who chairs the Senate
budget committee, said the budget
meets the state's needs "and will
not encumber future generations,"
Moloney emphas_iz_ed that l_ast
point. By not authonzm~ bo~g
for many new construction pr_oJecl;i,
Moloney said, for the first_ time ,m
recent history the state will retire
more debt over the next two years
($448 milllon) than it takes on ($288
million).
·
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow,
offered several explanations forvot•
ing no. He said the legislature
should have approved two projects
not in his district - the history cen•
ter in Frankfort and the library at
the University of Kentucky.
But by taking anticipated surplus
money and spending it on programs
rather than some ne.eded projects,
he said, the state is neither showing
fiscal responsibility nor investing in
needed projects. "We've gotten the
worst of both," he said,
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Government might cancel
loans for certain students
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

Here's an enticing way to
finance a college education: Have
the government cancel your student loans.
According to the No DebtLiving Newsletter, there is a federal.
program in which loans can be
reduced gradually or eliminated if
the student agrees to serve as a
teacher or in other occupations
upon graduation. ·
Graduates holding the right
jobs can have up to $65,000 i1). college loans . canceled or .deferred
over five years. Participants can
earn a paycheck while their loans
are gradually cut.
The newsletter says the program is available to people who
have Perkins Loans or National
Direct Student Loans.
''Not only is it available · to
upcoming graduates,· even people
_who graduated several years ago_
can qualify," the newsletter says.
A publication from the U.S.
Department of Education called
· The Student Guide for 19'34-95 has

ENRIQuE RODRIBIJEr/HERAID-LEADER

a chart on pages 46 and 47 that
shows who can participate, the
newsletter says. Financial aid
counselors should have the publication.
"People entering, the program
need to be persistent," said Robert
Frank, editor of No Debt Living
Newsletter in:·,Veradale, Wash.
"Some of our 'subscribers have
reported that their local college
counselors were unaware this program was available."
.
_
Qualifying depends on the work

a person does, where the employer
is and who is being served. The
list of qualifying jobs includes
many elementary and secondary
schools in rural and urban areas.
Other fields that might qualify:
teaching in certain low-income
teaching disabled. children;
nursing; medical technology; law
enforcement and.:corrections· offi, ·
cers; working with Head Start, the
Peace Corps or· VISTA; and the
armed forces (those loans. can be
canceled only up to 50 ·percent).

areas;

-.

.
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~arver newest Appalachian Treasure
Adkins' colorful carvings
are among some of the most
sought-after work, selling before she's even made them and
finding their way into the collections of Bill Cosby, Oprah
Winfrey and H. Ross Perot.
Even Adkins, who last year
received the Folk Art Society
of America's annual award: of
distinction, is a little over-

Doesn't sharpen
:1er own knives
Jy JIM

ROBINSON

)FTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Considering
;he's made herself famous
.vhittling, you'd think Minnie
\dkins would be an expert at
;harpening knives.
"I've never been good at
;harpening," says the Isonville
:·olk artist,. whom Morehead
,tate University will honor to:1.ight to ki~k off its 18th an:1.uat' Appalachian Celebration,
1 week-long festival of Appalachian culture.
"They seem to cut worse
3.fter I get done with them
than before I start."
So the task of honing the
three pocket knives the 60year-old Elliott County native
has worn out in the last 10
years from whittling her distinctive foxes and bears and
roosters has been left to her
husband, Garland.
"He ought to be good for
something," she jokes in response to Garland's. good
natured ribbing about her
woes at the whetstone.
Adkins' selection as this
year's recipient of the Appalachian Celebration's Treasure Award, given to honor
the promotion and preservation of Appalachian culture,
follows a wave of national interest in folk art. ·
0

whelmed by the attention.
"It's scary," she says. "It
makes you feel like you're supposed to do something special
. and live up to some expectation, and I don't know how to
do that." Past recipients of the
Treasure Award include au. thors James Still and Gurney
Norman; folk musician Jean
Ritchie; folklorist and humor.
ist Loyal Jones; weaver Granny Toothman; and dulcimer
maker-musician Homer Ledford.
Adkins will be presented the
Treasure Award winner's traditional rocking chair at a celebration in the ClaypoolYoung Art Building on MSU's
campus at 6:30 this evening.
Adkins' work also .is on display at MSU's Folk Art Center,
and she will be there Friday
demo~strating her tec_hnique.
Adkins' art is only part of
the festival of Appalachian
heritage and culture at MSU
~at. will include storytelling,
music, tours and craft-making.
Events, which focus around

··a'"reunion theme, include the
annual· arts and crafts show
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday
at:·the Laughlin Health Building where more than 100
craftsmen will be selling their
wares.
On Monday, MSU will host a
discussion of Appalachian
women in the 1990s. Supreme
Court Justice Janet Stumbo
will speak at 10 a.m. in the
Crager Room of the Adron
Doran University Center.
On Friday, at a p.m. the celebration will host the annual
Gathering of Traditional Musicians at Baird Music Hall.
Different folk artists will appear each day between 10 a.m.
and 3 p.m. at the Folk Art Center to demonstrate their skills.
Frontier Housing, which
builds hoi:nes for low-income
families, will celebrate its 20th
anniversary as part of the celebration by building a home
during the week for a Rowan
. County family.
.
"I think we've got something
-for everybody," said celebration coordinator Sandy
Norden.
.
..
For more information, call
(606) 783-2077.
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'Take the money and run
No question about it:_ This budget is as goo~. as state will get
' .
Q: So Gov. Brereton Jones should veto this budget,
... .a:~/

or the first time in two weeks, there's nothing at
all going on in the Frankfort's legislative chambers. Tii:ne, then, to answer a few of the
questions that are lying around the Capitol like
broken pop bottles.
Question: Did the the legislature finally. come up
with a good budget? ·
Answer: Depends on your viewpoint. Any budget
is just an exercise in choices. Your view of it depends
on your view of those choices. From here, this one
looks reasonable enough. The second pass brought
more money for schools and colleges, more money for
human services (such as protecting children from
child sexual abuse), no requirement that schools raise
teacher salaries if that's not a local priority, a
reasonably sensible approach to repairing state parks
and planning for future construction.
·
Q:' So yoµ'like this budget, right?
A: On the whole, yeah. But those parts are only a
few million out of $25 billion. There's always stuff to
object to, such as a couple million bucks for transporting private school stugents. Eyery _state budget leaves

F

un.,, f'a.o.l;nrr +h,:i+ fha·Tatn~l~+,,.,..o. "''"'lrl h,:i,-.r.o. rln..-..o. ha++.o...-

too, and keep trying for a better one.
A: Wash your mouth out with Lysol! Of course
Jones shouldn't veto this budget. The ·legislature had
enough trouble getting this far. Like it or i;iot, this
budget is as good as the state will get for the 'next two
years.
.
..
Q: Any big loser in this budget?
A: The University of Kentucky, no doubt about it.
Two years ago, it had a state commitment for a new
library if it would raise !Jome of the money. UK did its
part, but the state didn't come through.
. Q: Yeah, but. be realistic: Even you thought the•.
state shouldn't go into debt for new construction. And
anyway, how could UK expect' to get its lil:irary if'•'' ·
Louisville didn't get its· football stadium and.·conven- ·:
tion .center and if Prestonsburg pidn't get its golf . ,
course?
.·. , -.. ,. ,.·. _.-q., ·· ·
·.-, ,,.. --.o:d ,.,.,,
A: Your question assumes'that spending on a
lil:irary is the same as spending on a football field. ·
-:-.:•:Q: It i~ in legislature.
:.. , . :. ,,,,:;..· ::,.,, :· ·"•"
.. ,A:_Now you ·see why Jones should sign·this budget

the

;,, ... -i 1,.............. :.......11 .:.::-~··-\.. _,_ ..... _
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Pl\1:e 'n Susie' returns to raise
money for Actors' Guild
.
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'

e 'n Susie, a one-woman
show about legendary
·Rowan County physician
Claire Louise Caudill and her nurse
associate, Susie Halbleib, was a hit
when it was produced in November
in Morehead.
Now actor-playwright Shirley
Gish, who teaches. at Morehead
State University, is bringing her
act to Lexington. She will perform
Me 'n Susie at 8 p.m. Saturday at
the Opera House. It is a benefit for
Actors' Guild of Lexington.
The play, based on extensive
interviews Gish conducted with
Caudill and Halbleib in 1992, tells
the story of their struggle to improve health care in Eastern Kentucky from the 1940s to the present In a time when Morehead had
no hospital, Caudill led a campaign
to establish St. Claire Medical Center..

M

Along the way, Caudill, a genera! practitioner, became known for
delivering thousands of babies, ineluding several relatives of Actors'
Guild producing m;mager Deborah
G. Martin, a Morehead native.

"~-- Caudill was my family
phys1c1an and she delivered my
brother and all my cousins" Mar,
tin said. "She was always ; fixture.
Whenever anyone was ill, you never considered going to any other
doctor. You always went to Dr.
Caudill."
'

KEVIN
Martin saw Me 'n Susie at
NANCE
!\forehead in November. "I thought
1t was a very charming play, and
HERALD-LEADER
the two people I took with me,
ARTS COLUMNIST
people who had no connections to
Dr. Caudill or Morehead, were
moved by it as well. It's a provoca- tive, compelling story about two
women who went through a lot of
struggle and accomplished a great
deal."
~in quickly applied for and
received a grant from the Lexington Arts and Cultural Council to
produce t!ie play at the Opera
House. ~;n ~ucille Caudill Little,
Dr._ ~ud1ll s sister and Actors'
Gmld s largest p_rivate contributor,
~eard of (he project, she became
mvolved m the planning.

. l

Tickets are $15. Also available
are $40 priority seating tickets.
These include a post-performance
reception with Gish, Caudill, Halbleib and Little at the home of W.
Gay Reading on West Second
Street. For tickets, call 233-7330.

C
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Lawmakers,:

await Jdlles'
;,.

decision
Leaders don't know when
governor will act on budget
BY JACK BRAMMER
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - Another day of waiting and little
public action passed in Frankfort yesterday as Gov.
Brereton Jones continued to review the two-year spending plan lawmakers sent to him Friday.
Legislative leaders said yesterday they do not- know
how long the session will last because Jones has not told
them how much time he needs to act on the budget bill.
_Today will be the 16th day of:the'special sess1on,
which costs $40,000 a .day or, as of today, $640,000.
"The governor has to be responsible for the extra
cost while he is making up his mind," said House
Speaker Joe Clarke, D-Danville. The session will not end until
Jones acts, House and Senate Democratic leaders said.
They said the Kentucky Constitution would not allow them to pass up
their pay and recess until Jones de- cides. Legislators are paid $175 a day '===::::=;.,,:,!
for salary and expenses while in
session, including weekends and holidays.
·
_ House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said .he.i\iij;;;~,
hopes Jones will act by the middle.of
this week.
·
"I don't think he's trying to;: delay for tactical
reasons," Stumbo said.
_
Jones' chief of staff, Franklin Jelsma, said the
governor reviewed the mammoth bill during the weekend and is working on it as quickly as he can.
Jones has until June 29 to approve the bill or veto it.
He can also veto particular items without rejecting the·
whole thing.
'! :
:· ·
The compromise $23 billion bui1get contains Jones'
top priority of $70 million in borrowing to ~enovate .
state parks. But it does not include most of the -$300
million he wanted for other buildinl! projects· such
a
new library at the University of Kentucky. ·
-'

100:£, M

~_f¼:i:.-'1'¥1

as

Stumbo said Jones told him
· yesterday that he still thinks his
"ambitious capital construction
projects should go through."
At this point, there is little
Jones can do to accomplish that
short of vetoing the budget bill,
Stumbo said. He noted, however,
th~t the governor could address
those concerns in a possible special
session in January.
Stumbo said he did not know
.whether the House had the neces-sary 51 votes to override any veto
, by the governor.
Clarke thinks there would be
enough votes, but he said there
might not be enough members
present to override a veto.
·"We're running into problems
with members' vacations," Clarke
said.
The House, which has 100
members, had 72 present yesterday. The 38-member Senate had
two absentees. Both chambers met
for less than 15 minutes.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, D-Winchester, said it would
be premature to comment on
whether he could muster 20 votes
in the Senate to override a Jones
veto. He did say there is generally
strong support in the Senate for the
budget.
Rose said there is some concern
among lawmakers that the cost of
the -special session will be- laid at
the legislature's feet.
His response is that Jones presented the legislature with a budget proposal to add $500 million in
debt during the next 20 years, but
lawmakers approved a budget with
·about $400 million less in debt.
_"The public may not totally
understand it, but it is a wise use of
their money," Rose said of the
session.
■■■

Herald-Leader staff writer Bill
Estep contributed to this article. -

606-783-2030
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Jones says
budget plan
would break
•
promises
By TOM LOITUS and AL CROSS
Staff Writers
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Brereton Jones has yet to decide what he
will do with the budget approved
last week by the General Assembly,
but he complained yesterday that it
will break past legislative commitments to start construction on a variety of key projects this year.
"If we're really going to get beyond BOPTROT, and nobody even
wants to say the word, Is that the
best way ... ?" Jones said in an impromptu interview.
Jones raised the specter of the
legislature's BOPTROT scandal and iiis contention that legislators
had broken commitments on the
promised construction - as the
Capitol settled into a new phase of
its protracted budget dispute. The
legislature convened for the third
week of its special session with essentially nothing to do until Jones
decides his course.
The governor had wanted the legislature to provide money for construction on projects that earlier
legislatures had implicitly given a
green light to by approving money
for start-up costs: a new library at
the University of Kentucky, the convention center expansion in Louisville, a new convention center in
Northern Kentucky, a lodge at Dale
Hollow State Park and other projects.
·
In the case of the UK library and
some others, considerable private
money was raised with· the understanding that the state would commit to complete funding this year.
Jones' options on the latest version _of the budget are to sign it,
veto 11, veto parts of it, or allow it to

become law without his signature.
He has until June 29 to make that
decision.
But he said yesterday he and his
staff need more time to study the
budget before making a decision.
"If it takes one day or 10 days,
we're going to take the time that's
necessary to made the decision that
I believe is right."
Leaders from both chambers said
they will remain in session until
Jones takes action so they can be in
a position to override any veto.
Most legislators said they doubted
Jones would veto the entire bill,
though they anticipated some individual expenditures will be vetoed.
If Jones vetoed the entire bill, the
legislature could override.
But if the veto were sustained, the
legislature would be under an extremely tight schedule to pass another version before July I when the
new budget period begins.
"What Is the likelihood, if you
veto the bill, that you would get a
better product than you've got
now?" House Speaker Joe Clarke
,. __!Qld .~eporters yesterday.· "And of
course you're running out ofllme.''
Still Clarke said he had no clue
what the ·governor planned to do
with the bill.
Clarke sai_d he called Jones yesterday mornmg to get some idea of
when he would decide, but Jones
said he did not know.
The speaker said he thought that
J ?nes! with his budget office staff at
his disposal, had had enough time
to make a decision. Clarke said he
'Yas l!~t _worried about possible pubhe cnt1c1sm of the session's $40,000
per day cost.
Jones called the session after he·
vetoed the budget the legislature
passed in March.
"It's not my $40,000 at this
point," Clarke said. "At this point
the governor has to be responsible
for the extra cost."
House Democratic Leader Greg
Stumbo, who advocated funding the
construction_projects, said Jones deserves the time he needs to study
the bill. "I don't think he's trying to
delay for tactical reasons," he said.

Senate President John "Eck"
Rose said after a closed caucus of
Senate Democrats that some senators are worried that the cost of the
session may laid at the legislature's
feet.
But Rose said the cost is tiny
compared to the issues at stake in
the nearly $25 billion two-year
. budget and that the legislature will
have saved hundreds of millions in
not issuing the long term bonds that
Jones proposed.
The budget approved funding for
about $63 million in renovations to
state parks, but none of a score of
new construction priorities, a major·
sore point with the governor.
"If we tell the president of our
Qargest) state university that if
you'll go out and raise X amount of
dollars and we'll match it, and he·
does it, then we do what we tell him
we're going to do. And I think that's
all important," Jones said in making
his allegation that the legislature.
was breaking an earlier commit-:
ment.
Jones said it is more fiscally responsible to create a 20-year debt'
with bonds for which the exact payment schedule is known than to increase appropriations, as the legis-:
lature did instead, for long term ob,ligations for schools and universi-•
ties which "as a practical matter"
increase with each budget.
"When we couldn't feel comfort,'
able obligating the 20-year debt re-'.
tirement, we're going to take roughly the same amount of money and
obligate it in perpetuity. Now, wait.
a minute. You can't have it both
ways," Jones said.
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Regents
to review
budget
proposals
. By JIM ROBINSON
OF THE D~ILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Morehead
State University employees
would. receive a 2 percent
across-the-board raise and
divvy up another $943,800. in
merit raises and promot10n
pay in a proposed 1994-95 budget the school's board of regents will consider Wednesday.
The raises would range as
high as 15 percent, but most
would be between 2 perc~nt .
and 11 percent, said Ray Pmner MSU's budget director.
It's the first time MSU has
attempted a well-defined, university-wide incentiv~ pay system said Porter Dailey, vice .
pre~ident for administration
and fiscal services.
President Ronald Eaglin said
when he took the job two
years ago that he wanted to in- ·
stall an incentive pay system.
He said Monday there is still
some opposition to the plan~
;'Some people just don't like ·
thli philosophy that~ s_ome .·
should make more·tfum others_
based .bn the jud.gment of another person," he said.
•
But while there is still apprehension about the plan, he
said he thinks it will. fade as
faculty and staff members get
used to the new system.·
"It's fair, it's not heavy
handed, and it's a good way to
move forward," Eaglin said.
A pool of money equal to 5
percent':.:.. $1,573,000 - of the
school's payroll was; set aside
in'the proposed budg!!tfor_ pay
raises.'- - "--r{~~~~.if7.-:':"~:i"iiF.~--:·,t,
'Forty percenror·the pool is
to, go for across-tlie-board
raises for faculty and :staff, 40
percent for merit raises and 20
percent is set aside for ·promotional raises and other ·enhancements.
'· · ·· ,:,c • · " ·
The pay raises are part of a
proposed $64.3 millio_11,~bu~get
"MSU's Board of Regents is·expected to ''""
accept at-itsIJ:!ffi•
-m.~eting
.
.'.Jl
Wednes day. •,. 1, ••:-"' •~t v-~·
. ~The-board poswoned its May
meeting because· of· ·uncertainty about ho'JI'. much inoney
it was going to get' frQm: ~e
state. Gov:. Brereton ·Jones- m
April ,.,~~!?.~?,,,,t?~"~L~~}!~et

passed by the General Assembly and is currently weighing a second spending plan
lawmakers approved last
week.
.
MSU now expects to get $32.4
million from the state. That's
the same amount of state
money proposed for the school
last year before Gov. Brereton
Jones ordered state universities to cut 2 percent.
MSU came up with almost
all the money - $1,342,000 for the pay raises by making
cuts in programs.
Most faculty merit raises
were decided at the department level after each department came up with its own
criteria. Merit raises for staff
members were determined by
applying a formula based on a
worker's evaluation.
·
Pay at MSU has generally
trailed other universities in
the state, and MSU has made
pay increases a priority.
Eaglin has adopted a fiveyear plan to increase faculty
salaries by installing a merit
pay system and by increasing
the amount of money a faculty
member receives for being promoted.
Faculty promotion increments were increased from

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

606-783-2030

$1,000 to $4,000 for professor~,
from $750 to $2,000 for associate professors and from $500 to
$1,000 for assistant professors.
Faculty members promoted
under the old system can go
back and apply for the extra
compensation established
under Eaglin's plan.
Thirty-seven faculty members received raises through
that route this spring out of
the 75 who applied and were
told they would receive it. The
other 38 will receive the en. hancements when money becomes available.
Tuition and room fees would
also be increased in the proposed budget. Tuition and fees
for a semester at MSU for a
full-time ' in-state undergradu.
ate student would mcrease
from $900 this year to $950
next fall.
Except for Mays Hall Apartments, students would have to
pay $25 more a semester to
live in an MSU dorm.
The recommended room
rates would range from $655 to
$710 a semester. But beginning
this fall students who maintain co~tinuous residence in
student housing would be
guaranteed a rate not to exceed the 1994-95 rate.
.
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Morehead· budget comes up today
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State University'~ ~egents will.
meet today to review a proposed 1994-95 ~udget giving
.
employees a 2 percent across-the-board flllSe. and a chance to : ,
share in $943 800 in merit raises and promotion pay.
·
The raises ~ould range .as high as 15 percent, but most would
be between 2 percent and 11 percent, said Ray Pinner, the . . .
university's budget director. •
. ·
.
It's the first time Morehead has tried !1 well-defin~ · •
university-wide in~e!1tive:pay system, said ~orter Dailey, vice
president for a~tion and fiscal semces,
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~overnor to act on budget today, a~id growing hostility:;_.
By TOM LOFTUS

Sen. Mike Moloney, D-Lexington,
took the Senate floor yesterday to
respond to Jones' comments Monday that lawmakers had broken
past legislative commitments to
build projects, such as a library at
the University of Kentucky.
Jones is upset that construction
projects he advocated are not in the
proposed budget.
Without mentioning Jones by
name, Moloney spoke of a politician
who changed his stance on the
death penalty and other issues between 1987 and 1991.
And referring to Jones: clallll:'l
that the proposed construction proJects would create "thousands and

Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. - The special
budget session inched toward a conclusion yesterday, but exchanges
between the governor and lawmakers ip-ew increasingly hostile, making 1t likely the session would not
end on a peaceful note.
Gov. Brereton Jones said he
would announce this morning what
he would do with the budget bill
passed by lawmakers Friday.
· · He is expected to veto parts of the
budget, but not the entire bill. Lawmakers could respond to any vetoes
and adjourn by the end of the day.
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thousands of jobs," Moloney suggested that anyone making such a
case should "take their thoughts
and send them to a mushroom
farmer so they can use them more
appropriately."
In response, Jones said, "1 think
Sen. Moloney's comments were
very unfortunate, very juvenile, but
typical of his strange behavior. As 1
talk about keeping our word to the
people of Kentucky, 1 am talking
about integrity. Maybe some people
have difficulty understanding this."
The bitterness surrounds the
1994-96 budget bill, The bill originally passed by the General Assembly April 1 had stripped Jones' pri-
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ority construction projects - like
the UK libnµy and convention center projects in Louisville and Northem Kentucky - from the budget.
Jones vetoed that budget, prompting the current special session.that
began June 6. Jones proposed restoring the projects and paying for
them with recently anticipated surplus revenues.
..
•
But the House and Senate on Friday approved a budget that funds
only part of Jones' plan to "revital·
ize" state parks, and no other projects.
'
Since ~en ~e Gen~ral Ass~mbly
has remamed m session so .it can
consider overriding possible vetoes.
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Jones has given nci clear indication of what he will do. But.a budget
must be enacted before the new fis.
cal year begins July 1, which makesit difficult for Jones to veto the entire proposal.
_
Jones has rankled some lawmakers by complaining that the legislature is breaking promises made in
1992 when it approved start-up
costs for some of the projects. Jones
has even invoked the fegislature's
greatest embarrassment - the federal investigation of public corruplion known as Operation BOPTROT
- to ~ake h!8 ~;
._
i
During an mtemew yesterday on.
WBRT radio in ~own, Jones :
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is likely,to end by,~o~'!rrow at !!1l
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said that in order to regain th~
lic's trust after BOPTROT, the-I~ :
lature has "to start with honol:iiig:
our commitments."
_
, .. ·,
. Legislative leaders argued that ..
approvaLoLstart-up ,costs by.one
General ·Assembly Wd not bind .the,
to ftiIIy fqrid tlie project.
. ':·
Moloney tool< the. flillit yesterday'.
to defend the legislature's integrity, i
and said ;thenr,was:
.for
Jones to, have taken
long In deciding what tci.'do•.. , · , :. . .: ·_ .
House. Speaker. Joe Cliuke hlid
also said Monday that Jones had .
had enough tiine to make a decision .f •
and that the cost of-,the legislative 1
session since Friday \Vas Jories' re- I
sponsibility. . .
·•
·.
·
Jones said in the .l'ildici interview .
that Clarke's· criticism .was unfair.
"For tlielii. to try to criticize ine for
taking the. imiotlii( of. time that I
need make
"irlfohfied decision
is, I think, ii" ~ttlf
he
. said. /'aut. iUi~ .(C,I~ Js sittijij
around f...,Hna like he's not ~--'"'

rn v

Jones , Would. veto the entire .bill
Even Jones' closest ilJly in-the-legis
iatu(e, House. Majority floor )'..elldel
Greg ;Stumbo,• said, both chamberi
would likely override such a veto.,
Members ifici ~ . lliie-item;~
toes, perhaps cif laiigiliige-within thi
brestriild~ct.t

t::_nf:!'l~/~
:!¥Y,.~
exewuve ·pawers.: .;;;

1W:j
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Adequate budget
Spending plan the best a divided
General Assembly could approve
The budget that emerged to UK and to the hundreds of
from the special session of corporations, businesses and
the Kentucky General As- individuals who gave to the
· sembly is the best that can be campaign - to come through
expected from a deeply di- with the state's portion of the
vided legislature.
funding.
As. of this writing, Gov.
While Jones and members
Brereton Jones has not of the House did not get all
signed the budget. He should the capital projects they
do so - even though it calls wanted, neither is the comfor fewer construction promise budget as austere as
projects than he wants. A sought by many in the Sensecond veto would cause only ate. Indeed, the budget sent
more turmoil, widen the gap to . the governor includes a
between the governor and number of projects not inlegislators, and create the eluded in the spending plan
likeliliood of the state begin- Jones vetoed earlier.
ning its new fiscal year withThe budget includes $65
out a spending plan. That · million to refurbish and recan't be allowed to happen.
pair Kentucky's state parks, ·
The compromise budget including renovation of the
does not include many of the · lodge and construction of a
construction projects pushed new pool at Greenbo State
by Jones and supported by a Resort Park. For the most
majority of the House of Rep- p!lrl; the budget concentrates
resentatives; for example, on repairing and· improving
$4.5 million for a. new class- · existing park facilities; .most
room building at. Ashland:. _new construction-~ includCommunity College - a · ing. a controversial' goif
building that is ·critically course at Jenny Wiley State
needed.
Resort Park and improveAnd, in denying state fund- ments at Yatesville Lake ing for a new University of were axed. The budget asKentucky library, members sures that the huge commitof the General Assembly re- ment and investment Kenneged on a promise made two tucky has made in its state
years ago. Legislators told parks will not be abandoned.
UK officials in 1992 that if the
'When compared to the earuniversity could successfully lier budget vetoed by Jones,
raise enough funds .through this document also includes
private giving to finance a $13 milllon ·more per year for
portion ·cif the library, they· public schools and $6 million
would approve the .remainder more for higher education.
of.the money in 1994.
And the state will be retiring
. T!lking legislators at their
million Il).Ore in debt
word, UK conducted an ex- than it is- authorizing for the
tensive fund-raising cam- J:iiei:mium - ending 14 con:
paign that brought in more secutive years of.an ever inthan $20 ·million. But now the creasing the state debt load.
General Assembly has gone
The governor has played
back on its word by refusing his best cards and still. failed
to fund the library. That's to. get what he wants. It is
shameful. The General . As- time for him to. accept that
sembly · had an. obligation fact and sign the budget.
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,, t;,c¼::;r~,we•ve:got'a'bi"~t:..:c~ptioip•that _they.r_e mor~, '•,".;;;;stumbo;i0il';FJtiyil• Count
MOREHEAD.-· ·Despit ,futtlre"'c'•Stumlfo',sa!d.Y-•· ::'.·\L, · ,.:f\one~t and et~ical,than lllen,c;, .'native"is,the;first'.woman<t
• con_tinuedi globm}\,furiti
;,$tuinqce:w~"s)'f~if~r·~'d\... :. Iliir:,w1.percep_tio~ thilt/e, :,: ber el;cied;:to:;tlfer:state"•St
• raismg:prospects;.~e,pictur .,., peaker:Monday!ata,Celebra,-...:n:iale. c!lpi:hd~tes,,are sort, Oil;. · ,,preme··.Court;;:She-;defeate
• fof women'•in ,Kentucky pcili:(?.,tionJ1cif•Appalachiaii),Wtjmen; ~. 'crimecan~ .s1mply lesstllkely ',::,Sarah Climbs,,arid .. D'avi
tics is;.brightenin.g;("th . . !iR:;iof. .the:18th.;annual';Ap~ ~ ·.J<1•f1Yl,ri;:J'i!!SJ~ept;!11@Y .!!?mp{. Welchlast-Novemlier1.toCVJi
-state's;topi,elected:,C:wom'.
alachiim;.;Cel.eJi'i,atiorit•at'.!.;i .b~i11g \aql~:to,,; r~~''!lA</Uggt ,£the{ 7th~D~trlct~'seatt6iiLth.
s_aid fyl~ri~_aY:: ~: :_:; t'.{; :;it~":;·+~'{\,.
·rW!e~(~
fi~_tf!J~,~-t,J~~~-~Jtt~:~?mrn~y,,, ~-?~:- ~rE:8:1t-~-,~!.?-f~l?:1~:~r:;,:-t'bliiCiiZ?2~2~~!i~~]i\s~: :i
r-'t0S11preme,,court•J.ushc
:weeJi:.'t ·?,·•x.;¼•.-,c\~'f•,·;;.,,.,.,:domuiatedpohtics.'"/ r n,,
Another speaker Bonme Ea
,rJimet• L¼,;Stftmbo•.Said: femar
• Ueij,blitJct1l:c9htrilfifo; \')•''.'It's :'llke·CpJIIJl)!11;,,teet!i,!'(q,,. glin, wife of MSU Presiden
,p'oiitj.'c!a!J&an11iiia:fes', ilr
',7stllVshy. away)ifrom,fe;~::. riii.StJilll<>ne,Yt'esp,eciaUy;;f~~' !Ronald Eaglin, said she, too
· ,emergmgras ..tlie,Ji'erieficiatf
clindidates;';Stinnbo:said.,::','women;~·Stumbo.sa!d!!. •· ,/'it,):.: had noticed in projects she':
· .lt::::s~~ltl~~iti:;t)i;:.:
·,tQf:~:.:~. t,,,,l:J1ti~~y,d_; ti:J-;~"1.~C,;,::-:~._-;l;;;,;~,::~"·_,::;_~,';:;;c ,_,,;:,_::;,.;kL~i-i involved in that a person's se:
is increasingly Jess an ob
stacle.
"Gender doesn't seem t,
matter as Jong as the job get·
done," Eaglin said.
The two women spoke tc
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about 40 spectators.
Stumbo, a former state cour
Women are finding it easier to run
of appeals judge, said sh,
MOREHEAD, Ky. - The state's top fe-.
hadn't seen any difference iI
male elected.official says conditions are
the way she's treated by he:
improving for women running for office
colleagues on the bench o:
but they still have problems raising monlawyers before the court be
ey.
cause she's a woman.
Justice Janet Stumbo - the first womStumbo said that despiti
an to be elected to the state Supreme
some indications to the conCourt - said these problems stem from
trary, she has hope for the ft:
the perception that women are soft on .
ture of women in Appalachia.
crime and are less likely to win office.
In conversations with stu
But Stumbo, speaking Monday at a
dents at recent high· schoo
Celebration of Appalachian Women at
commencements, she said sh,
Morehead State University, . also said
hears .young women talkinr
women are increasingly attractive as
about going on to college anc
candidates because of the idea · that
careers and looking at . higl
Stumbo
they're more honest and ethical than
school
as a stepping stone tc
Dien.
those goals.
She also said the perceptior
of Appalachian women a,
browbeaten and· meek i,
changing to one more consis
tent with the strong, capable
opinionated women she gre"
up knowing. •
"We don't let obstacles gee
us dOwn," she said. "We don';
let obstacles stand in our path
We f"md a way around them 01
over them or through them.
We are· the hope for· the fu
ture."
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'Morehead n1erit pay raises
·get approval froir. regents
BY ANGIE HATTON
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

MOREHEAD - Merit pay
raises, a hot topic of debate in
Kentucky higher education circles
lately, won the approval of the
Morehead State University board
of regents yesterday.
Salaries for faculty at Morehead, the last regional university in
the state to adopt a merit pay
_ system, ranked fifth out of the
state's six regional universities last
year.
In an effort to bring them up to
par, Morehead President Ronald
Eaglin pushed for the merit pay
system.

The merit plan will give teachers between 2 percent ·and _10
percent raises depending on · an
evaluation of their skills each year.
With a 2 percent across-theboard raise and other bonuses, the
highest faculty raise will be .15.5,
percent and the highest staff raise
will be 22.9 percent.
The board yesterday also extended Eaglin's four-year contract
to five years and gave him a 6
percent raise.
Budget director Ron Pinner
said the money for the raises came
from $1.3 million cut from various

academic and administrative units last year.
The $64.3 million budget, approved yesterday,
contains $32.4 million in state money, the same
amount as last year when Gov. Brereton Jones asked
state institutions to cut back.
Pinner said the state legislature's delay in approving a state budget had little effect on Morehead's
budget.
·
"We had a pretty good estimate of -what we were
going to get and what to do with it, so it was just a
matter of waiting," he said. "About the only thing it
really did was postpone the regents' meeting, whichwas supposed to be in May."
The budget also includes money from a $40 tuition ·
increase, a $10 increase in student activities fees and a
$25 dorm fee increase each semester. Those increases
are pl:'pjected to bring in $900,000 more a year,
Board Chairman William Seaton said he regrets
the increases, but said the regents had no choice but to
vote them in. .
•
"It's too bad that education gets down to trading
dollars," he said. "But that's the state of Kentucky
right now."

The Associated Press contributed to this article.
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Morehead State approves budget
MOREHEAD, Ky. - The Morehead S~te University board -~f
regents was able to fit first-ever merit raises into a $64.3 million
budget passed unanimously yesterday.
·
Budget Director Ray Pinner said most of the raises ranged
ITl!m 2 to 10 percent. But with a 2 percent across-the-bollid
l'lllSe and other bonuses added, the highest faculty raise was
15:5 pe_rcent and the highest staff hike was· 22.9 percent, he
. satd. Pinner said most of t!Je money came from $1.3 ·million in
cuts made aro!1nd the university last year. · :
-• The budget mcludes $32.4 ·million in state money, the same
amount as last year when Gov. Brereton Jones asked the state's
public institutions to cut back.
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Two win UK ••w scholarship_s . The University of Kentucky College of Law has named.two
· students as the first recipients of the Bert Combs Scholarships,
each valued at over $27,000.
.
_ .
·. . .
Amy Denise Cubbage of Leitchfield and. Charles Merwin
Grayson II_I of C~scent Springs were presented the scholarships
yesterday m Lexington.
. · ,- · ',;·· ·..·
The scholarships, named in honor of Kentucky's 50th ·
·governor, provide full tuition for three years plus living _
stipends. They were established shortly after Combs' death in
1991. _
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Junes ends :,ession
by ·signing budget
Lawmakers override veto
on private-school busing
BY JACK BRAMMER
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - The tortuous road to
a new state budget finally ended yesterday
with Gov. Brereton Jones signing a $23
billion, two-year spending plan.
There was one final bump. Jones vetoed
three sections of the budget, including a
provision to provide $4 ~ffit~w=~~~=-#=~=,~=,~~----!-,l:~-,1~_'.i
:~:i~;oofa~%:1£:.

;;,~''"li~i

the House and Senate
· 'g
overrode that veto, but
let two others stand.
The budget battle which included the first
veto of an entire budget
in almost 40 years ended with mixed results
for Jones. He did not get
his wish for almost $300
million in borrowing for state construction
projects, but the budget does aut],orize
borrowing $70 million for repair and renovation at state parks, which was a Jones
priority.
"This new budget will save our state
parks," Jones said.
He said that would not have been
possible if he had not vetoed the first
spending plan the legislature sent him April 1, a move that
set up the 17-day special session
that cost taxpayers $680,000.
Jones said there was a lot of
good news in the budget, including
more money for education and
worker training and for programs
such as cancer and tuberculosis
screening and money to stop the
jailing of mentally ill pecple.
But he said he is disappointed
the budget does not include money
he wanted for such projects as a
library at the University of Kentucky, a history center in Frankfort
and convention centers in Jefferson
County and Northern Kentucky.
Jones held out h9pe that those
projects will get money later.
But House Speaker Joe Clarke
said he does not expect that to
happen.
·
Clarke, D-Danville, said Jones
might have gotten money for the
building projects if he had approved the first budget lawmakers
sent to him. Then, Jones could have
limited ·the special session to a
discussion of construction projects
and not the whole budget, Clarke
said.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, D-Winchester, said Jones did
not get the building projects because he raised expectations too
high by including too many projects in his plan and promoting
them in a much-publicized bus
tour.

Rose said he sees no chance the
projects will be funded during the
two-year budget period.
Some lawmakers asked whether Jones could provide money for
projects from the $100 million reserve trust fund, but Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable said the governor
could not do that.
In considering the governor's
vetoes, the House voted 59-29 to
override Jones' decision not to finance private school transportation. The Senate vote was 26-11.
The House failed to override
Jones' veto of a provision that
would have barred him from
spending money from a reserve
account - except for $30 million
that could be spent to cover a
revenue shortfall - without legislative approval.
The House vote to override was
31-56. Overriding a veto requires a
majority of the members ·of both
chambers - 51 in the House and
20 in the Senate.
Jones said the budget restriction was "expensive, unwieldy,
constitutionally suspect'' because it
seemed to require a governor to
call a special . session to spend
money from tlie reserve.
Jones also vetoed an inadvertent error in the bill. The provision
would have barred transferring the
Job Training Partnership Act progr--alll from the Cabinet for Human

Resources to the Work Force Development Cabinet. The House voted 87-1 to uphold that veto.
. The. governor had hoped to
mclude m the budget a provision to
expand the Medicaid rolls by
201,000, but the budget bill bars
him from doing that.
The fight over the budget was
acrimonious at ·times. Just this
week, Sen. Michael R Moloney DLexington, criticized Jones for ~cling too slowly on the budget and
compared some of Jones' claims to
manure.
Jones called Moloney "juvenile"
and said he had engaged in
"strange beha~or."
But yesterday, Jones was conciliatory. He thanked the legislature
for a good budget, and ignored
questions about his comments regarding .Moloney.
"There's always a love-hate relationship between the legislature
and the governor," said House
budget chief· Marshall Long DShelbyville.
'
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Budget enacted
without most of
Jones'· projects
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Proposed in
the wake of a record winter storm,
the new state budget was finally enacted yesterday - on the first full
day of summer.
During the tortuous process, Gov.
Brereton Jones lost funding for
most of his priority construction
plans. But he took a conciliatory
tone yesterday in announcing that
he had vetoed only three small sections of the budget - not the entire
bill, as he had once before.
"It's a budget that has a great
deal of good in it," Jones said at a
press conference. He termed it
much improved over the budget he
vetoed in April - a veto that
prompted the special budget session
that ended yesterday.
After Jones announced his vetoes,
the House and Senate overrode one
of them - involving a $4 million appropriation over two years for student transportation costs at private
schools. Jones said \le objected to
spending that money because other
state needs are not being fully met.
The two other vetoes were sustained - one involving language
that would have restricted Jones'
spending from a $100 million budget reserve fund, the other involving
language that would have blocked a
minor state-government reorganization.
·
·Other than a lively debate over·
the wisdom of initiating the schooltransportation subsidy, the rancorous special budget session - which
cost taxpayers an estimated
$680,000 - ended quietly.
, The budget passed during the
regular session contained funds for
none of Jones' construction priorities - not even his $100 million
plan to revitalize state parks.
Yesterday Jones accentuated the
positive - noting that the new
budget did call for anticipated surplus revenues to fund nearly $70
million in park renovations.
"If I had not vetoed the first
budget the legislature ·sent me, we
would not have been able to save
our state parks, and it's just that
simple," Jones said.
Jones also noted most .of".the
funding increases made during the
special session: $26 million over
. two years for basic school funding;
$12 million for higher education;
about $10 million for health and human services programs; a $5 million
economic-development bond issue;

$3 million to hire more county extension agents; $2.4 million to renovate the Kentucky Center for the
Arts,

Jones' only .critical comment yesterday concerned the legislature's
failure to provide $25 million in
bonds for expansion of the Commonwealth Convention Center in
Louisville - a project Jones said
would have resulted in a net gain
for state coffers.
"I've got ·real concern about the
message we're sending to the people of Jefferson County. I think
we're sending a negative message to
them," he said.
But the governor held out hope
that some of the many construction
projects rejected by lawmakers
could be funded before his term
ends in December 1995.
"As we focus on saving money in
state government, as we create
more jobs, as our economy gets better, there certainly is ,the possibility
down the road that we might be
able to fund some of these proj,
ects," Jones said. 1
The two top legislative leaders
said they doubted that the question
could be revisited before the 1996
Generai Assembly.
House Speaker Joe Clarke, DDanville, said that the chances for a
"dramatic" upturn iri the state's
economy, one that could generate
revenue for projects, was fairly remote.
Senate '"President .john '"Eck".
Rose, D-Winchester, echoed Clarke
and also said Jones is chiefly responsible for the fact that none of
the non-park construction work is
in the final budget.
"The governor went around the
state on a bus tour and raised expectations all across the state that
every one of those areas were going
to get their projects," Rose said, referring to Jones' trip last month promoting his projects. With each lawmaker feeling entitled to the projects in his area, yet with a strong
majority believing the entire list of
projects too costly, it was impossible to get the votes needed to approve a small list of projects, Rose
said. ·
Rose said the bus trip "was very
counterproductive because expectations were raised that everybody
was going to get their projects. And
that was not possible."

Regarding the three vetoes:
■ The House voted 59-29 to override Jones' veto of the funding for
private school transportation. After
a caucus of Senate Democrats to
discuss the issue, the Senate also
overrode on a vote of 26-11.
■ The House voted 56-31 to sustain the veto of language that would
have precluded Jones from ·spending any money from the $100 million budget reserve fund. Jones said
he needed the flexibility to draw as
much as a third of this fund for
emergencies and budget shortfalls
without calling a special session.
Some legislators suggested that
Jones might want to use this money
to fund some of the rejected projects. But Jones Cabinet Secretary
Kevin Hable said that this was not
the governor's intention, and that
such a move would be impossible
because lawmakers must approve
all capital expenditures of more
than $200,000.
■ The House voted 87-1 to sustain
Jones' veto of a provision that
would have blocked the transfer of .
a job-training program from the
Cabinet for Human Resources to the
Workforce Development Cabinet.
Because the House sustained
them, the latter two vetoes were not
voted on in the Senate.
At his press conference; Jones
said the session was well worth its ,
cost. He noted that the 2 ½-week
budget debate largely involved how
the state would spend anticipated
surplus revenue of about $35 million - a tiny fraction of the budget.
"Taxpayers ought to be pleased
that we are that concerned. about
how that ·amount of' money is·
spent," Jones said.
Regarding the cost of the session;
Clarke said lawmakers had no
choice but to respond to Jones' call,
and "once we got here, we had to
stay until we got the job done."
Asked the average person's reaction to the end of the session,
Clarke said, "Thank goodness."

·

, , · · .._ ·' : BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS'' '

'

•,

SCHOOLS
Increases basic public school funding about
4.5 percent in 1994-95 and about 3 percent in
1995-96. That's more than Gov. Brereton Jones
wanted, but a small part of the increase is
contingent upon the state realizing certain surplus
revenue. Lawmakers raised the school funding by reducing
Jones' proposed increases for certain programs under the
Kentucky Education Reform Act. For instance, more family- and
youth-service centers will be funded, but not as many new
ones.as Jones proposed.
.
■ Deletes language requiring school districts to give teachers
minimum pay raises.
■ Provides $4 million over two years to transport students
attending private schools.
UNIVERSITIES
■ Provides increases of about 3 percent for
universities and community colleges - a bit more
than Jones proposed. Part of that depends on
anticipated surplus revenue.
■ Deletes money for most of Jones' construction
priorities, including a library and mechanical-engineering
building at the University of Kentucky and a health-sciences
building and football stadium for University of Louisville.
■ Does not include a Jones initiatives to enhance funding for
engineering programs at UK or money for a new engineering
program at Paducah Community College.
PARKS
■ Draws on anticipated surplus revenues to pay for nearly
$70 million in renovation projects, part of Jones' $100 million
plan to revitalize state parks. Design money is provided for
most other park projects in Jones' budget.
NATURAL RESOURCES
■ Omits a Jones proposal to start an
Environmental Service Corps.
■ Transfers Division of Water Patrol from
Department of Natural Resources to the
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
HUMAN RESOURCES
■ Omits Jones' priority of adding 201,000 people
to state Medicaid· rolls.'' ·· ,.
, •' .. , ~ ,. ,
■ Omits increased welfare benefits that Jones
proposed but did not press to have restored by
· conference committee.
·
■ Adds about $1 O million for human-needs programs that
Jones sought during special session. Money would go for more
cancer screening, child immunizations and to help victims of
spouse and sexual abuse. There's also money to move
mentally ill people out of jails.
■ Scraps Jones' proposal to reorganize, and potentially
privatize, the Department for Employment Services.
STATE EMPLOYEES
■ Gives 5 percent annual raises.
■ Gives extra raises to a few categories of othe~ workers,
including prison guards and patient aides at mental institutions.
CORRECTIONS
■ Does not fund expansion of the Green River correctional
complex in Muhlenberg County, considered a priority of
Corrections Department.
■ Cuts funding for juvenile jails in Northern Kentucky and in
Western Kentucky, but does fund one in Breathitt County.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
. ■ Does not fund local government grant program that was
scrapped by Jones during budget cuts last year. Many
lawmakers hoped· it could be restored.
TRANSPORTATION
■ Retains Jones' plan to use about $40 million a
year in Road Fund revenues to pay part of state
police and Revenue Cabinet budgets.
■ Funds final $150 million installment of a
$600 million bond issue initially approved during
the Wilkinson administration.
■
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Pay raises approved
1st for MSU faculty, staff under merit system
. ly JIM ROBINSON
)FTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Morehead
ltate University's Board of Re;ents on Wednesday approved
he first raises for faculty and
,taff under a new merit pay
,ystem developed over the past
wo years.
But the school isn't reveal·ng how much those raises are
'or each employee.
The decision by MSU Presilent Ronald Eaglin not to dis,!ose the size of merit raises in
he first year they've been
:iven drew mild criticism
·ram faculty regent Bruce Matingly.
-Mattingly said he wasn't
1articularly upset by the deci:ion, but said he thought it
:ou!d create morale problems,
ispecially in the first year of
.he program.
"You want a perception of
1penness and honesty," Mat:lngly said. ·
_
Eaglin said with employees
::etting pay raises for as many
as three different reasons, revealing them "would create
more confusion in people's
minds and more ill will as people talked about it."
But at a committee meeting
earlier in the day, Eaglin acknowledged: "This has not
been one of my more popular
decisions."
Iil approving the $64.3 mil-

lion 1994-95 budget, the regents
gave MSU employees a 2 percent across-the-board raise. In
addition, employees also we.re
eligible for merit raises from
another pool of money equal to
2 percent of the employee payroll. Another 1 percent was set
aside for raises for promotions
or other enhancements.
In all, MSU handed out
$1,573,000 In raises. Most of
that money - $1,342,000 came from cuts elsewhere In
the university.

MSU budget director Ray
Pinner said 95 percent of the
raises ranged between 2 percent and 10 percent. For faculty, the raises ranged as high
as 15.5 percent. For staff, the
raises ranged as high as 22.9
percent.
.
. In past years, MSU's personnel roster, which lists all
MSU's employees and their
compensa_tlon, has included
the size of the raise each employee received.
. Eaglin said not disclosing
the size of the raises would
head off ill will created by em·
. ployees receiving different
kinds of raises.
For instance, in addition to
the across-the-board and merit
raises, some faculty members
received promotional raises $1,000 for being promote.ct to
assistant professor, $2,000 to
assoclate professor and $4,000
to professor.
. MSU increased those promotional raises last fall from
$500, $750 and $1,000, respeclively, as part of a five-year
plan to raise MSU faculty sala· ries to the state average.
Faculty members promoted
previously could apply to MSU
for the extra money now
awarded under the new system.
Out of 75 faculty members
approved. for that make-up
money, 37 received raises
ranging from $500 to $3,500.
The other 38 probably will get
their raises in the next four
:years, Pinner said.
: Staff also ·were eligible for
. :promotional raises.· Fourteen
:staff members received raises
:ranging from $667 to $4,000. An
:additional pool of one-time
:bonus money also has been set
:aside for staff. It will be dis:tributed after July 1. ·
: Eaglin did reveal the size of
'one raise - his own. Regents
Increased his salary to $125,446

from $118,345, a 6 percent hike.
They also extended his contract by a year, through June
30, 1998.
The raises highlighted a
budget that included the same
state appropriation that MSU
began with last year - $32.4
million. MSU and other state·
universities later had to give
back 2 percent of that money
because of a revenue shortfall
last year.
The regents also approve.d _a
$40 per semester tuition increase ordered by the Kentucky Council on High Educalion and a $10 per semester increase in the student activity
fee recommended by the Student Government Association.
The money is earmarked for
a wellness center. ·
The board, while increasing
dorm rates $25 a semester, approved a program in which a
student's room rate will stay
the same from year to year as
long as he continues to live in
an MSU dorm. MSU is the first
state university in the state to
adopt such a program.
The board also approved
plans to spend $300,000 to renovate the third floor of the G.B.
Johnson Economic Development Center, home of its Ashland campus. The board will
lease 14,000 square feet of
space from the building's
owner, the FIVCO Area Development District, for classrooms for $35,000 a year.
MSU already is using the
second floor of the Johnson
Center.
The regents also approved
plans. to spend an estimated
$1.5 million in Prestonsburg to
build a 30,000-square-foot
building near the Intersection
of U.S. 23 and Ky. 114 for a
new campus there. MSU will
move out of the building now
leased at the Highlands Shopping Plaza.
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Pay,ral_s~s in Murray State budget
MURRAY, Ky. - Fa~ty a.'ld staff members will receive 2 percent
pay raises under a budget of nearly $71 million approved by the·,
Mll!'faY State .University board of regents yesterday.
.
Toe university's spending during the budget year that begins July
1 will increase nearly $1 million over this year. State appropriations
increased by $712,000, according to a statement from the university.
·Toe budget contains $60.05 million in education and general ·
fuilds· and $10.87 million for auxiliary programs such as residence
halls and food services; Faculty and staff salaries and benefits were·
71 oercent of the education and ~eneral bud~et. the statement said.
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Governor criticizes
parts of new budget
as unfair,_ political _
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer

of a football stadium at the University of Louisville,
Jones argued that revenue from
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Brere- the convention center would have
ton Jones, who accentuated positive exceeded the $2.4 million annual
aspects of the new budget on debt service by $1.6 million,
Wednesday, described parts of it
"That's the real bottom line.
yesterday as . unfair, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ That's how dumb this
dumb and political,
whole decision was,"
Jones said lawmakers
he said.
broke promises to sup-•
He also said it was unport many construction
fair for the legislature to
projects, like the library
refuse to fund only 12
at the University of
percent of the cost of a
Kentucky.
U of L stadium when the
"The legislature said,
state paid half the cost
'No, we welsh. Our
of the University of Kenword's not good.' "
tucky's stadium;
The governor also
Jones had proposed
likened the post-BOPto pay for the projects
TROT General Assemout·of recently projectbly to an unreformed
ed surplus revenues.
alcoholic, because the
Lawmakers were skeplegislature had failed to ''This budget tical about whether this
clean up its image by
revenue would ever be
honoring past construegives
realized and refused to
tion commitments.
Lou"1sV1"lle commit such revenue to·
(BOPTROT is the fedpay off 20-year bonds.
era1 investigation of
and
During the session,
public corruption that
Jefferson though, the legislature
has focused on the legdecided to take some of
islature.)
County a big" the nioney away from
Jones' comments,
··
Jones' proposed conmade during an interkick in the struction bonds and put
view yesterday on the
it into basic funding proA-OK Primeline radio
grams for public schools
program, came a day
Gov. Jones
and universities.
after he described the
"They did an aboutbudget passed in the - - - - - ~ - face and said we will
special session as basi.
obligate this money forciilly good and. improved over the ever, not just for 20 years," Jones
budget he vetoed in April.
said, Lawmakers, though, have said
But yesterday he had some strong program spending can be cut, but
words about the new budget.
bond payments cannot.
·
· . "This budget gives Louisville and
Asked by the radio·. program's
J~fferson County a big kick.in the host, Al Smith, why lawma.'ters ret~," Jones said.
jected his projects, Jones said,
.He was referri?g to ~ecisi~ns not I if you play politics as opposeif fo
to fil!ld area proJects, mcluding ex- trying to make the right business
pans1on of Commonwealth Conven- decision then things get very contion Center and a $7 million share · voluted.l'

teeth,"

'

Jones said his stinging criticism
of Mike Moloney, Senate budget
committee chairman, earlier this
week was a measured response to
Moloney's criticism that Jones had
taken too long to decide whether to
sign the budget.
"There comes a time when you or.
I as human beings can only get hit
in the mouth so many times without
throwing a punch yourself," Jones
said, "I thought I was very reserved
in only saying that he (Moloney) involves himself in strange behavior. I
mean, Mike's got some skeletons in
his closet I could do a lot of talking
about, but that doesn't serve any
purpose.''
Jones' office declined to explain
yesterday what skeletons Jones was
referring to, And Moloney declined
to respond to Jones' comment.
The governor said he decided not
to· veto the entire budget because
"another veto would have been
senseless, because I think it's conceivable we might have even gotten
a worse budget because of all the
rancor that existed and all the fighting that was going on."
Jones said, "There's such turmoil
over there now, And this all really, I
think, has emanated because of the
whole BOPTROT situation.''
Smith said lawmakers bristle
when Jones mentions BOPTROT.
''Yes. I think people have a tendency to want to just put that sort of
thing under the . carpet and never
mention it. It's kind of like an alcoholic," Jones ·said. "Until that alcoholic stands up and says 'I am an
alcoholic, I've got a problem, and.
I'm goini; to deal with· it,' they're
never gomg to solve that problem."
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose said of Jones' comments, "I'm
saddened that the governor is taking these budget decisions personal•
1y • • • and that he's personalizing
the issues."

t
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editorial

Sportsmanship issue
should be a priority
By Steve Hamilton
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

As a former high-school, college and professional athlete and as a· current college athletics administrator, I am concerned with the
direction that athletics contests are taking.
The taunting and baiting
of opponents is now common
in amateur athletics, from the
little leagues through the colleges. Degrading an opponent seems to be as important
to many of our athletes as
playing hard and winning or
losing ~th class. In my opinion, directors of athletics have
a responsibility to ensure that
Hamilton
their coaches and athletes
understand and abide by the principles of
good sportsmanship and ethical behavior.
· The directors of athletics and faculty athletics representatives of Ohio Valley
Conference member institutions felt that
something positive should be done to promote ethical behavior. We formed a committee, at the direction of the league presidents
and Commissioner R. Daniel Beebe, to
explore what we could do within our league
to ensure that our players, coaches, administrators, spirit groups, game officials and fans
would adhere to proper principles of sportsmanship.
As institutions of higher education, we feel
that athletes should learn lessons other than
using profanity, trash-talking and trying to
"show up" opponents. We have created a
league sportsmanship statement that has met
with the approval of the presidents, athletics
administrators and coaches of each Ohio
Valley Conference institution. We intend to
make our athletics contests more enjoyable
for participants and fans, and this will happen because everyone involved has "bought
in" to the concept The statement may not be
perfect, but it is a start We can always make
improvement with experience.
We are not trying to eliminate hard, emotional play by our athletes, nor do we want to
curb the enthusiasm of our fans. We expect
our fans to be vocal and tci support our
teams, but we will eliminate those fans who
exhibit vulgar language and abusive behavior
toward opposing players, coaches and officials. It is not imnroner for fans to
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v~cally with an official's call since
we all know they need our assistance, but there is a great difference between disagreements and
being threatening and confrontational.
The fact is that coaches can control the behavior of their athletes.
. Each coach knows what is happening during a contest and how
his or her team members are
responding. Coaches must demand the proper attitude and
responses from their athletes.
A problem occurs when one
team is obse~ng good sportsmanship principles and its opponent is not The prevailing attitude
is, "If they are going to do it, then
so are we." This attitude must
cease. Toe chief executive officers
and athletics administrators must
see that it does.
Conference commissioners and
supervisors of officials can demand that game officials enforce
the principles of good sportsmanship. The Ohio Valley Conference
officials will notify coaches and
team captains before the contest
that sportsmanship principles will
be enforced and that there will be
no warnings during the period of
play. Officials who fail to enforce
these principles may be suspended from further conference games.
We know that it will involve subjective decisions from these officials, but knowing they will have
league suppon will make theirjobs
easier.
The realization that many college athletes today db not have an
understanding of the history of the
spon in which they are participating has bothered me for some
time. It is difficult to have the proper respect for a game if you don't
know its origins or those who have
preceded you.
A lack of respect has caused
many problems in athletics and
put a premium on intimidation
and vocalization during a contesL
I feel that athletes should intimidate by ability and hanl worl<. Until
there is a respect for the game,
your opponents, the coach, your
teammates and the officials, we will
never be where we should

If we can eliminate penalties,
technical fouls, ejections and fighting that result from unsportsman. like conduct, then we will b~
putting athletics contests in th<
proper amateur context. We can',
control the actions of profession
al athletes and the examples the:
set, but we can attempt to portra,
to young athletes, in panicular, th,
values of proper sportsmanshir
received by athletes at institution,
of higher education.
We must do this, not only forth,
public, but for ourselves.

Steve Hamilton is direr:tur ofalhln
ics at Morelwut State Univmity..H ·
is one ofonly two athletes to partici
pate in both a World Series (twice UJUJ
lkNew Ymf< Yanlws)andaNatimu,

Basknball A.«oanti,,.. championshi1
game (Minneapolis Loker,).
.
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NCAA panel balks at plan
to relax academic mies
.

"Proposal 16 is the rule," Judit!t
BY DOUG TUCKER
Albino, chairwoman of the Pres1Assoc1ATED PRESS
dents Commission, said in a teleKANSAS CITY, Mo. - The conference. "The bottom line is
NCAA Presidents Commission, in there was very little sentiment to
decisions that could anger many change or delay the standards that
coaches and administrators, is re- were set forth in Proposal 16."
·fusing to go along with S?ftened
At the same time, Albino said
academic requirements and !S fore- the presidents recogni~ th~re was
ing a football playoff committee to a disparate effect on mmonty studisband.
dents who score between about 600
A special academic committee and 700 on the combined Scholastic
had· recommended Tuesday that Assessment Test or the·equivalent
toughened freshman eligibility 15 to 17 on the American College
standards, Proposal 16, be relaxed. Test.
But the Presidents Commission,
The SAT cutoff of Proposal 16
the most powerful group \n the will remain 700. But athletes scarNCAA legislative prooess, said yes- ing as low as 600 on the SAT or 15
terday it will insist on maintaining on the ACT could become partial
the importance of the entrance test qualifiers ·by having a higher cor:escores while introducing a "parti!11.' sponding high school grade-pomt
qualifier'' concept that could have average.
. .
the same effect.
The Black Coaches Association,
The Presidents Commissi?n which threatened to. boycott basalso said it would enabl!; partial ketball games last ':"'°t~r ?ver the
qualifiers who sit _out thetr fresh- issue of scholarship hm1ts, has
man season to receive a fourth year been a vocal opponent of standardof eligibility after meetin& a~em- ized tests.
ic ~tan?ards by t~e begmnmg of
"We"ll get together and study
thetr fifth .Y.ear m school. The this and talk it over in detail," said
partial quahf1ers could al~o prac- Marian Washington women's bas-.
tice and r~eive sc)lolarships, but ketball coach at Kansas and a
not play m varsity games, as member of the BCA's executive
freshmen.
committee.
The commission declined to go
The possibility of an NCAA
along with the suggestion to delay
for one year the effective date of football playoff was considered
Proposal 16 - also known as dim after a special committee deProposition 16 - now scheduled clined to offer· a plan earlier this
month. But officials said then they
for August 1995.
The new rules were passed by would ask the presidents for perNCAA schools at their 1992 con- mission to continue the study, and
pennission was widely expected.
vention.
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Atre~.
The popular image of, whh-.
tiers is old men sitting .on·
park benches .c11rving . away
at
stick while chatting
away the time.
Minnie Adkins - whittler
!!Xtraordinaire - hardly fits
· that image. Instead of niihdlessly carving away at a
stick, Adkins quietly works
in the workshop in her Elliott County home turning
large chunks· of wood into
distinctive foxes, bears and
. roosters that are so popular
that they are sold before she
finishes them.
Adkins' colorful carvings
have been purchased by such
luminaries as Oprah Winfrey, Bill Cosby amd H. Ross
Perot, and last year gained
her the annual award of distinction from the Folk Art
Society o( America. Thus, it
is only fitting that the 60year-old whittler is the latest
recipient of Morehead State
University's Appalachian
Treasure Award, joining
such renown past recipients
as author James Still, folk
singer Jean Ritchie, weaver
Granny Toothman, humorist
and folklorist Loyal Jones,
and dulcimer-maker Homer
Ledford.
,
Like many folk artists, Adkins has little formal training, but doing what she loves,
she has created carvings that
are treasured by niany and
make her truly an Ap-
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·Home, m!:'diocre :horn~;;/ .
.
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bk offers a weak ··sch~dtile ·for Rtipp tans·.:, -: ·.
ow bad was UK's home bas- ·
ketball schedule last season?
So bad that it seemed at
times as if Big Blue had joined the
Ohio Valley Conference. Remember
those riveting blowouts of Eastern ·
Kentucky, Morehead.and Tennessee Tech?
So bad that most of the fans
had no idea where one opponent
came from - Robert (don't call us
Phillip) Morris. For the record, it's
Pittsburgh. We think.
And so bad that the Australian
· National Team was one of the top .
two non-conference opponents tci
come to town in 1993-94.
Well, tie me kangaroo down,
mate. The blokes who do the
'.,
schedule apparently didn't learn
anything from last year's less-thanrabid home crowds.
This season will be more of the .
same. The only top quality nonconference opponent to visit Rupp
will be Syracuse. We'll be treated
to the likes of UT,Martin (there's
that OVC again), Ohio University,
Bostpn University and Marshall.
Meantime, UK will be playing
one of its home games in Cincin~
nati, against Texas Tech, arid two
of its other home games in Louisville, against South Carolina and
Indiana. This is also the year for
Louisville to host the annual home-

H

and-home affair against ilie Uril- versity of Louisville. .
·
Rupp Arena fans desetve better
for the loyalty theyve shown and
the major financial support provided by the longtime seasori ticket
holders.
·5o here's a suggestion for UK
Athletic Director CM. Newton: At
least get UK out of that ridiculous
"neutral court'' arrangement with
Indiana, which alten¥1tes ,the
.
games between FreedC>Jil ~~l and
the Hoosierdome. Let's play .ein
where they belong: irt Lexihgton
and Bloomington.
And here's a suggestion
U of
L basketball' Coac;h, Denny ~rum:
There's this \Jig arena ih Lexington
- nearly 5,000 seats bigger than
the one you call hoirie. UK ~~ to
get exposure in your town. So why
don't you return the favor?
How about playing one of your
home games over here, against a .
team Lexington [ans might).ik~)~
see? Somebody hke a Nortli Carolina. Or a Duke. Or a UCLA.
· Rupp Arena has lots of.open-.
dates available. The Civic Center
people can sure use th~ business.
And there· will be plenty of fans
over here just dying to see some
top quality teams sjttirjg on the
visitors' bench in Rupp Arena.
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